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Abstract. We study a tower {Xr}r=0,1,2,... of modular curves obtained systematically twisting

the standard tower associated to {X1(Npr)}r for a prime p ≥ 5 and N prime to p. A given
Q-simple factor AP0

of the Jacobian Jr0 of Xr0 associated to a p-ordinary Hecke eigenform is a

member of a p-adic analytic family {AP }P of Q-simple factors of Jr (r = 0, 1,2, . . . ), where P

runs over arithmetic points of a local ring T of the big Hecke algebra of the tower. Supposing

a minimalist condition on the arithmetic cohomology of AP0
in addition to regularity of T, we

study a sufficient condition for infinitely many AP having Mordell–Weil rank ≤ 1 and finite Tate–

Shafarevich group over a number field K. If we choose the twist well and if AP0
has root number

ε = ±1, we can make AP to have the equal root number all over the family, which may be an

interesting case.

1. Introduction

Fix a prime p and a positive integer N prime to p throughout the paper. Let Spec(I) be an
irreducible component of (the spectrum of) the p-ordinary big Hecke algebra h. Attached to I is the
Mazur–Kitagawa p-adic L-function L(k, s) for the weight variable k and the cyclotomic variable s.
The function L is an element of the affine ring of the irreducible component of Spec(hn.ord) covering
Spec(I) for the two variable nearly p-ordinary big Hecke algebra hn.ord. We study in this paper the
tower of modular curves {Xr}r whose jacobians (or more precisely their p-ordinary part) correspond
to the one variable p-adic L-function k 7→ L((α + δ)k + 2, δk + 1) heuristically for a fixed pair of
p-adic integers α, δ ∈ Zp. More precisely, choosing a primitive root ζr ∈ µpr compatibly with r > 0
and picking a weight 2 Hecke eigenform f belonging to I whose Neben character restricted to Z×

p

sends 1 + p ∈ Z×
p to ζα+δ

r , the p-adic L-function L interpolates the complex L-value L(1, f ⊗ ε) for

the p-power order order character ε of Z×
p with ε(1 + p) = ζ−δr . In this introduction, for simplicity,

we assume that α = δ = 1; so the corresponding p-adic L-function k 7→ L(2k+ 2, k+ 1) interpolates
the central critical values (so the function k 7→ L(2k + 2, k + 1) could be identically zero). We call
the tower {Xr}r with (α, δ) = (1, 1) the self-dual tower (of prime-to-p level N), and here we sketch
the results for the self-dual tower. The general case of an arbitrary (α, δ) will be taken care of in
the main text (see Section 3 for a precise definition of {Xr}r). The standard tower {X1(Np

r)}r
corresponds to (α, δ) = (0, 1). Let Jr/Q for the Jacobian variety of Xr. Since Xr is essentially
a Galois twist of the modular curve sitting between X1(Np

r) and X0(Np
r), we may assume that

H0(Jr,ΩJr/C) ∼= S2(Γr) for a congruence subgroup Γr with Γ1(Np
r) ⊂ Γr ⊂ Γ0(Np

r).

For a set of places S of a number field K, write KS/K for the maximal extension unramified
outside S. For a topological Gal(KS/K)-module M and v ∈ S, we write H•(KS/K,M) (resp.
H•(Kv,M) for the v-completion Kv of K) for the continuous cohomology of the profinite group
Gal(KS/K) (resp. Gal(Kv/Kv) for an algebraic closure Kv of Kv) giving the discrete topology to
the coefficients M (so, Hq(KS/K,M) and Hq(K,M) is a torsion module if q > 0). Define

W
j(KS/K,M) = Ker(Hj(KS/K,M)→

∏

v∈S
Hj(Kv ,M)) for j = 1, 2
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and put W
j(KS/K,M)p := W

j(KS/K,M) ⊗Z Zp. Often we simply write W for W
1. More

generally, for a module M , we define Mp by M ⊗Z Zp (so, Mp is the maximal p-power torsion
submodule M [p∞] of M if M is torsion, and the maximal p-profinite quotient if M is profinite).
Throughout the paper, when M is related to an abelian variety, we always assume that S contains all
finite places at which the abelian variety has bad reduction in addition to all p-adic and archimedean
places of K. Unless otherwise mentioned, we assume S to be chosen finite.

In addition to the divisible Mordell–Weil group Jr(K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp, we study the Tate–Shafarevich

group WK(Jr), WK(KS/K, Jr[p
∞]) and the Selmer group

SelK(Jr) = Ker(H1(KS/K, Jr[p
∞])→

∏

v∈S
H1(Kv, Jr)).

The Tate–Shafarevich group and the Selmer group of an abelian variety are independent of S; so, we
omitted “KS/K” from the notation. The Hecke operator U(p) and its dual U∗(p) acts on WK(Jr)
and their p-adic limit e = limn→∞U(p)n! and e∗ = limn→∞ U∗(p)n! are well defined on the above
groups H . We write Hord := e(H). More generally, adding superscript or subscript “ord” (resp.
“co-ord”), we indicate the image of e (resp. e∗) depending on the situation.

By Picard functoriality, we have injective limits G := lim−→r
Gr with Gr := Jr[p

∞]ord (a Λ-BT group

in the sense of [H14]), R 7→ Jord
∞ (R) = lim−→r

Ĵord
r (R) for Ĵr(R) = lim←−n Jr(R)/pnJr(R) as an fppf

sheaf over K, WK(Jord
∞ ) = lim−→r

WK(Jr)
ord
p , WK(KS/K, G) = lim−→r

WK(KS/K, Jr[p
∞]ord), and

SelK(Jord
∞ ) = lim−→r

SelK(Jr)
ord
p . We study control under Hecke operators acting on these arithmetic

cohomology groups and Jord
∞ (R) ⊗Z Qp/Zp for number fields R = K. These groups are discrete

modules over the corresponding big Hecke algebra h, and we call them Λ-BT groups, ind Λ-MW
groups, ind Λ-TS groups and Λ-Selmer groups in order. By adding the superscript “∨”, we indicate
their Pontryagin dual which are p-profinite h-modules. For a local ring T of h, adding subscript T,
we indicate the module cut out by T; e.g., Jord

∞,T(R) = Jord
∞ (R) ⊗h T. For each Shimura’s abelian

subvariety Af ⊂ Jr associated to a Hecke eigenform f ∈ S2(Γr) (e.g., [IAT, Theorem 7.14]), we
can think of the ordinary part of the Tate–Shafarevich group WK(Af )

ord
p and the Selmer group

SelK(Af )
ord
p (see (1.2) and Section 8 of the text or [ADT, page 74] for the definition of these

groups). Let h be a big ordinary Hecke algebra with respect to the tower, and pick a primitive

connected component Spec(T) of Spec(h) in the sense of [H86a, §3]. Then points P ∈ Spec(T)(Qp)
correspond one-to-one to p-adic Hecke eigenforms fP in a slope 0 analytic family. Assuming for
example that T is a unique factorization domain, in a densely populated subset ΩT ⊂ Spec(T)(Qp)

of principal primes (indexed by (ζδ, ζα) = (ζ, ζ) for ζ ∈ µp∞), fP is classical, new at all prime factors

of N and of weight 2 (a definition of ΩT will be given in (10.1)). Write Npr(P) for the minimal level
of fP . Let AP/Q (resp. BP/Q) be Shimura’s abelian subvariety (resp. abelian variety quotient) of
Jr(P) associated to fP (see Definition 5.3). Write HP for the subfield of End(AP/Q)⊗Z Q generated
by the Hecke operators. In this introduction, for simplicity, we assume that AP for every P ∈ ΩT

has potentially good reduction at p and that AP for some P ∈ ΩT has good reduction over Zp. We
prove that rankTM

∨ = dimFrac(T)M
∨⊗T Frac(T) is finite for M = Jord

∞,T(K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp, SelK(Jord
∞,T),

WK(Jord
∞,T) and WK(KS/K, GT) if T is a domain. We then prove partial control result relating the

above M with the corresponding classical arithmetic cohomology. Our control results implies

Theorem A. Let K be a number field (i.e., a finite extension of Q). Suppose that T is a unique
factorization domain and that there exists P0 ∈ ΩT such that dimHP0

AP0(K) ⊗Z Q ≤ 1 with

|WK(AP0 )
ord
p | <∞ and AP0 has potentially good reduction at p. Then we have

(1) rankT J
ord
∞,T(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ ≤ dimHP0

AP0 (K)⊗Z Q ≤ 1;

(2) if dimHP0
AP0(K)⊗Z Q = 0, then rankT(Jord

∞,T(K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ = 0, WK(AP )ord
p and AP (Q)

are finite for almost all P ∈ ΩT;
(3) if rankT(Jord

∞,T(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ = dimHP0
AP0 (K) ⊗Z Q = 1, then there exists an infinite

subset CtT ⊂ ΩT such that dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q = 1 for all P ∈ CtT and WK(AP )ord
p is

finite for almost all P ∈ CtT.
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Here the words “almost all” means “except for finitely many”. We say that AP0 (or P0) satisfy the
minimalist condition over K if dimHP0

AP0 (K) ⊗Z Q ≤ 1 with |WK(AP0 )
ord
p | < ∞. This theorem

is a special case of Theorem 13.4, and the assertion (2) should be known at least for the standard
tower via control of Λ-Selmer groups done by earlier authors (though we give a proof of this in our
own way). Thus the new point in this paper is the assertion (3). Since we took the self-dual tower
here in the introduction, we may choose T so that the root number ε is constant ±1 in the family.
In the setting of the assertion (3), if we assume ε = −1 and a weak form of the Birch–Swinnerton
Dyer conjecture asserting AP (Q) is infinite for all P ∈ ΩT, we have CtT = ΩT by the definition of
CtT. Without assuming the weak form of the Birch–Swinnerton Dyer conjecture, though unlikely,
we could have dimHP AP (K)⊗Z Q = 0 over an infinite set Ct⊥T outside CtT. The set Ct⊥T is made of
arithmetic points where the control for the Mordell–Weil group fails (i.e., by p-adically interpolating
infinite order points in AP (K) for P ∈ CtT, we have non-triviality of (Jord

∞,T(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨, but

for P ∈ Ct⊥T such point specializes a transcendental object not descending to K). Since our method
does not construct a concrete point in AP (K), it is difficult by our way to show unconditionally that
Ct⊥T is finite (in an earlier version of this paper, it was claimed that Ct⊥T is finite, but the argument
for finiteness of Ct⊥T is still incomplete). If we can determine the parity of dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q in
terms of ε independently of the point P over the entire ΩT outside a finite subset E, we would have

dimHP AP (K)⊗Z Q ≡ dimHP0
AP0(K) ⊗Z Q mod 2,

and Theorem A would imply the identity dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q = dimHP0
AP0(K) ⊗Z Q for all P ∈

ΩT − E. See Conjecture 15.4 and a remark after the conjecture. Thus determining the parity is
important, though we do not touch this topic in this paper.

The parity conjecture for p-Selmer groups (for the self-dual tower) holds true under good circum-
stances by the results of Nekovář [N06, Theorem 12.2.8], [N07] and [N09] (particularly, the result in
[N07] is valid over any number field K). Thus, by modifyingAP by an isogeny so that the integer ring
OP of HP is embedded into End(AP/Q), if corankOP SelK(AP )ord ≡ dimHP AP (K)⊗ZQ mod 2 hold

(i.e., corankOP WK(AP )ord
p is even), there is some hope of getting the parity of dimHP AP (K)⊗Z Q

and definitely know the generic rank in Theorem A.
The remaining case: 0 = rankT J

ord
∞,T(Q)⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ 6= dimHP0

AP0 (K) ⊗Z Q = 1 is mysterious,
though in this non-matching dimension case, if we find another point P1 satisfying the minimalist
condition with dimHP1

AP1 (K)⊗Z Q = 0, we can bring the case into the situation in (2) (otherwise

if such points do not exist, we would have unthinkable rankT WK(Jord
∞,T)∨ = 1).

General statements covering all modular twisted towers (including the standard tower) will be
given in the main text. The ring T is often a power series ring of one variable over a discrete valuation
ring (and hence a unique factorization domain; see Theorem 5.6).

Let us now describe one technical idea and a most important tool for the proof. The technical
idea is how to separate the p-primary part of the arithmetic cohomology groups by “(partially)
completing p-adically” the coefficients, and the important ingredient is the control by Gal(X/Y ) of
rational points of Jacobians of a Galois covering X → Y of curves. Fix a base field k = Q or Ql.
For an abelian variety A over k, we consider the following Galois module

Â(κ) = lim←−
n

A(κ)/pnA(κ) for a finite Galois extension κ/k,

Â(κ) = lim−→
F

Â(F ) for an infinite Galois extension κ/k
(1.1)

with F running over all finite Galois extensions k inside κ. An explicit description of Â(F ) for a
finite extension F/k is given at the end of this introduction as Statement (S), and only when κ/k/Q

are finite extensions, we have the identity Â(κ) = A(κ) ⊗Z Zp. The following fact plays a key role
to separate the p-primary part (and also the ordinary part of it):

(P) Though End(A/Q) ⊗Z Zp = End(A[p∞]/Q) does not act on the abelian variety A/Q, it acts

on the fppf/étale abelian sheaf Â/Q.
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Thus we have Aord(R) if A is modular abelian variety (i.e., A = AP or Jr). We thus assume now

A = AP . We consider the (continuous) Galois cohomology groups Hq(KS/K, Â(KS)) for a number

field K and Hq(K, Â(K)) for k = Ql putting discrete topology on Â(κ) for κ = KS , K and profinite
topology on the Galois group. Here a number field means a finite extension of Q. We write these

cohomology groups as Hq(Â) for a statement valid globally and locally. Recall Mp := M ⊗Z Zp
for a p-torsion module M . Then we prove, as Lemma 7.2, H1(Â) ∼= H1(A) ⊗Z Zp =: H1(A)p,

where H1(A) stands for Hq(KS/K,A(KS)) if K is global and Hq(K, Â(K)) if K is local. Thus we
conclude

WK(Âord) := Ker(H1(KS/K, Âord(KS))→
∏

v∈S
H1(Kv, Â

ord(Kv))) ∼= WK(A)ord
p ,

SelK(Âord) := Ker(H1(KS/K, Â[p∞]ord(KS))→
∏

v∈S
H1(Kv, Â

ord(Kv))) ∼= SelK(A)ord
p .

(1.2)

Anyway by (P), the p-part of the algebro-geometric W and Sel are translated into the sheaf theoretic

counterparts. Since Âord[p∞](k) ↪→ Âord(k) � Âord(k) ⊗Zp Qp is an exact sequence of Gal(k/Q)-

modules for k = QS ,Ql, assuming N = 1 for simplicity (so, taking S = {p,∞}), we have a
commutative diagram with exact rows:

Âord
P (Q)⊗Zp Qp/Zp

↪→−−−−→ H1(QS/Q, Âord
P [p∞])

�−−−−→ H1(QS/Q, Âord
P )

δ

y Res

y Res

y

Âord
P (Qp)⊗Zp Qp/Zp

↪→−−−−→ H1(Qp, Â
ord
P [p∞])

�−−−−→ H1(Qp, Â
ord
P ).

Since Âord
P (k)⊗Qp for k = Q,Qp is a vector space over T/P⊗Zp Qp of dimension 1 if dimHP AP (Q)⊗

Q = 1 (as easily seen; see Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5), δ is surjective for al,most all P if the generic rank of

the family is equal to 1, showing finiteness of W(QS/Q, Âord
P [p∞]) implies finiteness of WQ(Âord

P ).
The existence of P0 implies the T-torsion property of W(QS/Q, GT)∨ (see Corollary 11.2) and hence
the assertion (3) of the theorem follows since AP (Q) is infinite for infinitely many P ∈ ΩT under
the non-triviality condition rankT(Jord

∞,T(Q)⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ = 1. Because of the use of this ad hoc fact

that AP (Qp) ⊗ Qp is HP ⊗ Qp-free of rank 1, the proof of Theorem A (3) is simpler when K = Q.
When K 6= Q, we need to go through more technical arguments described in Section 13.

To show infinity of P having infinite AP (K) out of non-triviality of rankT(Jord
∞,T(K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨,

we need to find a way of how to recover Aord
P (K) from the module Jord

∞,T(K) (this type of results is

called control theorems relating an interpolated object to its specialization with small error terms).

The control is therefore an important ingredient in showing Theorem A. Since U(p) acts on H1(Ĵr),

by (P), the limit idempotent e acts also on the coefficients Ĵr . Though e acts on the outer tensor
product H1(Jr)p without completing the coefficients, it is essential to have the action of e on the

coefficients to have a control result of Ĵr for Jr = Pic0
Xr/K under the action of Γ = 1+pZp (through

diamond operators acting on the covering X∞/X1). Let us describe this in some details. The control
stems from the following two facts:

(i) contraction property of the U(p) operator (e.g., (u1) in Section 3), and
(ii) a high power of U(p) kills the p-primary part of the kernel and cokernel of the natural

(pull-back) morphism: Jrs (K) := Pic0
Xr

s/Q(K)→ Js(K)Γ
pr−1

(s > r) of K-rational points of

Jacobians for the modular curve Xr
s of Γrs := Γ0(p

s) ∩ Γr (see (u) and (u2)).

The author applied in [H86b] (and [H14]) the correspondence action of U(p) to the functor X 7→
H1(X,Qp/Zp) and in [H86a] to the functor X 7→ H1(X, ωk) for modular curves X and the sheaf ωk

of modular forms of weight k in order to prove the facts corresponding to (i) and (ii) in these cases
which result the modular p-adic deformation theory of ordinary modular forms and the Barsotti–
Tate groups of the ordinary part of the Jacobian of X (this includes the p-adic deformation theory
of modular Galois representations). Though it was clear at the time that if we had a well behaving
contravariant functorX 7→ H(X) with a correspondence action, we would have deformation theory of
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the ordinary part ofH(X). However there was not (at least to the author) a clear choice (other than
H1(X,Qp/Zp) and H1(X, ωk)) of the functor at the beginning. A few years after the publication
of [H86a] and [H86b], the author realized that the functor X/K 7→ H1

fppf(X/K ,Gm) = PicX/K(K)

would possibly work (though the application to W is a more recent development). This paper in
conjunction with [H15] and [H16] represents the endeavour for achieving the control properties (i)
and (ii) for this functor (although the work should have been done earlier). In this way, we get the
control of the ind Λ-MW group, and out of the control of the ind Λ-MW group, we pull out the
control of the ind Λ-Selmer group and the ind Λ-TS groups. Similarly out of the control of G done
in [H86b] and [H14], we get the control of WK(KS/K, GT) which shows the T-torsion property of
WQ(QS/Q, GT)∨ under the existence of P0 as in Theorem A. Since Jord

∞ (K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp is not really
studied in [H15] and [H16], this paper is essentially self-contained independent of [H15] and [H16].

We may reformulate our result via congruence among abelian varieties. For such reformulation,
we recall first the definition of the congruence. An F -simple abelian variety (with a polarization)
defined over a number field F is called, in this paper, “of GL(2)-type” if we have a subfield HA ⊂
End0(A/F ) = End(A/F )⊗Z Q of degree dimA (stable under Rosati-involution). If F = Q (or more
generally F has a real place), for the two-dimensional compatible system ρA of Galois representation
of A with coefficients in HA, HA is generated by traces Tr(ρA(Frobl)) of Frobenius elements Frobl

for F -primes l of good reduction (i.e., the field HA is uniquely determined by A; see [GME, §5.3.1]
and [Sh75, Theorem 0]). We always regard F as a subfield of the algebraic closure Q. Thus
O′
A := End(A/F )∩HA is an order of HA. Write OA for the integer ring of HA. Replacing A by the

abelian variety representing the group functor R 7→ A(R)⊗O′

A
OA, we may choose A so that O′

A = OA
in the F -isogeny class of A. Since finiteness of the Tate–Shafarevich group of A (not necessarily its
exact size) is determined by the F -isogeny class of A, we hereafter assume that End(A/F )∩HA = OA
for any abelian variety of GL(2)-type over F . For two abelian varieties A and B of GL(2)-type over
F , we say that A is congruent to B modulo a prime p over F if we have a prime factor pA (resp.
pB) of p in OA (resp. OB) and field embeddings σA : OA/pA ↪→ Fp and σB : OB/pB ↪→ Fp such

that (A[pA] ⊗OA/pA,σA
Fp)ss ∼= (B[pB] ⊗OB/pB ,σB

Fp)ss and det TpAA = det TpBB as Gal(Q/F )-
characters, where the superscript “ss” indicates the semi-simplification and TpAA is the pA-adic
Tate module of the abelian variety A. Hereafter, we assume that the field F is equal to Q, but the
base field K is any number field.

Let E/Q be an elliptic curve. Writing the Hasse–Weil L-function L(s, E) as a Dirichlet series∑
n=1 ann

−s with an ∈ Z (i.e., 1 + p − ap = |E(Fp)| for each prime p of good reduction for E), we
call p admissible for E if E has good reduction at p, the self-dual p-adic analytic family including
E has generic rank equal to rankE(Q) and (ap mod p) is not in ΩE := {±1, 0}. Therefore,
the maximal étale quotient of E[p] over Zp is not isomorphic to Z/pZ up to unramified quadratic
twists. By the Hasse bound |ap] ≤ 2

√
p, p ≥ 7 is not admissible if and only if ap ∈ ΩE (so, 2

and 3 are not admissible). Thus if E does not have complex multiplication, the Dirichlet density
of non-admissible primes is zero by a theorem of Serre as L(s, E) = L(s, f) for a rational Hecke
eigenform f . A proto-typical fact in this reformulation (which follows from Theorem A) is

Theorem B. Let E/Q be a p-ordinary elliptic curve with |WK(E)| <∞ and dimQE(Q) ⊗Z Q = 1.
Let N be the conductor of E, and pick an admissible prime p for E. Consider the set AE,p made up
of all Q-isogeny classes of Q-simple abelian varieties A/Q of GL(2)-type with prime-to-p conductor
N congruent to E modulo p over Q. Then there exists an explicit (computable) finite set SE of
primes depending on N but independent of K such that if p 6∈ SE, infinite members A ∈ AE,p have
finite WQ(A)pA and constant dimension dimHA A(Q) ⊗Q = 1.

Here for the prime pA|p, we have (A[pA] ⊗OA/pA,σA
Fp)ss ∼= (E[p]⊗Fp Fp)ss, and WK(A)pA (resp.

SelK(A)pA ) is the pA-primary part of WK(A)p (resp. SelK(A)p). We stated this theorem for K = Q
and an elliptic curve E as it is difficult to verify the minimalist condition numerically for general K
and a higher dimensional abelian variety, though we state and prove this theorem as Theorem 15.2
in the general setting. Also the definition of the set SE will be given in Definition 15.1.
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If instead assuming finiteness of E(Q) and WQ(E) (i.e., finiteness of SelQ(E)), this type of results
is known at least for the standard tower under possibly different assumptions by the control theorem
of the Λ-Selmer group. The new point of the above theorem is that we allow rankZE(Q) = 1. The
optimal expectation would be to have the assertion of the theorem for almost all members of AE,p
but the theorem is short of this expectation. When the ε-factor is −1 for E in the theorem, as
already discussed, this optimal expectation follows from the weak form of the Birch–Swinnerton
Dyer conjecture.

For p outside SE , the local ring T containing E = AP0 is unique and is a regular ring (so, UFD).
The set SE is usually very small (and for example, for the rank 1 elliptic curve of conductor 37, SE
is empty). If we assume the Birch-Swinnerton Dyer conjecture for abelian varieties of GL(2)-type
and we start with E having epsilon factor −1, the generic rank condition for the family should be
valid always in the definition of admissible primes.

For an extension X of an abelian variety by a finite group scheme defined either over a number

field K or a local field K of characteristic 0, we define the fppf abelian sheaf X̂ explicitly as follows:

(S) X̂(R) =





X(R) ⊗Z Zp if [K : Q] <∞,

X[p∞](R) if [K : Ql] <∞ (l 6= p) or [K : R] <∞,

(X/X(p))(R) as a sheaf quotient if [K : Qp] <∞

for fppf algebras R/K , where X(p) is the maximal prime-to-p torsion subgroup of X. If R is a finite

extension field of K (except for the case of K = R,C), X̂(R) = lim←−nX(R)/pnX(R) as already

mentioned. Therefore, we could have defined X̂(R) := lim←−nX(R)/pnX(R) except in the case where

K = R,C (and using this definition, the value X̂(R) is computed in [H15, (S) in page 228] as
specified in (S) above). For K = R,C, this is just a convention as Hq(K, ?) with coefficients in a
Zp-module ? just vanishes if p > 2. Throughout the paper, we write M∨ for the Pontryagin dual
module Hom(M,Qp/Zp) for a Zp-module M .
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2. U(p)-isomorphisms

Replacing fppf cohomology we described in [H15, §3] by étale cohomology, we reproduce the
results and proofs in [H15, §3] as it gives the foundation of our control result, though we need later
to adjust technically the method described here to get precise control of the limit Tate–Shafarevich
group. Let S = Spec(K) for a field K. Let X → Y → S be proper morphisms of noetherian
schemes. We study

H0
fppf(T, R

1f∗Gm) = H0
ét(T, R

1f∗Gm) = R1f∗O
×
X(T ) = PicX/S(T )

for S-scheme T and the structure morphism f : X → S. Write the morphisms as X
π−→ Y

g−→ S with
f = g ◦ π. We note the following general fact:

Lemma 2.1. Assume that π is finite flat. Then the pull-back of line bundles: PicY/S(T ) 3 L 7→
π∗L ∈ PicX/S(T ) induces the Picard functoriality which is a natural transformation π∗ : PicY/S →
PicX/S contravariant with respect to π. Similarly, we have the Albanese functoriality sending L ∈
PicX/S(T ) to

∧deg(X/Y )
π∗L ∈ PicY/S(T ) as long as X has constant degree over Y . This map

π∗ : PicX/S → PicY/S is a natural transformation covariant with respect to π.

Hereafter we always assume that π is finite flat with constant degree.

In [H15, §3], we assumed that f and g have compatible sections S
sg−→ Y and S

sf−→ X so that
π ◦ sf = sg . However in this paper, we do not assume the existence of compatible sections, but
we limit ourselves to T = Spec(κ) for an étale extension κ of the base field K. Then we get (e.g.,
[NMD, Section 8.1] and [ECH, Chapter 3]), writing XT = X ×S T and YT = Y ×S T ,

PicX/S(T ) = H0
fppf(T, R

1f∗Gm)
(∗)
= H1

fppf(XT , O
×
XT

) = H1
ét(XT , O

×
XT

)

PicY/S(T ) = H0
fppf(T, R

1g∗Gm)
(∗)
= H1

fppf(YT , O
×
YT

) = H1
ét(YT , O

×
YT

)

for any S-scheme T . The identity at (∗) follows from the fact: PicT = 0, since T is a union of points
(i.e., κ = k1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ km for finite separable field extensions kj/K). We suppose that the functors
PicX/S and PicY/S are representable by group schemes whose connected components are smooth (for
example, if X, Y are smooth proper and geometrically reduced (and S = Spec(K) for a field K); see
[NMD, 8.2.3, 8.4.2–3]). We then write J? = Pic0

?/S (? = X, Y ) for the identity connected component

of Pic?/S . Anyway we suppose hereafter also that X, Y, S are varieties (i.e., geometrically reduced
separated schemes of finite type over a field).

For an fppf covering U → Y and a presheaf P = PY on the fppf site over Y , we define via Čech
cohomology theory an fppf presheaf U 7→ Ȟq(U , P ) denoted by Ȟ

q
(PY ) (see [ECH, III.2.2 (b)]). The

inclusion functor from the category of fppf sheaves over Y into the category of fppf presheaves over
Y is left exact. The derived functor of this inclusion of an fppf sheaf F = FY is denoted by H•(FY )
(see [ECH, III.1.5 (c)]). Thus H•(Gm/Y )(U) = H•

fppf(U , O×
U ) for a Y -scheme U as a presheaf (here

U varies in the small fppf site over Y ).
To study control of the Picard groups under Galois action, assuming that f , g and π are all

faithfully flat of finite presentation, we use the spectral sequence of Čech cohomology of the flat
covering π : X � Y in the fppf site over Y [ECH, III.2.7]:

(2.1) Ȟp(XT /YT , H
q(Gm/Y ))⇒ Hn

fppf(YT , O
×
YT

)
∼−→
ι
Hn(YT , O

×
YT

)

for each S-scheme T . Here F 7→ Hn
fppf(YT , F ) (resp. F 7→ Hn(YT , F )) is the right derived functor

of the global section functor: F 7→ F (YT ) from the category of fppf sheaves (resp. Zariski sheaves)
over YT to the category of abelian groups. The isomorphism ι is the one given in [ECH, III.4.9].
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Write H•
YT

for H•(Gm/YT
) and Ȟ•(H0

YT
) for Ȟ•(XT /YT , H

0
YT

). From this spectral sequence, we
have the following commutative diagram with exact rows:

(2.2)

Ȟ1(H0
YT

)
↪→−−−−→ PicY/S(T )

a−−−−→ Ȟ0(XT

YT
, H1

YT
) −−−−→ Ȟ2(H0

YT
)

‖
x o

x
x‖

x‖

Ȟ1(H0
YT

) −−−−→ PicY/S(T )
b−−−−→ Ȟ0(XT

YT
,PicX(T )) −−−−→ Ȟ2(H0

YT
)

x ∪
x

x∪
x

?1 −−−−→ JY (T ) −−−−→
c

Ȟ0(XT

YT
, JX(T )) −−−−→ ?2.

Here the horizontal exactness at the top two rows follows from the spectral sequence (2.1).
Take a correspondence U ⊂ Y ×S Y given by two finite flat projections π1, π2 : U → Y of

constant degree (i.e., πj,∗OU is locally free of finite rank deg(πj) over OY ). Consider the pullback
UX ⊂ X ×S X given by the Cartesian diagram:

UX = U ×Y×SY (X ×S X) −−−−→ X ×S Xy
y

U
↪→−−−−→ Y ×S Y

Let πj,X = πj ×S π : UX � X (j = 1, 2) be the projections.

Consider a new correspondence U
(q)
X =

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
UX ×Y UX ×Y · · · ×Y UX , whose projections are the

iterated product

πj,X(q) = πj,X ×Y · · · ×Y πj,X : U
(q)
X → X(q) (j = 1, 2).

Here is a first step to get a control result of Λ-TS groups:

Lemma 2.2. Let the notation and the assumption be as above. In particular, π : X → Y is a finite
flat morphism of geometrically reduced proper schemes over S = Spec(K) for a field K. Suppose
that X and UX are proper schemes over a field K satisfying one of the following conditions:

(1) UX is geometrically reduced, and for each geometrically connected component X◦ of X, its

pull back to UX by π2,X is also connected; i.e., π0(X)
π∗

2,X−−−→
∼

π0(UX);

(2) (f ◦ π2,X)∗OUX = f∗OX.

If π2 : U → Y has constant degree deg(π2), then, for each q > 0, the action of U (q) on H0(X,O×
X(q))

factors through the multiplication by deg(π2) = deg(π2,X).

This result is given as [H15, Lemma 3.1, Corollary 3.2]. Though in [H15, §3], an extra assumption
of requiring the existence of compatible sections to X → Y → S, this assumption is nothing to do
with the proof of the above lemma, and hence the proof there is valid without any modification.

To describe the correspondence action of U on H0(X,O×
X) in down-to-earth terms, let us first

recall that the Čech cohomology Ȟq(XT

YT
, H0(Gm/Y )) for a general S-scheme T is given by

(2.3)
{(ci0,...,iq )|ci0,...,iq ∈ H0(X

(q+1)
T , O×

X
(q+1)
T

) and
∏
j(ci0...̌ij...iq+1

◦ pi0...̌ij ...iq+1
)(−1)j

= 1}

{dbi0...iq =
∏
j(bi0...̌ij...iq ◦ pi0...̌ij...iq)(−1)j |bi0...̌ij...iq ∈ H0(X

(q)
T , O×

X
(q)
T

)}

where we agree to put H0(X
(0)
T , O

(0)
XT

) = 0 as a convention,

X
(q)
T =

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
X ×Y X ×Y · · · ×Y X ×ST, OX(q)

T

=

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
OX ×OY OX ×OY · · · ×OY OX ×OSOT ,
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the identity
∏
j(c ◦ pi0...̌ij...iq+1

)(−1)j

= 1 takes place in O
X

(q+2)
T

and pi0...̌ij...iq+1
: X

(q+2)
T → X

(q+1)
T

is the projection to the product of X the j-th factor removed. Since T ×T T ∼= T canonically, we

have X
(q)
T
∼=

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
XT ×T · · · ×T XT by transitivity of fiber product.

Consider α ∈ H0(X,OX). Then we lift π∗
1,Xα = α ◦ π1,X ∈ H0(UX ,OUX ). Put αU := π∗

1,Xα.

Note that π2,X,∗OUX is locally free of rank d = deg(π2) over OX , the multiplication by αU has its
characteristic polynomial P (T ) of degree d with coefficients in OX . We define the norm NU (αU ) to
be the constant term P (0). Since α is a global section, NU (αU ) is a global section, as it is defined
everywhere locally. If α ∈ H0(X,O×

X), NU (αU) ∈ H0(X,O×
X). Then define U(α) = NU (αU ), and

in this way, U acts on H0(X,O×
X).

For a degree q Čech cohomology class [c] ∈ Ȟq(X/Y , H
0(Gm/Y )) with a Čech q-cocycle c =

(ci0,...,iq ), U([c]) is given by the cohomology class of the Čech cocycle U(c) = (U(ci0,...,iq)), where
U(ci0,...,iq ) is the image of the global section ci0,...,iq under U . Indeed, (π∗

1,Xci0,...,iq) plainly satisfies

the cocycle condition, and (NU (π∗
1,Xci0,...,iq)) is again a Čech cocycle as NU is a multiplicative

homomorphism. By the same token, this operation sends coboundaries to coboundaries, and define
the action of U on the cohomology group. Thus we get the following vanishing result:

Proposition 2.3. Suppose that S = Spec(K) for a field K. Let π : X → Y be a finite flat covering

of (constant) degree d of geometrically reduced proper varieties over K, and let Y
π1←− U π2−→ Y be two

finite flat coverings (of constant degree) identifying the correspondence U with a closed subscheme

U
π1×π2
↪→ Y ×S Y . Write πj,X : UX = U ×Y X → X for the base-change to X. Suppose one of the

conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.2 for (X,U). Then

(1) The correspondence U ⊂ Y ×S Y sends Ȟq(H0
Y ) into deg(π2)(Ȟ

q(H0
Y )) for all q > 0.

(2) If d is a p-power and deg(π2) is divisible by p, Ȟq(H0
Y ) for q > 0 is killed by UM if pM ≥ d.

(3) The cohomology Ȟq(H0
Y ) with q > 0 is killed by d.

This follows from Lemma 2.2, because on each Čech q-cocycle (whose value is a global section of

iterated product X
(q+1)
T ), the action of U is given by U (q+1) by (2.3). See [H15, Proposition 3.3] for

a detailed proof.

Assume that a finite group G acts on X/Y faithfully. Then we have a natural morphism φ :
X ×G→ X ×Y X given by φ(x, σ) = (x, σ(x)). Suppose that φ is surjective; for example, if Y is a
geometric quotient of X by G; see [GME, §1.8.3]). Under this map, for any fppf abelian sheaf F , we

have a natural map Ȟ0(X/Y, F ) → H0(G, F (X)) sending a Čech 0-cocycle c ∈ H0(X, F ) = F (X)
(with p∗1c = p∗2c) to c ∈ H0(G, F (X)). Obviously, by the surjectivity of φ, the map Ȟ0(X/Y, F )→
H0(G, F (X)) is an isomorphism (e.g., [ECH, Example III.2.6, page 100]). Thus we get

Lemma 2.4. Let the notation be as above, and suppose that φ is surjective. For any scheme T fppf
over S, we have a canonical isomorphism: Ȟ0(XT /YT , F ) ∼= H0(G, F (XT )).

We now assume S = Spec(K) for a fieldK and thatX and Y are proper reduced connected curves.
Then we have from the diagram (2.2) with the exact middle two columns and exact horizontal rows:

0 −−−−→ Z Z −−−−→ 0
x deg

xonto deg

xonto

x

Ȟ1(H0
Y ) −−−−→ PicY/S(T )

b−−−−→ Ȟ0(XT

YT
,PicX/S(T )) −−−−→ Ȟ2(H0

Y )
x ∪

x
x∪

x

?1 −−−−→ JY (T ) −−−−→
c

Ȟ0(XT

YT
, JX(T )) −−−−→ ?2,

Thus we have ?j = Ȟj(H0
Y ) (j = 1, 2).

By Proposition 2.3, if q > 0 and X/Y is of degree p-power and p| deg(π2), Ȟ
q(H0

Y ) is a p-group,
killed by UM for M � 0.
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3. Exotic modular curves

We study a more general tower {Xr}r different from the standard one {X1(Np
r)}r. We introduce

open compact subgroups of GL2(A(∞)) giving rise to the general tower {Xr}r .
Let Γ := 1 + pεZp ⊂ Z×

p , where ε = 2 if p = 2 and ε = 1 otherwise. Let γ = 1 + pε, which is

a topological generator of Γ = γZp . We define the Iwasawa algebra Λ := Zp[[Γ]] = lim←−n Zp[Γ/Γp
n

]

and identify it with the power series ring Zp[[T ]] sending γ to t = 1 + T . The group Γ is a maximal

torsion-free subgroup of Z×
p . Fix an exact sequence of profinite groups 1→ Hp → Γ×Γ

πΓ−−→ Γ→ 1,
and regard Hp as a subgroup of Γ× Γ. This implies

(3.1) πΓ(a, d) = aαd−δ

for a pair (α, δ) ∈ Z2
p with αZp + δZp = Zp and hence Hp = {(a, d) ∈ Z×

p × Z×
p |aαd−δ = 1}. Thus

Hp only depends on P1(Zp); so, we freely identify (α, δ) with (zα, zδ) for any z ∈ Z×
p . Writing µ

for the maximal torsion subgroup of Z×
p , we pick a character ξ : µ× µ→ Z×

p and define H = Hξ =

Hα,δ,ξ := Hp×Ker(ξ) in Z×
p ×Z×

p = Γ×Γ×µ×µ. We can take ξ(ζ, ζ′) = ζα
′

ζ′−δ
′

for (α′, δ′) ∈ Z2.

Write π := πΓ × ξ : Z×
p × Z×

p → Z×
p and the image of H in (Z×

p )2/(Γp
r−ε

)2 as Hr. Then define, for

Ẑ =
∏
l:primes Zl,

Γ̂0(M) :=
{(

a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(Ẑ)

∣∣c ∈M Ẑ
}
, Γ̂1(M) :=

{(
a b
c d

)
∈ Γ0(M)

∣∣d− 1 ∈M Ẑ
}
,

Γ̂1
1(M) :=

{(
a b
c d

)
∈ Γ1(M)

∣∣a− 1 ∈M Ẑ
}
,

Γ̂s = Γ̂H,s :=
{(

a b
c d

)
∈ Γ̂0(p

s) ∩ Γ̂1(N)
∣∣(ap, dp) ∈ Hs

}
, Γ̂rs = Γ̂rH,s := Γ̂0(p

s) ∩ Γ̂r (s ≥ r).

(3.2)

By definition, Γ̂r ∩ SL2(Q) = Γ1(Np
r) if Hp = Γ × {1} (i.e., (α, δ) = (0, 1)) and ξ(a, d) = ω(d) for

ω(a) = limn→∞ ap
n

if p is odd and otherwise ω(a) =
(

Q2(
√
−1)/Q2

a

)
(the quadratic residue symbol)).

We write this ξ as ωd.
Consider the moduli problem over Q of classifying the following triples

(E, µN
↪→−−→
φN

E, µpr
↪→−−→
φpr

E[pr]
�−−→
ϕpr

Z/prZ)/R,

where E is an elliptic curve defined over a Q-algebra R and the sequence µpn ↪→ E[pr] � Z/prZ
is meant to be exact in the category of finite flat group schemes. As is well known (e.g., [AME]),
the triples are classified by a modular curve Ur/Q, and we write Zr for the compactification of
Ur smooth at cusps. In Shimura’s terminology, writing Z′

r for the canonical model attached to

Ur := Γ̂1
1(p

r) ∩ Γ̂1(N), the curve Z′
r is defined over Q(µpr ) and is geometrically irreducible, while

we have Zr = ResQ(µpr
)/QZ

′
r (when N ≥ 4) which is not geometrically irreducible. We have the

identity of the complex points Zr(C) − {cusps} = GL2(Q)\GL2(A)/UrR×SO2(R).

Each element (u, a, d) of the group G := (Z/NZ)×× Z×
p × Z×

p acts on Zr by sending (E, µN
φN−−→

E, µpr

φpr−−→
↪→

E[pr]
ϕpr−−→
�

Z/prZ) to

(3.3) (E, φN ◦ u : µN
φN◦u−−−→ E, µpr

φpr◦d−−−−→
↪→

E[pr]
a◦ϕpr−−−−→

�

Z/prZ),

where a ◦ ϕpr (x) = aϕpr (x) and the action on φpr and φN . For z = (zN , zp) ∈ (Z/NZ)× × Z×
p ,

we write the action of (u, a, d) = (zN , zp, zp) as 〈z〉. Via the inclusion Γ × Γ ⊂ G, the two variable
Iwasawa algebra Λ := Zp[[Γ×Γ]] is embedded into Zp[[G]] = Λ[(Z/NZ)×× µ× µ] for the maximal
torsion subgroup µ of Z×

p .
We consider the quotient curves Xr := Zr/H . The complex points of Xr removed cusps is given

by Yr(C) = GL2(Q)\GL2(A)/Γ̂rR+SO2(R). Indeed, the action of (ap, dp) ∈ H regarded as an

element
(
ap 0
0 dp

)
∈ GL2(Zp) ⊂ GL2(Ẑ) is given by (φpr , ϕpr ) 7→ (φpr ◦dp, ϕpr ◦ap). If det(Γ̂r) = Ẑ×,
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by [IAT, Chapter 6], Xr is a geometrically connected curve canonically defined over Q. We have an
adelic expression of their complex points.

Xr
s (C)− {cusps} = GL2(Q)\GL2(A)/Γ̂rsR

×
+SO2(R) = Γrs\H and Xr(C) = Γr\H,

where Γrs = Γ̂rs ∩ SL2(Q) and Γr = Γ̂r ∩ SL2(Q). If det(Γ̂r) ( Ẑ×, our curve Xs
r = ResFξ/QVbΓr

s
and

Xr = ResFξ/QVbΓr
for Shimura’s geometrically irreducible canonical model VS defined over Fξ for

S = Γ̂rs and Γ̂r (see [IAT, Chapter 6]). In any case, these curves are geometrically reduced curves
defined over Q with equal number of geometrically connected components (i.e., it is [Fξ : Q] for

Shimura’s field of definition Fξ ⊂ Qab fixed by det(Γ̂rs) ⊂ Ẑ× ∼= Gal(Qab/Q)).

We fix a Zp basis (ζNpr = exp( 2πi
Npr ))r ∈ Zp(1) × (Z/NZ)(1). Then we identify µNpr with

(Z/NprZ) by ζmNpr 7→ (m mod Npr). For a triple (E, µN
φN−−→ E, µpr

φpr−−→
↪→

E[pr]
ϕpr−−→
�

Z/prZ),

by the canonical duality 〈·, ·〉 on E[Npr], we have a unique generator v ∈ E[Npr]/ Im(φNpr ) for
φNpr = φN × φpr such that 〈v, φNpr (ζNpr )〉 = ζNpr . Then the quotient E′ := E/(Im(φNpr )) has an

inclusion µNpr

φ′

Npr−−−→ E′ given by sending ζaNpr to (av mod Im(φNpr )) ∈ E′. This gives a new triple

(E′, φ′
N , φ

′
pr , ϕ′

pr), where ϕ′
pr is determined by 〈x, φ′

pr(ζpr )〉 = ζ
ϕ′

pr (x)
pr for x ∈ E′[pr]. We define an

operator wr = wζNpr acting on Zr by sending (E, µN
φN−−→ E, µpr

φpr−−→
↪→

E[pr]
ϕpr−−→
�

Z/prZ) to the

above (E′, φ′
N , φ

′
pr , ϕ′

pr ). We have the following fact from the definition:

Lemma 3.1. The tower {Xr/Q}r with respect to (α, δ, ξ) is isomorphically sent by wr defined over
Q to the tower over Q with respect to (δ, α, ξ′) for ξ′(a, d) = ξ(d, a). In other words, H defining the
tower {Xr}r is send to H ′ defining the other by the involution (a, d) 7→ (d, a). Regarding wr as an
involution of Xr defined over Q(µNpr ), if σz ∈ Gal(Q(µNpr )/Q) for z ∈ (Z/NZ)× × Z×

p is given by

σz(ζNpr ) = ζzNpr , we have wσz
r = 〈z〉 ◦ wr = wr ◦ 〈z〉−1.

The last assertion of the lemma follows from wσz

ζNpr
= wσz(ζNpr ) = wζz

Npr
= 〈z〉 ◦wζNpr and w2

r = id.

The group Γ̂rs (s > r) normalizes Γ̂s, and we have Γ̂0
s/Γ̂s = Γ0

s/Γs is canonically isomorphic

to (Z×
p × Z×

p )/H mod ps by sending coset
(
a b
c d

)
Γ̂s to (ap, dp) mod ps ∈ (H mod ps), and the

moduli theoretic action of H coincides with the action of Gal(Xs/X
0
s ) = ((Z×

p × Z×
p )/H mod ps).

Through Γ ∼= (Γ × Γ)/Hp (resp. (Z×
p × Z×

p )/H ∼= Z×
p ), the one variable Iwasawa algebra Λ (resp.

Zp[[Z×
p ]] = Λ[µ]) acts on the tower {Xr}r as correspondences.

If det(Γ̂H,r) = Ẑ×, as explained in [IAT, Chapter 6], Xr/Q and Xr
s/Q

is geometrically irreducible.

Though we do not need geometric irreducibility, we indicate here an easy criterion when geometric

irreducibility holds. We note that det(Γ̂r) ⊃ (Ẑ(p))×, where Ẑ(p) =
∏
l6=p Zl ∼= Ẑ/Zp. Thus the

problem is reduced to the study of the determinant map at p. By αZp + δZp = Zp, it is easy to see
by definition, embedding diagonally H into GL2(Zp), that

(3.4) det : Hp → Γ is an isomorphism if and only if p - (α+ δ) or α · δ = 0.

If (α′, δ′) ∈ Z2 with α′Z + δ′Z = Z and ξ(a, d) = ω(a)α
′

ω(d)−δ
′

,

(3.5) det : (H ∩ µ × µ)→ µ is an isomorphism if α′ + δ′ is prime to 2 · (p − 1) or α′ · δ′ = 0.

The second condition becomes also a necessary condition if we replace α′ · δ′ = 0 by α′ · δ′ ≡ 0
mod p − 1 if p is odd and by α′ · δ′ ≡ 0 mod 2 if p = 2. If α′ = δ′ = i, then Ker(ξ) ⊃ (ζ, ζ), and
hence det(H) ⊃ µ2. To have a non-trivial element in Ker(ωi) in µ \ µ2, ωi has to have odd order.

(3.6) det : (H ∩ µ× µ) ∼= µ if α′ = δ′ = i and ωi has odd order.

The image det(H) can be a proper subgroup in Z×
p , and the curves Xr and Xr

s become reducible

over the subfield F = Fξ/Q fixed by det(H) identifying Gal(Q(µp∞)/Q) with Z×
p .

As discussed in the introduction, an interesting case is when ξ(a, d) = ωi(a)ω−i(d) (i = 0, 1, . . . , p−
2) and α = δ = 1. Suppose α′ = δ′ = i for 0 ≤ i < p (so, α′Z+δ′Z = iZ). In this case, the L-function
L(s, fP ) can have root number ±1. By (3.6), det : Ker(ξ) → µ is onto if and only if ωi has odd
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order (including the case where i = 0), and hence det(Γ̂H,r) = Ẑ× if p > 2 and ωi has odd order.
Otherwise, if p > 2, Fξ is a unique quadratic extension of Q inside Q(µp). If p = 2, if α = δ = 1 and

α′ = δ′ = 0, Fξ = Q[
√

2], and if α = δ = 1 and α′ = δ′ = 1, then Fξ = Q(
√−1,

√
2).

Taking (X, Y, U)/S to be (Xs/Q, X
r
s/Q

, U(p))/Q for s > r ≥ 1, to the projection π : Xs → Xr
s , the

result of the previous section is plainly applicable ifXr
s is geometrically irreducible, since U(p) is also

geometrically irreducible as it is the image of Xr
s+1 := H/(Γrs ∩ Γ0(p

s+1)) by the diagonal product
of two degeneration maps from Xr

s+1 in Xr
s ×Xr

s . If not, writing Xr
s/Fξ

=
⋃
iX

r
s,i for geometrically

irreducible components Xr
s,i, then U(p) restricted in each Xr

s,i ×Xr
s,i is geometrically irreducible by

the same argument above and its degree is a p-power independent of the components; so, we can
apply the argument in Section 2 in these geometrically reducible cases.

Corollary 3.2. Let F be a number field or a finite extension of Ql for a prime l. Then we have,
for integers r, s with s ≥ r ≥ ε,

(u) π∗ : Jrs/Q
(F )→ Ȟ0(Xs/X

r
s , Js/Q(F ))

(∗)
= Js/Q(F )[γp

r−ε − 1] is a U(p)-isomorphism,

where Js/Q(F )[γp
r−ε − 1] = Ker(γp

r−ε − 1 : Js(F )→ Js(F )) and ε = 1 if p > 2 and ε = 2 if p = 2.

Here the identity at (∗) follows from Lemma 2.4. The kernel A 7→ Ker(γp
r−ε −1 : Js(A)→ Js(A))

is an abelian fppf sheaf (as the category of abelian fppf sheaves is abelian and regarding a sheaf as a

presheaf is a left exact functor), and it is represented by the scheme theoretic kernel Js/Q[γp
r−ε − 1]

of the endomorphism γp
r−ε−1 of Js/Q. From the exact sequence 0→ Js[γ

pr−ε−1]→ Js
γpr−ε−1−−−−−−→ Js,

we get another exact sequence: 0→ Js[γ
pr−ε − 1](F )→ Js(F )

γpr−ε−1−−−−−−→ Js(F ). Thus

(3.7) Js/Q(F )[γp
r−ε − 1] = Js/Q[γp

r−ε − 1](F ).

By a simple Hecke operator identity (e.g., [H15, (3.1)]), we have the following commutative diagram
(i.e., the contraction property of the U(p)-operator):

(3.8)

Jr/R
π∗

−→ Jrs/R
↓ u ↙ u′ ↓ u′′
Jr/R

π∗

−→ Jrs/R,

where the middle u′ is given by Usr (p
s−r) = [Γrs

(
1 0
0 ps−r

)
Γr] and u and u′′ are U(ps−r). Thus

(u1) π∗ : Jr/R → Jrs/R is a U(p)-isomorphism (for the projection π : Xr
s → Xr).

The above (u) combined with (u1) and (3.7) implies the sheaf identity (u2) below for integers r, s
with s ≥ r ≥ ε:

(u2) π∗ : Jrs/Q
→ Js/Q[γp

r−ε − 1] = Ker(γp
r−ε − 1 : Js/Q → Js/Q) is a U(p)-isomorphism.

We reformulate the above statement (u2) as follows:

Lemma 3.3. For integers r, s with s ≥ r ≥ ε, we have morphisms

ιrs : Js/Q[γp
r−ε − 1]→ Jrs/Q and ιr,∗s : Jrs/Q → Js/Q/(γ

pr−ε − 1)(Js/Q)

satisfying the following commutative diagrams:

(3.9)

Jrs/Q

π∗

−→ Js/Q[γp
r−ε − 1]

↓ u ↙ ιrs ↓ u′′
Jrs/Q

π∗

−→ Js/Q[γp
r−ε − 1],

(3.10)

Jrs/Q

π∗←− Js/Q/(γ
pr−ε − 1)(Js/Q)

↑ u∗ ↗ ιr,∗s ↑ u′′∗
Jrs/Q

π∗←− Js/Q/(γ
pr−ε − 1)(Js/Q),
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where u and u′′ are U(ps−r) = U(p)s−r and u∗ and u′′∗ are U∗(ps−r) = U∗(p)s−r. In particular,

for an fppf extension T/Q, the evaluated map at T : (Js/Q/(γ
pr−ε − 1)(Js/Q))(T )

π∗−→ Jrs (T ) (resp.

Jrs (T )
π∗

−→ Js[γ
pr−ε − 1](T )) is a U∗(p)-isomorphism (resp. a U(p)-isomorphism).

Proof. We first prove the assertion for π∗. We note that the category of groups schemes fppf over
a base S is a full subcategory of the category of abelian fppf sheaves. We may regard Jrs/Q

and

Js[γ
pr−ε − 1]/Q as abelian fppf sheaves over Q in this proof. Since these sheaves are represented by

(reduced) algebraic groups over Q, we can check being U(p)-isomorphism by evaluating the sheaf at
a field K of characteristic 0 (e.g., [EAI, Lemma 4.18]). Since the degree of Xs over Xr

s (r ≥ ε) is a p-

power, the kernel K := Ker(Jrs/Q
→ Js/Q[γp

r−ε −1]) is a p-abelian group scheme. By Proposition 2.3

(2) applied to X = Xs/Q and Y = Xr
s/Q

(with s ≥ r), K := Ker(Jrs/Q
→ Js/Q[γp

r−ε − 1]) is

killed by U(p)s−r as d = ps−r = deg(Xs/X
r
s ). Thus we get K ⊂ Ker(U(p)s−r : Jrs/Q

→ Jrs/Q
).

Since the category of fppf abelian sheaves is an abelian category (because of the existence of the
sheafication functor from presheaves to sheaves under fppf topology described in [ECH, §II.2]), the
above inclusion implies the existence of ιrs with π∗ ◦ ιrs = U(p)s−r as a morphism of abelian fppf
sheaves. Since the category of group schemes fppf over a base S is a full subcategory of the category
of abelian fppf sheaves, all morphisms appearing in the identity π∗ ◦ ιrs = U(p)s−r are morphism of
group schemes. This proves the assertion for π∗.

Take a number field so that Xs(K) 6= ∅ (for example, the infinity cusp of Xs is rational over
Q(µps )). Then Pic0

Jr
s /K

∼= Jrs for any s ≥ r ≥ 0 by the self-duality of the jacobian variety. Note

that the second assertion is the dual of the first under this self-duality; so, over K, it can be proven

reversing all the arrows and replacing Js[γ
pr−ε−1]/K (resp. π∗, U(p)) by the quotient Js/(γ

pr−ε−1)Js
as fppf abelian sheaves (resp. π∗, U∗(p)). By Lemma 2.1, every morphism and every abelian variety

of the diagram in question are all well defined over Q. In particular Js/(γ
pr−ε − 1)(Js) is an abelian

variety quotient over Q (cf., [NMD, Theorem 8.2.12] combined with [ARG, §V.7]). Then by Galois
descent for projective varieties (e.g., [GME, §1.11]), the diagram descends to Q. Since being U∗(p)-
isomorphism or U(p)-isomorphism is insensitive to the descent process, we get the final assertion. �

Remark 3.4. For a finite extension k of Q or Ql and an abelian variety A/k, recall Â(k) :=

lim←−nA(k)/pnA(k) and for an infinite Galois extension κ/k, Â(κ) = lim−→F
Â(F ) with F running over

all finite Galois extensions k inside κ (here note that Â(k) is not equal to A(k)⊗Z Zp if k is a finite
extension of Ql; see (S) in the introduction). Thus this process of taking projective limit and then
possibly an inductive limit with respect to F preserves the commutative diagrams (3.8) and (3.9),
and the statements Corollary 3.2, (u), (u1), (u2) and Lemma 3.3 are also valid replacing the abelian

varieties A in each statement by Â.

4. Hecke algebras for exotic towers

Hereafter, we fix the data (α, δ, ξ) which defines the exotic tower {Xr}r. We introduce the Hecke
algebra hα,δ,ξ for the tower {Xr}r. We assume in the rest of the paper the following condition:

(F) The Hecke algebra hα,δ,ξ is Λ-free.

In practice, if the local ring T of hα,δ,ξ we are dealing with is Λ-free, our argument works. However
there is not a good way to confirm directly Λ-freeness of T; so, we assume (F). If (α, δ) = (0, 1) and
ξ(a, d) only depends on d, this is always true, and as we see in this section, the Λ-freeness of hα,δ,ξ
holds for p ≥ 5 without any other assumptions, and even for p = 3, for most of (α, δ) including the
self-dual case of α = δ = 1, the Λ-freeness of hα,δ,ξ holds (see Proposition 18.2).

As described in (3.3), z ∈ Z×
p acts on Xr. Recall that Jr/Q (resp. Jrs/Q

) is the Jacobian of Xr
(resp. Xr

s ). We regard Jr as the degree 0 component of the Picard scheme of Xr. For an extension
K/Q, we consider the group of K-rational points Jr(K).

For each prime l, we consider $l := ( 1 0
0 l ) ∈ GL2(Ql), and regard $l ∈ GL2(A) so that its

component at each place v - l is trivial. Then ∆ := $−1
l Γ̂rs$l ∩ Γ̂rs gives rise to a modular curve
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X(∆) whose C-points (outside cusps) is given by GL2(Q)\(GL2(A(∞)) × (H t H))/∆. We have a
projection π′

l : X(∆)→ Xr
s given by H 3 z 7→ z/l ∈ H in addition to the natural one πl : X(∆)→ Xr

s

coming from the inclusion ∆ ⊂ Γrs. Then embedding X(∆) into Xr
s ×Xr

s by these two projections,
we get the modular correspondence written by T (l) if l - Np and U(l) if l|Np. We can extend this
definition to T (n) for all n > 0 prime to Np via Picard/Albanese functoriality (see Lemma 2.1).
We use the same symbol T (n) and U(l) to indicates the endomorphism (called the Hecke operator)
given by the corresponding correspondence T (n) and U(l). The Hecke operator U(p) acts on Jr(K)
and the p-adic limit e = limn→∞ U(p)n! is well defined on the Barsotti–Tate group Jr[p

∞] and the

completed Mordell–Weil group Ĵr(K) as defined in (S) above.
Let Γ be the maximal torsion-free subgroup of Z×

p given by 1 + pεZp for ε = 1 if p > 2 and
ε = 2 if p = 2. Writing γ = 1 + pε ∈ Γ, γ is a topological generator of the multiplicative group
Γ = γZp . As described in (3.3), (u, a, d) ∈ G = (Z/NZ)××Z×

p ×Z×
p acts on Jr through the quotient

G/H ∼= (Z/NZ)× × Z×
p . This action of (u, a, d) ∈ G, we write as 〈u, a, d〉; so, for a prime l - Np,

〈l〉 = 〈u, a, d〉 for u = (l mod N) and a = d = l in Z×
p .

Define hr(Z) by the subalgebra of End(Jr) generated by T (n) with n prime to Np, U(l) with
l|Np and the action of 〈z〉 coming from z = (u, a, d) ∈ G. Put hr(R) = hr(Z) ⊗Z R for a ring R.
Then we define hr = hr,α,δ,ξ := e(hr(Zp)). The restriction morphism hs(Z) 3 h 7→ h|Jr ∈ hr(Z) for
s > r induces a projective system {hr}r whose limit gives rise to the big ordinary Hecke algebra

h = hα,δ,ξ(N) := lim←−
r

hr.

Identify (Z/NprZ)× with Gal(Xr/X0(Np
r)). Writing 〈l〉 (the diamond operator) for the action of

l ∈ (Z/NprZ)× on Xr, we have an identity l〈l〉 = T (l)2 − T (l2) ∈ hr(Zp) for all primes l - Np.
Since Γ ⊂ Z×

p ⊂ G/H , we have a canonical Λ-algebra structure Λ = Zp[[Γ]] ↪→ h sending γ to
〈1, a, d〉 for a, d ∈ Γ such that πΓ(a, d) = γ as in (3.1). If (α, δ) = (0, 1) = (α′, δ′), it is now well

known that h is a free of finite rank over Λ and hr = h ⊗Λ Λ/(γp
r−ε − 1) (cf. [H86a], [GK13] or

[GME, §3.2.6]). More generally, by [PAF, Corollary 4.31], assuming p ≥ 5, the same facts hold (and
we expect this to be true without any assumption on primes). Anyway, if p = 2, 3, the specialization

map h ⊗Λ Λ/(γp
r−ε − 1) → hr is onto with finite kernel, and h is a torsion-free Λ-module of finite

type. We will prove the Λ–freeness of hα,δ,ξ(N) and isomorphisms h⊗Λ Λ/(γp
r−ε −1) ∼= hr for most

cases of p = 3 in Section 18 for the sake of completeness.
A prime P in Arh :=

⋃
r>0 Spec(hr)(Qp) ⊂ Spec(h)(Qp) is called an arithmetic point of weight 2

in Spec(h). For a closed subscheme Spec(R) of Spec(h), we put

(4.1) ArR := Arh ∩ Spec(R).

In this paper, we only deal with arithmetic point of weight 2; so, we often omit the word “weight
2” and just call them arithmetic points/primes. Though the construction of the big Hecke algebra

is intrinsic, to relate an algebra homomorphism λ : h → Qp killing γp
r − 1 for r ≥ 0 to a classical

Hecke eigenform, we need to fix (once and for all) an embedding Q
ip−→ Qp of the algebraic closure

Q in C into a fixed algebraic closure Qp of Qp. We write i∞ for the inclusion Q ⊂ C.

More generally, for the jacobian variety J(Zr) of the curve Zr defined above (3.3), we define hn.ord
r

to be the maximal Λ-algebra direct summand of End(J(Zr))⊗Z Zp in which U(p) is invertible. Then

as before we put hn.ord = h(N)n.ord := lim←−r hn.ord
r , which is a Λ-algebra. We consider

hn.ord,ϕ := hn.ord ⊗Zp W/aϕh
n.ord ⊗Zp W

where aϕ is the kernel of the algebra homomorphism W [[Z×
p × Z×

p ]] → W [[Z×
p ]]× induced by the

character (a, d) 7→ ϕ(a, d)ξ(a, d) : Z×
p ×Z×

p → Z×
p . If we take ϕ(a, d) = aαd−δ for (a, d) ∈ Γ×Γ and

W = Zp with ξ : µ× µ→ Z×
p , we have hn.ord,ϕ = hα,δ,ξ(N) under present notation. Then by [PAF,

Corollary 4.31], hn.ord,ϕ is Λ–free of finite rank for Λϕ = Zp[[Im(ϕ)]]. In particular, we have

Proposition 4.1. Assume p ≥ 5 or (α, δ, ξ) = (0, 1, ωd), where ωd(a, d) = ω(d). Then hα,δ,ξ(N) is
Λ-free of finite rank for Λ = Zp[[Γ2/Hp]].
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Remark 4.2. For p ≤ 3, we will prove in Proposition 18.2 Λ-freeness of hα,δ,ξ(N) if it is obtained
by systematic twists of h0,1,ωd(N). This covers the interesting cases of analytic families of abelian
varieties, including some corresponding to the p-adic L-function k 7→ L(2k + 2, k + 1) as in the
introduction.

We have injective limits J∞(K) = lim−→r
Ĵr(K) and J∞[p∞](K) = lim−→r

Jr [p
∞](K) via Picard

functoriality, on which e acts. Write G = Gα,δ,ξ := e(J∞[p∞]), which is called the Λ-adic Barsotti–
Tate group in [H14] and whose arithmetic properties are scrutinized there. Adding superscript or
subscript “ord”, we indicate the image of e.

The compact cyclic group Γ acts on these modules by the diamond operators. Thus J∞(K)ord

is a module over Λ := Zp[[Γ]] ∼= Zp[[T ]] by γ ↔ t = 1 + T for a fixed topological generator γ of
Γ = γZp . The big ordinary Hecke algebra h acts on Jord

∞ as endomorphisms of functors.
Let Spec(T) be a connected component of Spec(h) and Spec(I) be a primitive irreducible compo-

nent of Spec(T). For each h-module M , we put MT := M ⊗h T; in particular, Jord
∞,T := Jord

∞ ⊗h T as

an fppf sheaf. For P ∈ ArI with P ∈ Spec(I/(γp
r−ε −1)I)(Qp), we write r(P ) for the minimal r with

this property. Then the corresponding Hecke eigenform fP belongs to S2(Γ1(Np
r)). See Section 18

for an explicit description of the “Neben” character of fP in terms of (α, δ, ξ).

5. Abelian factors of Jr.

We give a description of abelian factors As and Bs of the modular jacobian varieties {Js}s of the
exotic modular tower which behave coherently in the limit process under the Hecke operator action.
Let πs,r,∗ : Js → Jr for s > r be the morphism induced by the covering map πs,r : Xs � Xr through
Albanese functoriality. Then we define πrs = wr ◦ πs,r,∗ ◦ws. Note that πrs is well defined over Q (cf.
Lemma 3.1), and satisfies T (n) ◦ πrs = πrs ◦T (n) for all n prime to Np and U(q) ◦ πrs = πrs ◦U(q) for
all q|Np (as w? ◦ h ◦ w? = h∗ for h ∈ h?(Z) (? = s, r) by [MFM, Theorem 4.5.5].

Let Spec(T) be a connected component of Spec(h(N)). Write mT for the maximal ideal of T and
1T for the idempotent of T in h(N). We assume the following condition

(A) We have $ ∈ mT such that ($) ∩ Λ is a factor of (γp
r − 1) in Λ and that T/($) is free of

finite rank over Zp.

We call a prime ideal P satisfying the above condition (A) a principal arithmetic point of Spec(T).
Write $s for the image of $⊕ (1− 1T) in hs (s ≥ r) and define an hs(Z)-ideal by

as = ($shs ⊕ (1− e)hs(Zp)) ∩ hs(Z).

Write As for the identity connected component of Js[as] =
⋂
α∈as

Js[α], and put Bs = Js/asJs,

where asJs is a rational abelian subvariety of Js given by asJs(Q) =
∑

a∈as
a(Js(Q)) ⊂ Js(Q).

Taking a finite set G of generators of as, asJs is the image of a :
⊕

g∈G Js
x 7→

P
g g(x)−−−−−−−→ Js. The

kernel Js[as] = Ker(a) is a well defined fppf sheaves, which is represented by an extension of the
abelian variety As by a finite étale group scheme both over Q. Then by [NMD, Theorem 8.2.12],
the quotient aJs = (

⊕
g∈G Js)/Ker(a) is well defined as an abelian scheme and is the sheaf fppf

quotient. Then again Bs := Js/asJs is the fppf sheaf quotient and also abelian variety quotient
again by [NMD, Theorem 8.2.12]. By definition, As is stable under hs(Z) and hs(Z)/as ↪→ End(As).

Lemma 5.1. Assume (F) and (A). Then we have Âord
s = Ĵord

s [$s] and Ĵs[as] = Âs. The abelian
variety As (s > r) is the image of Ar in Js under the morphism π∗ = π∗

s,r : Jr → Js induced
by Picard functoriality from the projection π = πs,r : Xs → Xr and is Q-isogenous to Bs. The

morphism Js → Bs factors through Js
πr

s−→ Jr → Br. In addition, the sequence of fppf sheaves

0→ Âord
s → Ĵord

s
$−→ Ĵord

s → B̂ord
s → 0

is an exact sequence.

Passing to the limit, we get the following exact sequence of fppf sheaves:

(5.1) 0→ Âord
∞ → Jord

∞
$−→ Jord

∞ → B̂ord
∞ → 0,
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where Jord
∞ = lim−→s

Ĵord
s and X̂ord

∞ = lim−→s
X̂ord
s for X = A,B.

Proof. Taking a finite set G of generators of as containing$s, we get an exact sequence 0→ Js[as]→
Js

x 7→(g(x))g∈G−−−−−−−−→⊕
g∈G Js. Since X 7→ X̂ as in (S) is left exact, we have Âs ⊂

⋂
a∈as

Ĵs[a] with finite

quotient. Applying further the idempotent, since as = (($s)⊕ (1 − e)hs(Zp)) ∩ hs(Z), we find

Ĵs[as]
ord =

⋂

a∈as

Ĵs[a]
ord = Ĵord

s [$s].

We have an exact sequence

0→ Js[as][p
∞]ord → Js[p

∞]ord $s−−→ Js[p
∞]ord → Coker($s)→ 0,

and Coker($s) is p-divisible and is dual to Js[as][p
∞]ord under the ws-twisted self Cartier duality

of Js[p
∞]ord (over Q; see [H14, §4]). This shows Ĵs[as][p

∞]ord is p-divisible (so, (Js[as]/As)
ord has

order prime to p), and hence Âord
s = Ĵs[as]

ord.
Plainly by definition, π∗(Jr [ar]) ⊂ Js[as]. Since we have the following commutative diagram:

hs(Z) −−−−→ hr(Z)
y

y

hs(Zp)/($shs ⊕ (1− e)hs(Zp)) hr(Zp)/($rhr ⊕ (1− e)hr(Zp)),
we have dimAs = rankZ hs(Z)/as = rankZ hr(Z)/ar = dimAr; so, As = π∗(Ar).

The above commutative diagram also tells us that as ⊃ bs := Ker(hs(Z) � hr(Z)) in hs(Zp).
Thus the projection Js � Js/asJs = Bs factors through Jr = Js/brJs. Indeed, the natural pro-
jection: Js/bsJs/Q � Jr/Q has to be a finite morphism (as the tangent space at the origin of the
two are isomorphic), and we conclude Js/bsJs = Jr by the universality of the categorical quotient
Js/asJs (cf., [NMD, page 219]).

Assuming Xs(K) 6= ∅, we have Js ∼= Pic0
Js/K by the polarization of the canonical divisor (e.g.,

[ARG, VII.6]). The dual sequence (over K) of the exact sequence of abelian varieties: 0→ Js[as]→
Js

x 7→(g(x))g∈G−−−−−−−−→⊕
g∈G Js is

⊕
g∈G Js

x 7→
P

g g(x)−−−−−−−→ Js → Bs → 0. Thus As is isogenous to Bs over K,

and by Galois descent, As is Q-isogenous to Bs. Indeed, for the complementary abelian subvariety
A⊥
s in Js of As, we have Js/A

⊥
s = Bs, and the Q-isogeny follows without taking duality. Here

note that the quotient Js/A
⊥
s exists as an abelian variety and also as an fppf sheaves by [NMD,

Theorem 8.2.12] (and [ARG, V.7]).

As explained just below (A), we have Im(
⊕

g∈G Js
x 7→P

g g(x)−−−−−−−→ Js) = asJs as fppf sheaves. Then

applying the argument of [H15, Section 1] to the exact sequence of fppf sheaves

0→ Js[as]→
⊕

g∈G
Js → aJs → 0,

we confirm the exactness of 0 → Ĵs[as] →
⊕

g∈G Ĵs → âJs → 0 as fppf sheaves. Thus ap-

plying the idempotent e, we see Im(
⊕

g∈G Ĵ
ord
s

x 7→
P

g g(x)−−−−−−−→ Ĵord
s ) = âsJs

ord
. Since the morphism

⊕
g∈G Ĵ

ord
s

x 7→
P

g g(x)−−−−−−−→ Ĵord
s factors through $s(Ĵ

ord
s ) as all g = $sx with x ∈ hs, noting $ ∈ G,

$s(Ĵ
ord
s ) ↪→ as(Ĵ

ord
s ). Thus âsJs

ord
= $s(Ĵ

ord
s ) as fppf sheaves, and the sequence 0 → Âord

s →
Ĵord
s

$s−−→ âsJs = $s(Ĵ
ord
s )→ 0 is sheaf exact. Since Bs = Js/asJs as fppf sheaves, 0→ $s(Ĵ

ord
s )→

Ĵord
s → B̂ord

s → 0 is exact as fppf sheaves. Combining the two exact sequence, we obtain the
exactness of the last sequence in the lemma. �

Assuming Xs(K) 6= ∅, we have Js ∼= Pic0
Js/K

and the Rosati involution h 7→ h∗ and T (n) 7→
T ∗(n) which brings hr(Z) to h∗r(Z) ⊂ End(Jr/K ). At the level of double coset operator [ΓαΓ′], the
involution has the effect [ΓαΓ′]∗ = [Γ′αιΓ]. Thus the involution h 7→ h∗ gives rise to an isomorphism
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hr(Z) ∼= hr(Z)∗ in End(Jr/Q) (even if Xr(Q) = ∅). Note that X1(Np
r)(Q) contains the infinity

cusp; so, for the standard tower, we have Xr(Q) 6= ∅.
The Weil involution ws = [Γs

(
0 −1

Nps 0

)
Γs] satisfies ws[Γ

ι
sα

ιΓιs] = [ΓsαΓs]ws. Thus ws ◦T ∗(n) =

T (n) ◦ ws for all n including U(l). We write {X′r
s}s>r for the dual tower defined for (δ, α, ξ′) with

ξ′(a, d) = ξ(d, a) which corresponds to {(Γ̂rs)ι = wsΓ̂
r
sw

−1
s }s>r. Thus the l-component of (Γ̂rs)

ι for l|N
is given by

{(
a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(Zl)|c ∈ NZl, a− 1 ∈ NZl

}
. Then ws gives an isomorphism wr : Xr

s → X′r
s

defined over Q. Note that the fixed isomorphism µps ∼= Z/psZ (ζps 7→ 1) induces an isomorphism

Xr
s
∼= X′r

s over Q(µNpr ). As an automorphism of Xr
s/Q[µps ], ws satisfies w

[z,Q]
s = 〈z〉◦ws = ws◦〈z〉−1

for the Artin symbol [z,Q] with z ∈ Ẑ× (see Lemma 3.1).
Take a connected component Spec(T) of Spec(h) and an irreducible component Spec(I) of Spec(T).

Assume that I is primitive in the sense of [H86a, Section 3]. For each arithmetic P ∈ ArI, the
corresponding cusp form fP is new at each prime l|N if and only if I is primitive.

We get directly from Lemma 5.1 the following proposition giving sufficient conditions for the
validity of (A) for Af,s when f = fP is in a p-adic analytic family indexed by P ∈ Spec(I).

Proposition 5.2. Let Spec(T) be a connected component of Spec(h) and Spec(I) be a primitive
irreducible component of Spec(T). Assume Λ-freeness of T (i.e., (F)). Then the condition (A) holds
for the following choices of ($,As, Bs):

(1) Suppose that an eigen cusp form f = fP new at each prime l|N belongs to Spec(T) and that
T = I is regular (or more generally a unique factorization domain). Then writing the level of

fP as Npr, the algebra homomorphism λ : T→ Qp given by f |T (l) = λ(T (l))f gives rise to
the prime ideal P = Ker(λ). Since P is of height 1, it is principal generated by $ ∈ T. This

$ has its image as ∈ Ts = T⊗Λ Λs for Λs = Λ/(γp
s−ε−1). Write hs = h⊗Λ Λs = Ts⊕1shs

as an algebra direct sum for an idempotent 1s. Then, the element $s = as⊕ 1s ∈ hs for the
identity 1s of Xs satisfies (A).

(2) Fix r > 0. Then $ ∈ mT for a factor $|(γpr−ε − 1) in Λ, satisfies (A).

Definition 5.3. If $ generates a principal arithmetic point P ∈ Arh with associated Hecke eigen-
form fP having minimal level Npr(P), we denote by AP (resp. BP ) the abelian variety Ar (resp.
Br) for r = r(P ).

We record two lemmas giving Hecke module structure of Âord
P (K).

Lemma 5.4. Let K be a number field. Write rP := rankZAP (K). Then we have [HP : Q]|rP ,

and writing rP = hP [HP : Q], for an arithmetic point P ∈ Spec(T), we have rankZp Â
ord
P (K) =

rankZp B̂
ord
P (K) = hP · rankZp T/P and hP = dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q.

Proof. Note that AP (K) ⊗Z Q is a vector space over the field HP ; so, rankZ AP (K) = hP [HP : Q]

for hP = dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q. Therefore ÂP (K) ⊗Zp Qp
∼= AP (K) ⊗Z Qp

∼= (HP ⊗Q Qp)
hP as

hr(Zp)-modules (for the level Npr of fP . Here hr(Zp) is the Hecke algebra of level Npr of weight 2
as defined at the beginning of Section 4. For the idempotent 1T in h of T, we denote by the same
symbol 1T the idempotent in hr(Zp) which is the image of the original 1T as hr is a direct factor of
hr(Zp). Then we have 1T(HP ⊗Q Qp) ∼= T/P ⊗Zp Qp by definition. Thus we have

Âord
P (K) ⊗Zp Qp

∼= 1T(AP (K) ⊗Z Qp) ∼= 1T(HP ⊗Q Qp)
hP ∼= (T/P ⊗Zp Qp)

hP .

This shows the last identity for Âord
P (K). The identity for B̂ord

P (K) also follows since AP is isogenous
to BP over Q. �

Lemma 5.5. Let K be a finite extension of Qp. Then we have Âord
P (K)⊗Zp Qp

∼= (T/P⊗Zp Qp)
[K:Qp]

as T/P -modules, and Âord
P (K) ⊗Zp Qp

∼= T/P ⊗Zp K as T/P ⊗Zp K-modules.

Proof. By [Ma55], The group AP (K) contains a subgroup W dimA for the p-adic integer ring W of
K. Thus we need to show that AP (K)⊗Zp Qp

∼= HP ⊗Q K as HP -module. Since K is complete, Xr
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has K-rational point. Thus we can take the identity 0 of Jr belongs to the image of Xr under the
canonical Albanese embedding Xr ↪→ Jr.

Take a Néron model AP/W of AP over W , and write A/W its formal completion along the identity
of the special fiber of the Néron model. Then Lie(A) is isomorphic to the tangent space of A/W
at the identity. Since A is a smooth formal group over W , Lie(A) ∼= W dim A = W dimAP . Note
that Lie(A) ⊗W K ∼= Lie(A ×W K) which is isomorphic to the tangent space at the identity of
AP/K . Since AP ⊂ Jr and Lie(Jr/K ) is isomorphic to the tangent space Tr/K of Xr at the base
point 0 ∈ Xr(K). Since ΩXr/K is isomorphic to the space of K-rational cusp forms of weight 2 on
Xr (which is dual Hom(hr(K), K) as hr(K)-module), Tr/K ∼= hr(K) as hr(K)-modules. Thus by
definition, Lie(A) ⊗W K ∼= Lie(AP/Q)⊗Q K ∼= HP ⊗Q K,

The abelian variety has semi-stable reduction over Zp[µpα ], and we now take K = Qp[µpα]. Then

the formal group Aord
/W ⊂ A/W gives rise to the connected component of the Barsotti–Tate group

Âord
P [p∞]/W . Note that Aord(W ) contains W rankZp T/P as a subgroup of finite index. By logarithm

map, for the Lie algebra Lie(Aord) of Aord, we find Lie(Aord)⊗W K ∼= T/P ⊗Zp K as T/P -modules.

Since Aord is defined over Qp as a p-adic Lie group, the T/P -module structure descends to Qp-

points (as described above), and we find that Âord
P (K) ⊗Zp Qp

∼= T/P ⊗Zp Qp as T/P -modules. By

extending scalar to an arbitrary K, we find Âord
P (K)⊗Zp Qp

∼= T/P ⊗Zp K
∼= (T/P ⊗Zp Qp)

[K:Qp] as
T/P -modules. �

For a given Hecke eigenform f ∈ S2(Γ1(N)), we now show that for almost all primes ordinary

for f , the local ring T given by f is regular. Let χ : (Z/NZ)× → Q
×

be a Dirichlet character,
and consider the space S2(Γ0(N), χ) of cusp forms of weight 2 with Neben character χ. Write Z[χ]

for the subalgebra of Q generated by the values of χ. Then we can consider the Hecke algebra
h2(Γ0(N), χ; Z[χ]) inside EndC(S2(Γ0(N), χ)) generated over Z[χ] by all Hecke operators T (n) and
U(l). Then this Hecke algebra is free of finite rank over Z, and hence its reduced part (modulo the
nilradical) has a well defined discriminant Dχ over Z. Here is a criterion from [F02, Theorem 3.1]
for regularity of T:

Theorem 5.6. Assume Λ-freeness of hα,δ,ξ. Let f be a Hecke eigenform of conductor N with

f |T (p) = apf for ap ∈ Q, of weight 2 and with Neben character χ. Let p be a prime outside
6DχNϕ(N) (for ϕ(N) = |(Z/NZ)×|). Suppose that for the prime ideal p of Z[ap] induced by

ip : Q ↪→ Qp, (apmod p) is different from 0 and ±
√
χ(p). Then for the connected component

Spec(T) of Spec(hα,δ,ξ) acting non-trivially on the p-stabilized Hecke eigenform corresponding to f
in S2(Γ0(Np), χ), T is a regular integral domain isomorphic to W ⊗Zp Λ = W [[T ]] for a complete
discrete valuation ring W unramified at p.

The result is valid always for p ≥ 5 and for p = 3 under (F) (see Propositions 4.1 and 18.2). Here
is a proof of this fact since [F02, Theorem 3.1] is slightly different from the above theorem.

Proof. Let e◦ := limn→∞ T (p)n! ∈ h2(Γ0(N), χ;A) for Zp[χ]-algebra A. Put hord
2 (Γ0(N), χ;A) :=

e◦h2(Γ0(N), χ;A). Since U(p) ≡ T (p) mod p on A[[q]], the natural algebra homomorphism:

hord
2 (Γ0(Np), χ;A)→ hord

2 (Γ0(N), χ;A)

sending U(p) to the unit root of X2 − T (p)X + χ(p)p ∈ hord
2 (Γ0(N), χ;A)[X] and T (l) to T (l) for

all primes l 6= p is a well defined surjective A-algebra homomorphism.
Since p - 6DχNϕ(N), we have p > 3 and p - ϕ(Np). Write h for hα,δ,ξ(N). Then h is Λ-free by

(F) and an exact control is valid (see Propositions 4.1 and 18.2). By the diamond operators 〈z〉 for
z ∈ (Z/NpZ)×, h is an algebra over Zp[(Z/NpZ)×]. We can decompose h = ⊕ψh(ψ) so that the
diamond operator 〈z〉 for z ∈ (Z/NZ)× acts by ψ(z) on h(ψ), where ψ runs over all even characters
of (Z/NpZ)×. From the exact control h/Th ∼= h1 (T = γ − 1 ∈ Λ), we thus get

h(χ)/Th(χ) ∼= hord
2 (Γ0(Np), χ; Zp[χ]) =: h

for the character χ of (Z/NpZ)×, where

h2(Γ0(Np), χ; Zp[χ]) = h2(Γ1(Np), χ; Z)⊗Z[(Z/NpZ)× ],χ Zp[χ]
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and Zp[χ] is the Zp-subalgebra of Qp generated by the values of χ. Here the tensor product is

with respect to the algebra homomorphism Zp[(Z/NpZ)×] → Zp[χ] induced by χ. Writing Σ =

Homalg(h(χ),Fp), for each λ ∈ Σ, Σ := {mλ = Ker(λ)|λ ∈ Σ} is the set of all maximal ideals of
h(χ). Thus we have compatible decompositions h(χ) =

⊕
m∈Σ h(χ)m and h =

⊕
m∈Σ hm (see [BCM,

III.4.6]). Here the subscript “m” indicates the localizations at the maximal ideal m.
Identify Σ with Homalg(h,Fp). Write Σ◦ for the subset of Σ = Homalg(h,Fp) made of λ’s such

that there exists

λ◦ ∈ Homalg(h
ord
2 (Γ0(N), χ; Fp[χ]),Fp)

with λ(T (l)) = λ◦(T (l)) for all primes l - pN . Here we put

hord
2 (Γ0(N), χ; Fp[χ]) := hord

2 (Γ0(N), χ; Zp[χ])⊗Z Fp.

Accordingly let Σ
◦

denote the set of maximal ideals corresponding to λ ∈ Σ◦. Since p-new forms
in S2(Γ0(Np), χ) have U(p)-eigenvalues ±

√
χ(p) (see [MFM, Theorem 4.6.17]), by ap 6≡ ±

√
χ(p)

mod p, we have further decomposition h = hN ⊕h′ so that hN is the direct sum of hm for m running

over Σ
◦
. Since h(χ)/Th(χ) ∼= h, by Hensel’s lemma (e.g., [BCM, III.4.6]), we have a unique algebra

decomposition h(χ) = hN ⊕ h′ so that hN/ThN = hN and h′/Th′ = h′.
Since T (p) ≡ U(p) mod (p) in hN , we get hN ∼= hord

2 (Γ0(N), χ; Zp[χ]). Since p - Dχ, the

reduction map modulo p: Homalg(h,Qp)→ Σ is a bijection. In particular, we have h = hnew ⊕ hold
where hnew is the direct sum of hmλ for λ coming from the eigenvalues of N -primitive forms. Again
by Hensel’s lemma, we have the algebra decomposition hN = hnew ⊕ hold with h?/Th? = h? for
? = new, old. Since hnew is reduced by the theory of new forms ([H86a, §3] and [MFM, §4.6]) and
unramified over Zp by p - Dχϕ(N), we conclude hnew ∼=

⊕
W W for discrete valuation rings W

finite unramified over Zp (one of the direct summand W acts on f non-trivially; i.e., W given by

Zp[f ] = Zp[an|n = 1, 2, . . . ] ⊂ Qp for T (n)-eigenvalues an of f). Thus again by Hensel’s lemma,
we have a unique algebra direct factor T of hnew such that T/TT = Zp[f ] = W . Since W is
unramified over Zp, by the theory of Witt vectors [BCM, IX.1], we have a unique section W ↪→ T
of T � Zp[f ] = W . Then W [[T ]] ⊂ T which induces a surjection after reducing modulo T . Then by
Nakayama’s lemma, we have T = W [[T ]] = W ⊗Zp Λ as desired. �

6. Limit abelian factors

We recall some elementary facts (e.g. [H15, §6, after (6.6)]) with proof to good extent. Let
ι : Cr/Q ⊂ Jr/Q (resp. π : Jr/Q � Dr/Q) be an abelian subvariety (resp. an abelian variety
quotient) stable under Hecke operators (including U(l) for l|Np) and wr. Here the stability means
that Im(ι) and Ker(π) are stable under Hecke operators. Then ι and π are Hecke equivariant. Let

ιs : Cs := π∗
s,r(C) ⊂ Js for s > r andDs is the quotient abelian variety of πs : Js

πr
s−→ Jr � Dr, where

πrs = wr ◦ πs,r,∗ ◦ ws. The twisted projection πrs is rational over Q as w
[z,Q]
s = 〈z〉 ◦ ws = ws ◦ 〈z〉−1

for z ∈ Ẑ×.
Since the two morphisms Jr → Jrs and Jrs → Js[γ

pr−ε − 1] (Picard functoriality) are U(p)-
isomorphism of fppf abelian sheaves by (u1) and Corollary 3.2, we get the following two isomorphisms
of fppf abelian sheaves for s > r > 0:

(6.1) Cr[p
∞]ord ∼−−→

π∗
r,s

Cs[p
∞]ord and Ĉord

r
∼−−→
π∗

r,s

Ĉord
s ,

since Ĉord
s is the isomorphic image of Ĉord

r ⊂ Ĵr in Ĵs[γ
pr−ε − 1]. By the w-twisted Cartier duality

[H14, §4], we have

(6.2) Ds[p
∞]ord

/Q

∼−→
πr

s

Dr [p
∞]ord

/Q .

This isomorphism (6.2) is over Q not over the discrete valuation ring Z(p) = Zp ∩Q as explained in
[H16, §11] (after the proof of Proposition 11.3 in [H16]), but the isomorphism (6.1) is usually valid
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over Z(p) (see Section 17). By Kummer sequence, we have the following commutative diagram

D̂ord
s (κ)⊗ Z/pmZ = (Ds(κ)⊗ Z/pmZ)ord −−−−→

↪→
H1(Ds[p

m]ord)

πr
s

y o
y(6.2)

D̂ord
r (κ)⊗ Z/pmZ = (Dr(κ) ⊗ Z/pmZ)ord −−−−→

↪→
H1(Dr [p

m]ord)

This shows the injectivity of the following map

D̂ord
s (κ) ⊗ Z/pmZ→ D̂ord

r (κ)⊗ Z/pmZ.

Taking the w-twisted dual Cs of Ds (which interchanges (α, δ) to (δ, α)), from Ĉord
s (κ) ∼= Ĉord

r (κ),
the source and the target of the above map has the same order; so, it is an isomorphism. Passing
to the projective/injective limit, we get

(6.3) D̂ord
s

∼−→
πr

s

D̂ord
r and (Ds ⊗Z Tp)

ord ∼−→
πr

s

(Dr ⊗Z Tp)
ord

as fppf abelian sheaves. In short, we get

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that κ is a field extension of finite type of either a number field or a finite
extension of Ql. Then we have the following isomorphism

Ĉr(κ)
ord ∼−−→

π∗
s,r

Ĉs(κ)
ord and D̂s(κ)

ord ∼−→
πr

s

D̂r(κ)
ord

for all s > r including s =∞.

Taking Cs to be As (and hence Ds = Bs by Lemma 5.1) and applying this lemma to the exact
sequence (5.1), we get a new exact sequence (for $ in (A)):

(6.4) 0→ Âord
r → Jord

∞
$−→ Jord

∞ → B̂ord
∞ → 0,

since Âord
∞ = lim−→s

Âord
s
∼= Âord

r by the lemma.

We make B̂ord
∞ explicit. By computation, πrs ◦π∗

r,s = ps−rU(ps−r). To see this, as Hecke operators

from Γs-coset operations, we have π∗
r,s = [Γs] (restriction with respect to Γr/Γs) and πr,s,∗ = [Γr]

(trace map with respect to Γr/Γs). Thus we have

(6.5) πrs ◦ π∗
r,s = [Γs] · ws · [Γιr] · wr = [Γs] · [wswr] · [Γr] = [Γrs : Γs][Γ

r
s

(
1 0
0 ps−r

)
Γr] = ps−rU(ps−r).

Lemma 6.2. We have the following two commutative diagrams for s′ > s

Ĉord
s′

∼←−−−−
π∗

s,s′

Ĉord
s

πs
s′

y
yps′−sU(p)s′−s

Ĉord
s Ĉord

s ,

and

D̂ord
s′

∼−−−−→
πs

s′

D̂ord
s

π∗

s,s′

x
xps′−sU(p)s′−s

D̂ord
s D̂ord

s .

In particular, we get D̂ord
∞ := lim−→s

D̂ord
r = D̂ord

r ⊗Zp Qp.

Proof. By π∗
r,s (resp. πrs), we identify Ĉord

s with Ĉord
r (resp. D̂ord

s with D̂ord
r ) as in Lemma 6.1. Then

the above two diagrams follow from (6.5).
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For a free Zp-module F of finite rank, we suppose to have a commutative diagram:

F
pn

−−−−→ F

‖
y

yp−n

F −−−−→
↪→

p−nF.

Thus we have lim−→n,x 7→pnx
F = lim−→n,x 7→p−nx

p−nF ∼= F ⊗Zp Qp. If T is a torsion Zp-module

with pBT = 0 for B � 0, we have lim−→n,x 7→pnx
T = 0. Thus for general M = F ⊕ T , we have

lim−→n,x 7→pnx
M ∼= M ⊗Zp Qp.

Identifying D̂ord
s with D̂ord

r by πrs for all s ≥ r, the transition map of the inductive limit lim−→s
D̂ord
s

is given by the following commutative diagram

D̂ord
r −−−−→ D̂ord

s

‖
y o

yπr
s

D̂ord
r −−−−−−−−−−−→

x 7→ps−rU(p)s−r
D̂ord
r ,

where the top arrow is induced by π∗
r,s. Thus applying the above result for M = D̂ord

s (K), we find

lim−→s
D̂ord
s (K) = D̂ord

r (K) ⊗Zp Qp. �

Applying this lemma to Ds = Bs, we get from (6.4), the following exact sequence:

Corollary 6.3. Assume (F). Let K be either a number field or a finite extension of Ql for a prime
l. For ($,Ar, Br) satisfying (A), we get the following exact sequence of étale/fppf sheaves over K:

0→ Âord
r → Jord

∞
$−→ Jord

∞
ρ∞−−→ B̂ord

r ⊗Zp Qp → 0.

In particular, for K′ = KS if K is a number field and K′ = K if K is local, we have the following

exact sequence of Galois modules: 0→ Âord
r (K′)→ Jord

∞ (K′)
$−→ Jord

∞ (K′)→ B̂ord
r (K′)⊗Zp Qp → 0.

Proof. Since a finite étale extension R ofK is a product of finite field extensions ofK, we may assume

that R is a field extension of K. Then by (S), B̂s(R)ord ∼= B̂r(R)ord is a Zp-module of finite type.

Then by the above lemma Lemma 6.2, takingDs to be Bs, we find that lim−→s
B̂s(R)ord = B̂ord

r ⊗Zp Qp.

Since passing to injective limit is an exact functor, this proves the first exact sequence:

0→ Âord
r → Jord

∞
$−→ Jord

∞ → B̂ord
r ⊗Zp Qp → 0.

Since X̂ord(K′) = lim−→K′/F/K
X̂ord(F ) for F running a finite extension of K, we get the exactness of

0→ Âord
r (K′)→ Jord

∞ (K′)
$−→ Jord

∞ (K′).

Since 0 → Âord
r (K′) → Jord

s (K′)
$−→ Jord

s (K′) → B̂ord
s (K′) → 0 is an exact sequence of Galois

modules, passing to the limit, we still have the exactness of

0→ Âord
r (K′)→ Jord

∞ (K′)
$−→ Jord

∞ (K′)→ B̂ord
s (K′) ⊗Zp Qp → 0

proving the last assertion. �

Let Gs = Js[p
∞]ord. Then we have an exact sequence Ar[p

∞]ord ↪→ Gs $−→ Gs � Bs[p
∞]ord of fppf

sheaves. In this case, lim−→x 7→ps−rU(p)s−r
Bs[p

∞]ord = 0 as Bs[p
∞]ord is p-torsion. Passing to the limit,

we recover the following fact proven in [H14, §3, (DV) and §5]:

Corollary 6.4. We have an exact sequence of fppf sheaves over Q:

0→ Ar[p
∞]ord → G∞ $−→ G∞ → 0

which extends canonically to an exact sequence of fppf sheaves over Z(p)[µp∞ ].
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7. Generality of Galois cohomology

We prove some general result on Galois cohomology for our later use. Let S be a set of places
of a number field K. Suppose that S contains all archimedean places and p-adic places of K (and
primes for bad reduction of the abelian varieties when we deal with abelian varieties). Let KS be
the maximal extension unramified outside S.

Lemma 7.1. Let {Mn}n be a projective system of finite Zp[Gal(KS/K)]-modulesMn. WriteM∞ :=
lim←−nMn and M∨

∞ := lim−→n
M∨
n for the Pontryagin dual M∨

n of Mn. Write G (resp. Gv for a

place v of K) for the (point by point) stabilizer of M∨
∞ in Gal(KS/K) (resp. Gal(Kv/Kv)) and

G = Gal(KS/K)/G (resp. Gv := Gal(KS/Kv)/Gv)). Then, we have

(1) W
1(KS/K,M∞) = lim←−n W

1(KS/K,Mn), and if S is a finite set, we have W
1(KS/K,M∨

∞) =

lim−→n
W

1(KS/K,M∨
n ).

(2) W
2(KS/K,M∨

∞) = lim−→n
W

2(KS/K,M∨
n ), and if S is a finite set, we have

H2(KS/K,M∞) = lim←−
n

H2(KS/K,Mn) and W
2(KS/K,M∞) = lim←−

n

W
2(KS/K,Mn).

Proof. We first prove the assertion in (1) for projective limit. Since H0(?,Mn) (? = KS/K and
Kv) is finite for all n, we have lim←−nH

1(?,Mn) = H1(?,M∞) for ? = KS/K and Kv by [CNF,

Corollary 2.7.6]. By definition, we have an exact sequence:

0→W
1(KS/K,Mn)→ H1(KS/K,Mn)→

∏

v∈S
H1(Kv,Mn).

Since any continuous cochain with values in lim←−nMn is a projective limit of continuous cochains

with values in Mn, we have a natural map H1(?, lim←−nMn) → lim←−nH
1(?,Mn) for ? = KS/K and

Kv. Passing to the limit, we get the following commutative diagram with exact rows

W
1(KS/K, lim←−nMn)

↪→−−−−→ H1(KS/K, lim←−nMn) −−−−→ ∏
v∈S H

1(Kv, lim←−nMn)
y o

y o
y

lim←−n W
1(KS/K,Mn)

↪→−−−−→ lim←−nH
1(KS/K,Mn) −−−−→

∏
v∈S lim←−nH

1(Kv,Mn).

This shows W
1(KS/K, lim←−nMn) = lim←−n W

1(KS/K,Mn) as desired. As for the injective limit, we

first note that the cohomology functor commutes with the limit. However it may not commute with
infinite product; so, we need to assume that S is finite (this fact is pointed out by D. Harari).

As for (2), since cohomology functor commutes with injective limit, the assertion (2) for injective
limits follows from the same argument as in the case of (1), noting that by local Tate duality, the

direct product
∏
v∈S H

2(Kv,Mn) in the definition of W
2 can be replaced by the direct sum; so, we

have the assertion for the injective limit. If S is finite, H1(KS/K,Mn) is finite (e.g., [ADT, I.5.1]).
Thus by [CNF, Corollary 2.7.6], we have lim←−nH

2(?,Mn) = H2(?, lim←−nMn) for ? = KS/K and Kv,

and hence once again the same argument works (replacing H1 by H2). �

Let A be an abelian variety over a field K. Since the Galois group Gal(K/K) and Gal(KS/K)
is profinite and A(K) and A(KS) are discrete modules, for q > 0, the continuous cohomology group
Hq(KS/K,A) for a number field K and Hq(K,A) for a local field K are torsion discrete modules
(see [MFG, Corollary 4.26]).

Lemma 7.2. If K is either a number field or a local field of characteristic 0, we have a canonical
isomorphism for 0 < q ∈ Z:

(7.1) Hq(Â) ∼= Hq(A)p = Hq(A)[p∞],

where Hq(?) = Hq(KS/K, ?) if K is a number field, and Hq(?) = Hq(K, ?) if K is local.
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Proof. By (S), if K is a number field, we have

Hq(KS/K, Â) ∼= Hq(KS/K,A⊗Z Zp)
(∗)∼= Hq(KS/K,A)⊗Z Zp = Hq(KS/K,A)p,

as Hq(KS/K,A) is a torsion module. Here the identity (∗) follows from the universal coefficient
theorem (e.g., [CNF, 2.3.4] or [CGP, (0.8)]).

Now suppose that K is an l-adic with l 6= p or archimedean local field. Then Â = A[p∞], and

we have a natural inclusion 0 → Â(K) → A(K) → Q → 0 for the quotient Galois module Q.
Thus Q is p-torsion-free and p-divisible; i.e., the multiplication by p is invertible on Q. Therefore
Hq(K,Q)p := Hq(K,Q) ⊗Z Zp is a Qp-vector space for q ≥ 0 (so, Hq(K,Q)p = 0 though we

do not need this vanishing). By the exact sequence Hq−1(K,Q)p → Hq(K, Â)p → Hq(K,A)p →
Hq(K,Q)p, we conclude Hq(K, Â)p ∼= Hq(K,A)p as the two modules are p-torsion.

If l = p, we have A(K) = Â(K) ⊕ A(p)(K) under the notation of (S), and hence Hq(K,A)p =

Hq(Â)p⊕Hq(K,A(p))p. Since Â(K) is a union of p-profinite group, we have Hq(Â)p = Hq(Â). Since

A(p)(K) is prime-to-p torsion, we have Hq(K,A(p))p = 0. Thus Hq(K,A)p = Hq(K,A) ⊗Z Zp =

Hq(K, Â)⊕Hq(K,A(p))p = Hq(K, Â). �

8. Diagrams of Selmer groups and Tate–Shafarevich groups

We describe commutative diagrams involving different Selmer groups and Tate–Shafarevich groups,
which are the base of the proof of the control result in later sections. We assume p > 2 for simplicity.

Recall the definition of the p-part of the Selmer group and the Tate–Shafarevich group for an
abelian variety A defined over a number field K:

WK(A)p = Ker(H1(KS/K,A)p
Res−−→

∏

v∈S
H1(Kv, A)p),

SelK(A)p = Ker(H1(KS/K,A[p∞])
Res−−→

∏

v∈S
H1(Kv, A)p).

As long as S is sufficiently large containing all bad places for A in addition to all archimedean and
p-adic places, these groups are independent of S (see [ADT, I.6.6]) and are p-torsion modules.

Lemma 8.1. We can replace A in the above definition by Â, and we get

WK(A)p = WK(Â) = Ker(H1(KS/K, Â)
Res−−→

⊕

v∈S
H1(Kv, Â)),

SelK(A)p = SelK(Â) = Ker(H1(KS/K,A[p∞])
Res−−→

⊕

v∈S
H1(Kv, Â)).

(8.1)

Proof. It is known that image of global cohomology classes lands in the direct sum
⊕

v∈S H
1(Kv, Â)

in the product
∏
v∈S H

1(Kv , Â) (see [ADT, I.6.3]).

By Lemma 7.2, we have WK(Â) = WK(A)p = WK(A)⊗ZZp. Thus we may replace the p-primary

part of the traditional W-functor A 7→WK(A)p by the completed one A 7→WK(Â). �

Since A 7→ WK(Â) is covariant, from Lemma 3.3 (and Remark 3.4), we get the commutative
diagram for X = W and Sel:

(8.2)
XK (Ĵr)

π∗

−→ XK(Ĵrs )
↓ u ↙ u′ ↓ u′′

XK (Ĵr)
π∗

−→ XK(Ĵrs ),

Similarly to the diagram as above, from Corollary 3.2, we get the following commutative diagram:

(8.3)
XK (Ĵrs )

π∗

−→ XK (Ĵs[γ
pr−ε − 1])

↓ u ↙ ιrs ↓ u′′
XK (Ĵrs )

π∗

−→ XK (Ĵs[γ
pr−ε − 1]).
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These diagrams provide us the following canonical isomorphisms

(8.4) XK(Ĵr)
ord ∼= XK (Ĵs[γ

pr−ε − 1])ord for X = W and Sel.

For any group subvariety A/Q of Js proper over Q stable under U(p) or any abelian variety

quotient A/Q of Js stable under U(p), we have Â = Âord ⊕ (1 − e)Â, and hence Hq(?, Â) =

Hq(?, Âord) ⊕ Hq(?, (1 − e)Â) for ? = K and KS . This shows Hq(?, Â)ord = Hq(?, Âord), and

hence Xq
K (Âord) = Xq

K (Â)ord = Xq
K(A)ord

p . Thus hereafter, we attach the superscript “ord” inside
the cohomology/Tate–Shafarevich group if the coefficient is p-adically completed in the sense of (S).

We define the ind Λ-TS group and the ind Λ-Selmer group by

WK(J∞)ord := WK(Jord
∞ ) = lim−→

r

WK(Ĵord
r ) = lim−→

r

WK(Jr)
ord
p ,

SelK(J∞)ord := SelK(Jord
∞ ) = lim−→

r

SelK(Ĵord
r ) = lim−→

r

SelK(Jr)
ord
p

(8.5)

which are naturally h-modules.
Write Hq

S(M) =
⊕

v∈S H
q(Kv,M) and Hq(M) = Hq(KS/K,M) for a Gal(KS/K)-module M .

By [ADT, I.6.6], W(KS/K,A)p = WK(A)p for an abelian variety A/K as long as S contains all bad
places of A and all archimedean and p-adic places. Consider a triple ($,As = Js[as], Bs = Js/asJs)

satisfying the condition (A) of Section 5 and (F) in Section 4. Note that Ĵord
s [$s] = Âord

s (see

Lemma 5.1), we have Hq(?, Ĵord
s [$s]) = Hq(?, Âord

s ). This implies WS(Ĵord
s [$s]) = WS(Âord

s ) ∼=
WK(Âord

r ), where the last identity follows from [ADT, I.6.6]. Recall the following exact sequence
from Corollary 6.3:

(8.6) 0→ Âord
r (K′)→ Jord

∞ (K′)
$−→ Jord

∞ (K′)→ B̂ord
r (K′)⊗Zp Qp → 0,

where Jord
∞ = lim−→s

Ĵord
s and K′ = KS and Kv. We separate it into two short exact sequences:

0→Âord
r (K′)→ Jord

∞ (K′)
$−→ $(Jord

∞ )(K′)→ 0,

0→$(Jord
∞ )(K′)→ Jord

∞ (K′)→ B̂ord
r (K′) ⊗Zp Qp → 0.

(8.7)

Define

SelK($(Jord
∞ )) := Ker(i : H1(KS/K,$(Jord

∞ )[p∞])→ H1
S($(Jord

∞ ))),

WK($(Jord
∞ )) := Ker(i : H1(KS/K,$(Jord

∞ ))→ H1
S($(Jord

∞ ))),

CMW (Kv) := Coker(Jord
∞ (Kv)→ B̂ord

r (Kv) ⊗Zp Qp).

(8.8)

Here we have written H1
S(X) :=

∏
v∈S H

1(Kv , X).
Look into the following commutative diagram of sheaves with exact rows:

(8.9)

Ar[p
∞]ord ↪→−−−−→ Jord

∞ [p∞]
$[p∞]−−−−→ Jord

∞ [p∞] −−−−→ 0
y

y i

y
y

Âord
r

↪→−−−−→ Jord
∞

$−−−−→ Jord
∞ −−−−→ B̂ord

r ⊗Qp.

Since B̂ord
r ⊗Qp is a sheaf of Qp-vector spaces and Jord

∞ [p∞] is p-torsion, the inclusion map i factors
through the image Im($) = $(Jord

∞ ); so, for a finite extension K of Q or Ql,

(8.10) $(Jord
∞ )[p∞] = Jord

∞ [p∞].

From the exact sequence, $(Jord) ↪→ Jord
� B̂ord

r ⊗Zp Qp, taking its cohomology sequence, we get
the bottom sequence of the following commutative diagram with exact rows:

0 −−−−→ H1($(Jord
∞ )[p∞]) H1(Jord

∞ [p∞])
y i

y
y

∏
v∈S CMV (Kv)

↪→−−−−→ H1
S($(Jord

∞ ))
�−−−−→ H1

S(Jord
∞ ).
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By the snake lemma, we get an exact sequence

(8.11) 0→ SelK($(Jord
∞ ))→ SelK(Jord

∞ )→
∏

v|p
CMW (Kv),

since B̂ord
r (Kv) ⊗Zp Qp = CMW (Kv) = 0 if v - p by (S) in the introduction.

Define error terms

EsSel(F ) :=
$(Jord

s )[p∞](F )

$(Jord
s [p∞](F ))

, ESel(F ) :=
Jord
∞ [p∞](F )

$(Jord
∞ [p∞](F ))

= lim−→
s

$(Ĵord
s )[p∞](F )

$(Ĵord
s [p∞](F ))

,

Es(F ) :=
$(Jord

s )(F )

$(Jord
s (F ))

, E∞(F ) :=
$(Jord

∞ )(F )

$(Jord
∞ (F ))

= lim−→
s

$(Ĵord
s )(F )

$(Ĵord
s (F ))

(8.12)

for F = K,Kv, and put E∞
S (K) =

∏
v∈S E

∞(Kv). If F is a finite extension of Ql for l 6= p, by (S)
in the introduction, we have ESel(F ) = E∞(F ). If Ar = AP for an arithmetic point P , we often

write E∞
P (F ) for E∞(F ) as it depends on P . Noting G $−→ G is an epimorphism of sheaves for

G = Jord
∞ [p∞] by Corollary 6.4, we then get the following commutative diagram with two bottom

exact rows and columns:

(8.13)

Ker(ιSel,∗) −−−−→ SelK(Âord
r )

ιSel,∗−−−−→ SelK(Jord
∞ )

$Sel,∗−−−−→ SelK($(Jord
∞ ))

∩
y ∩

y ∩
y ∩

y

ESel(K)
↪→−−−−→ H1(Âord

r [p∞])
ι∗−−−−→ H1(Jord

∞ [p∞])
$∗−−−−→ H1(Jord

∞ [p∞])
y

y
y

y

E∞
S (K)

↪→−−−−→ H1
S(Âord

r )
ιS,∗−−−−→ H1

S(Jord
∞ )

$S,∗−−−−→
�

H1
S($(Jord

∞ )).

Here the last map $S,∗ could have 2-torsion finite cokernel if p = 2.
We look into Λ-TS groups. Let $ ∈ h coming from $r ∈ End(Jr/Q) and suppose that ($) =

$h ⊃ (γp
r−ε −1). The long exact sequence obtained from (8.7) produces the following commutative

diagram with exact columns and bottom two exact rows:

(8.14)

Ker(ιW ,∗) −−−−→ WK(Âord
r )

ιW ,∗−−−−→ WK(Jord
∞ )

$W ,∗−−−−→ WK($(Jord
∞ ))

∩
y ∩

y ∩
y ∩

y

E∞(K)
↪→−−−−→ H1(Âord

r )
ι∗−−−−→ H1(Jord

∞ )
$∗−−−−→ H1($(Jord

∞ ))
y

y
y

y

E∞
S (K)

↪→−−−−→ H1
S(Âord

r )
ιS,∗−−−−→ H1

S(Jord
∞ )

$S,∗−−−−→
�

H1
S($(Jord

∞ )).

By the vanishing of H2
S(Âr) ([ADT, Theorem I.3.2] and Lemma 7.2), $S,∗ are surjective. In each

term of the diagram (8.14), we can bring the superscript “ord” inside the functor W and H1 to

outside the functor as the ordinary projector acts on Ĵs, J∞ and Âr and gives direct factor of
the sheaf. The diagram “ord” inside is the one obtained directly from the short exact sequence of
Corollary 6.3. Thus we get from [BCM, Proposition I.1.4.2] the following fact:

Lemma 8.2. Suppose (A) and (F). If E∞
S (K) is finite, the sequence

0→ E∞(K)→WK(Âord
r )→WK(Jord

∞ )
$−→WK($(Jord

∞ ))

is exact up to finite error. Moreover, if in addition CMW (K) = 0, the sequence extends to the
following exact sequence up to finite error:

0→ E∞(K)→WK(Âord
r )→WK(Jord

∞ )
$−→WK(Jord

∞ ).
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Proof. Applying [BCM, I.1.4.2 (1)] to the third column of (8.14), the first column is exact. Thus
Ker(iW ,∗) is isomorphic to E∞(K) up to finite error. Applying [BCM, I.1.4.2 (1)] again to the

first three terms of the bottom row, we get exactness of 0→ Ker(ιW ,∗)→WK(Âord
r )→WK(Jord

∞ ).

Replacing Ker(ιW ,∗) by E∞(K), we get the exactness of 0→ E∞(K)→WK(Âord
r )→WK(Jord

∞ ) up
to finite error. Since E∞

S (K) is finite, again by [BCM, Proposition I.1.4.2 (1)], we get the exactness

of WK(Âord
r )→WK(Jord

∞ )
$−→WK($(Jord

∞ )) up to finite error. This finishes the proof for the first
sequence.

To extend the exact sequence, we look into the sheaf exact sequence: 0 → $(Jord
∞ )

i−→ Jord
∞ →

B̂ord
r ⊗Zp Qp → 0, which produces the following commutative diagram with exact rows:

(8.15)

Ker(iW ,∗) −−−−→ WK($(Jord
∞ ))

iW ,∗−−−−→ WK(Jord
∞ )

∩
y ∩

y ∩
y

CMW (K)
↪→−−−−→ H1(Âord

r )
i∗−−−−→
�

H1(Jord
∞ )

y
y

y
∏
v|pCMW (Kv)

↪→−−−−→ H1
S(Âord

r )
iS,∗−−−−→
�

H1
S(Jord

∞ ).

Again the left column is exact as the right column is exact. Then by the assumption CMW (K) = 0,
we get a canonical injection:

(8.16) iW ,∗ : WK($(Jord
∞ )) ↪→WK(Jord

∞ ).

Thus we can replace the end term WK($(Jord
∞ )) of the first exact sequence by WK(Jord

∞ ), getting
the extended exact sequence up to finite error. �

9. Vanishing of the first error term E∞ for l-adic fields with l 6= p

In this section, we prove vanishing of the error term E∞(K) for local fields of residual charac-
teristic l 6= p, which combined with a similar (but more difficult) result for p-adic fields given in
Section 17 will be used in the following sections to prove the control result up to finite error of the
limit Selmer group, the limite Mordell–Weil group and the limit Tate–Shafarevich group.

More generally, for the moment, we denote by K either a number field or an l-adic field (the
prime l can be p unless we mention that l 6= p).

Lemma 9.1. Let K either a number field or an l-adic field. Then the Pontryagin dual E∞(K)∨ of
E∞(K) is a Zp-module of finite type (i.e., E∞(K) is p-torsion of finite corank).

Proof. Let K′ = K if K is local and K = KS if K is global. We have an exact sequence

0→ E∞(K)→ H1(K′/K, Âord
r )→ H1(K′/K, Ĵord

∞ ).

By [ADT, I.3.4], if K is local, H1(K′/K, Âord
r ) ∼= Pic0

A/K(K)∨; so, we get the desired result. If K is

global, Âord
r (K) ⊗Z F → H1(K′/K, Âord

r [p]) � H1(K′/K, Âord
r )[p] is exact, and the middle term is

finite by Tate’s computation of the global cohomology (taking S to be finite); so, H1(K′/K, Âord
r )

has Pontryagin dual finite type over Zp. This finishes the proof. �

Proposition 9.2. Assume (A) and (F). Let K be a finite extension of Ql. Then we have

(1) Es(K) ∼= Ker(Ât,co-ord
r (K)∨ → Ĵ t,co-ord

s (K)∨) which is under l 6= p in turn isomorphic to

= Ker(H0(K, TpÂ
ord
r (−1))→ H0(K, TpĴ

ord
s (−1)))

for the negative Tate twist indicated by “(−1)”,
(2) If l 6= p, the order |Es(K)| is finite and is bounded for all s.
(3) If l 6= p and H0(K, TpA

ord
r (−1)) = 0 (⇔ At,co-ord

r (K) = 0), we have Es(K) = 0 for all s.
(4) Suppose l 6= p. If T is an integral domain and Ar has good reduction over the l-adic integer

ring W of K, then Es(K) = 0 for all s.
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We will prove the finiteness and boundedness of Es(K) when l = p later in Section 17 under some
extra assumptions (see Theorem 17.2).

Proof. We have an exact sequence

0→ Es(K) := Coker($s : Ĵord
s (K)→ $(Ĵord

s )(K))
is−→ H1(K, Âord

r )
ι1s−→ H1(K, Ĵord

s ).

By [ADT, I.3.4], if K is local, for an abelian variety A over K, we have H1(K,A) = At(K)∨ for

At = Pic0
A/K . Note that Ât = At[p∞] if l 6= p by (S) at the end of the introduction. From local Tate

duality and Lemma 7.2 (combined with Weil pairing At[p∞] and TpA(−1)), we conclude

Es(K) = Ker(Ât,co-ord
r (K)∨ → Ĵ t,co-ord

s (K)∨) = Ker(H0(K, TpÂ
ord
r (−1))→ H0(K, TpĴ

ord
s (−1)))

proving the first assertion.

We now claim that Âco-ord
r (K) ⊂ Ar[p

∞](K) is finite. If Ar has good reduction over W , we
have Ar [p

∞](K) ∼= Ar[p
∞](F) which is finite. Take the Néron model Ar/W of Ar . By the universal

property of the Néron model, we find Ar(W ) = Ar(K); so, Ar/W [p∞](W ) = Ar/W [p∞](K). Since
multiplication by p on Ar/W is étale (as l 6= p; see [NMD, Lemma 7.3.2], we find Ar/W [p∞](W ) ∼=
Ar/W [p∞](F) ⊂ Ar/W (F), which is finite (as Ar/W ⊗ F is of finite type over F). This shows the
claim. The claim proves the assertion (2) as Es(K) ↪→ Ar[p

∞](K) by (1). The assertion (3) also
follows from (1).

We now prove (4). If Ar has good reduction over W , by Lemma 9.3 following this proof,

$(Ĵord
s,T ) and Ĵord

s,T have good reduction over the l-adic integer ring W of K, we have $(Ĵord
s,T )(K) =

$(Ĵord
s,T )[p∞](K) ∼= $(Ĵord

s,T )[p∞](F) and similarly Ĵ t,co-ord
s,T (K) = Ĵ t,co-ord

s,T [p∞](K) ∼= J t,co-ord
s,T [p∞](F)

for the residue field F of W . From the sheaf exact sequence Âr ↪→ Ĵs,T � $(Ĵs,T), the corre-
sponding sequence of their Néron models is exact by [NMD, Proposition 7.5.3 (a)]. Over finite
field, by the vanishing of H1(F, X) for an abelian variety X/F (Lang’s theorem [L56]), we find

Coker(Ĵord
s,T (F)→ $(Ĵs,T)ord(F)) = 0; so, Es(K) = 0. �

Lemma 9.3. Suppose l 6= p, and let W be the l-adic integer ring of K. Then if Ar has good

reduction (resp. additive, semi-stable) over W and T is integral, then Ĵord
s,T = Js,T[p∞]ord and

$(Ĵs,T)ord = $(Js,T[p∞]ord) are contained in an abelian factor of Js with good reduction (resp.
additive, semi-stable) over W for all s.

We indicated this fact in the proof of Proposition 9.2 saying that Ĵord
s,T and $(Ĵs,T)ord has good

reduction over W .

Proof. As is well known (e.g., [H11, Remark after Conjecture 3.4], the l-type (i.e., the l-local rep-
resentation πl) of automorphic representation occurring in a given ordinary p-adic analytic family
is independent of the member of the family. In other words, if l-type is a ramified principal series
π(α, β) or a Steinberg representation σ(| · |lα, α), α|

Z
×

l
and β|×

Zl
are independent of members, and

if πl is super-cuspidal, the associate p-adic Galois representation restricted to the l-inertia group is
independent of the members up to isomorphism. Then by the criterion of Néron-Ogg-Shafarevich,
the reduction of any member AP is independent of an arithmetic point P . �

10. Control of Λ-Selmer groups

We start with a lemma.

Lemma 10.1. For a number field or an l-adic field K and G = Jord
∞ [p∞], the Pontryagin dual G(K)∨

is a Λ-torsion module of finite type. For any arithmetic prime P , G(K)∨ ⊗h h/P n, G(K) ⊗h h/P n

and G(K)[P n] are all finite for any positive integer n.

Proof. We give a detailed argument when K is a number field and briefly touch an l-adic field as
the argument is essentially the same. Let P ∈ Arh, and suppose K is a number field. Suppose that
the Galois representation ρP associated with P contains an open subgroup G of SL2(Zp). Let L be

the Pontryagin dual module of G(Q). If the cusp form fP associated to P has conductor divisible by
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N , the localization LP is free of rank 2 over the valuation ring V = hP finite over ΛP (e.g., [HMI,
Proposition 3.78]). If not, by the theory of new form (e.g. [H86a, §3.3]), LP is free of rank 2 over a
local ring of the form V [X1, . . . , Xm]/(Xe1

1 , . . . , Xem
m ) = hP with nilradical coming from old forms

(e.g., [H13a, Corollary 1.2]). The contragredient ρ̃P = tρ−1
P of ρP is realized by LP /PLP . Then G

is also contained in Im(ρ̃P ), and H0(K,LP /PLP ) ∼= H(K,LP )/PH0(K,LP ) is a surjective image
of H0(G,LP/PLP ), which vanishes. Thus H0(K,LP /PLP ) = 0, which implies H0(K,L)P = 0 by
Nakayama’s lemma. In particular, H0(K,L) is a Λ-torsion module whose support is outside P .

If ρP does not contain an open subgroup of SL2(Zp), by Ribet [R85] (see also [GME, Theo-

rem 4.3.18]), there exists an imaginary quadratic field M such that ρ̃P = IndQ
M ϕ for an infinite

order Hecke character ϕ of Gal(Q.M). Then it is easy to show that H0(K,LP /PLP ) = 0, and in
the same way as above, we find H0(K,L)P = 0 and that H0(K,L)⊗h h/P n is finite for all n. Thus
for any arithmetic prime P ∈ Arh, H0(K,L)P = 0 and hence G(K)∨ = H0(K,L) is Λ-torsion with
support outside P . Thus in any case, G(K)∨ ⊗h h/P n = H0(K,L) ⊗h h/P n is finite for all n as h

is a semi-local ring of dimension 2 finite torsion-free over Λ. The module G(K)[P n] is just the dual
of H0(K,L) ⊗h h/P n and hence is finite. Then (G(K) ⊗h h/P n)∨ = H0(K,L)[P n], which is finite
by the above fact that H0(K,L) is Λ-torsion with support outside P .

If K is l-adic, replacing K by its finite extension, we may assume that AP has split semi-stable
reduction. Write F for the residue field of P . Then either ρ̃P (Frob) for a Frobenius element Frob of

Gal(Ql/K) has infinite order without eigenvalue 1 or the space V (ρ̃P ) fits into a non-split extension
F ↪→ V � F (−1) for the Tate twist F (−1) (by the degeneration theory of Mumford–Tate; cf.,
[DAV, Appendix]). Because of this description H0(K,LP/PLP ) = 0, and by the same argument
above, the results follows. �

Since ($) is supported by finitely many arithmetic primes, ESel(K)∨ := (G(K) ⊗h h/($))∨ ∼=
G(K)∨[$] is finite by the above lemma; so, we get

Corollary 10.2. Assume (A). If K is a number field, then ESel(K) is finite.

Let T be the local ring such that $ ∈ mT. We define ΩT to be the set of points P ∈ Spec(T)(Qp)
such that

(10.1) P ∩ Λ contains tp
s − 1 for some 0 ≤ s ∈ Z and P is principal as a prime ideal.

So, ΩT is a subset of Spec(T)∩Arh made of principal ideals. We see ESel(K)T = Coker($ : G(K)T →
G(K)T), where MT = M ⊗h T for an h-module M . Thus for the Galois representation ρT acting
on TGT = lim←−s TpG[γ

ps − 1], if ρT modulo mT is absolutely irreducible over Gal(Q/K), we conclude

ESel(K) = 0. Here ρT = (ρT mod mT) is the semi-simple two dimensional representation whose trace
is given by Tr(ρT) mod mT. Indeed, the Galois module G[mT] has Jordan-Hölder sequence whose
sub-quotients are all isomorphic to ρT; so, by Nakayama’s lemma, G(K) = 0. Write ρT|Gal(Qp/Qp)

∼=(
νpψ ∗
0 ϕ

)
mod mT with the nearly ordinary character ϕ (i.e., ϕ([p,Qp]) is equal to the image modulo

mT of U(p)). Here νp = νp mod p. Then it is plain that G(Kv) = 0 for all place v|p of K if νpψ

and ϕ are both non-trivial over Gal(Qp/Kv) for all v|p. We record this fact as

Corollary 10.3. Let p > 2, K be a number field, and suppose one of the following two conditions:

(1) ρT is irreducible over Gal(Q/K);

(2) νpψ and ϕ are both non-trivial over Gal(Qp/Kv) for all p-adic places v|p of K.

Then we have ESel(K) = 0.

Recall MT = M ⊗h T for an h-module M .

Theorem 10.4. Let K be a number field and Spec(T) be the connected component such that $ ∈ mT.
Suppose p > 2, (A) and (F).

(1) Assume one of the following two conditions
(e1) E∞(Kv)T is finite for all v|p,
(e2) Ar does not have split multiplicative reduction modulo p at all primes p|p of K.
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Then the following sequence

(10.2) 0→ SelK(Aord
r )→ SelK(Jord

∞,T)
$−→ SelK(Jord

∞,T).

is exact up to finite error.
(2) Assume one of the following two conditions:

(E1) ESel(K)T = E∞(Kv)T = 0 for all v|Np,
(E2) T is an integral domain, Ar has good reduction at all v|Np and |ϕ(Frobv)− 1|p = 1 for

all v|p. Here Frobv is a Frobenius element in Gal(Kv/Kv) acting trivially on K[µp∞ ].
Then the sequence (10.2) is exact, and if in addition CMW (Kv)T = 0 for all v|p, we have
SelK($(Jord

∞,T)) ∼= SelK(Jord
∞,T).

By (8.11), we have an exact sequence: 0→ SelK($(Jord
∞ ))→ SelK(Jord

∞ )→∏
v|pCMW (Kv), and

if AP has potentially good reduction at p for all P ∈ ΩT,
∏
v|pE

∞(Kv) vanishes under (E2) (see

Theorem 17.2). By our choice of T, we have Âord
r,T = Âord

r and B̂ord
r,T = B̂ord

r . By Corollary 10.3, (E2)

implies ESel(K) = 0. Indeed, νpψϕ([p,Qp]) = 1 as Ar has good reduction modulo p. We prove the
theorem under (E1) or (e1), since Theorem 17.2 combined with Proposition 9.2 (4) shows (e2)⇒(e1)
and (E2)⇒(E1) for v|p.

Proof. Recall the following commutative diagram with two bottom exact rows and three right exact
columns from (8.13) (tensored with T over h):

(10.3)

Ker(ιSel,∗)
i0−−−−→ SelK(Âord

r )
ιSel,∗−−−−→ SelK(Jord

∞,T)
$Sel,∗−−−−→ SelK($(Jord

∞,T))

i

y ∩
ya ∩

y ∩
y

ESel(K)
↪→−−−−→ H1(Âord

r [p∞])
ι∗−−−−→ H1(Jord

∞,T[p∞])
$∗−−−−→ H1(Jord

∞,T[p∞])

e

y
y

y
y

E∞
S (K)

↪→−−−−→
e0

H1
S(Âord

r )
ιS,∗−−−−→ H1

S(Jord
∞,T)

$S,∗−−−−→
�

H1
S($(Jord

∞,T)).

By Proposition 9.2 and by the assumption (e1), E∞
S (K) is finite. Since the middle two columns are

exact, the left column is exact with injection i (e.g., [BCM, I.1.4.2 (1)]). Since the bottom row is
exact with injection e0, the map i0 is injective and Im(i0) = Ker(ιSel,∗). Suppose (E1). Then all the
terms of the left column vanish. So Ker(ιSel,∗) = 0 and the sequence:

(10.4) 0→ SelK(Âord
r )→ SelK(Jord

∞ )→ SelK($(Jord
∞ ))

(8.11)−−−−→
↪→

SelK(Jord
∞ )

is exact. The cokernel Coker(SelK(Jord
∞ )

$−→ SelK($(Jord
∞ )) is global in nature and seems difficult to

determine, although Coker(SelK($(Jord
∞ ))→ SelK(Jord

∞ )) is local as in (8.11), and if CMW (Kv) = 0
for all v|p, it vanishes.

Now we assume (e1). We need to prove the sequence (10.4) is exact up to finite error. By
Corollary 10.2, ESel(K) is finite. Since we know E∞(Kv) = 0 for v prime to p by Proposition 9.2,
we conclude from (e1) that E∞

S (K) is finite. Then the diagram (8.13) has two bottom rows exact up
to finite error. Since the Pontryagin dual of all the modules in the above diagram are Λ-modules of
finite type, we can work with the category of Λ-modules of finite type up to finite error (e.g., [BCM,
VII.4.5]). Then in this new category, the bottom two rows are exact and the extreme left terms a
pseudo-null. Thus the dual sequence of the theorem is exact up to finite error, and by taking dual
back, the sequence in the theorem is exact up to finite error. �

Corollary 10.5. Assume (F) and p > 2. Then we have

(1) The Pontryagin dual SelK(Jord
∞ )∨ of SelK(Jord

∞ ) is a Λ-module of finite type.

(2) If further SelK(Âord
r ) = 0 for a single element $ ∈ mT satisfying (A) and (E1), then

SelK(Jord
∞ ) = 0 and SelK(Âord

r ) = 0 for every $ ∈ mT satisfying (A) and (E1).
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(3) Suppose that T is an integral domain. If SelK(Âord
r ) is finite for some $ satisfying (A)

and (e1), then SelK(Jord
∞ )∨ is a torsion T-module of finite type. Thus if T is a unique

factorization domain, for almost all P ∈ ΩT, SelK(Âord
P ) is finite.

Proof. The condition (A) and (e2) is satisfied by any non-trivial factor $ of (γp
r −1)/(γ−1). Thus

SelK(Jord
∞ )∨/$ · SelK(Jord

∞ )∨ pseudo isomorphic to SelK(Âord
r )∨ which is Zp-module of finite type;

so, by the topological Nakayama’s lemma, we conclude that SelK(Jord
∞ )∨ is a Λ-module of finite type.

The last two assertions can be proven similarly. �

11. Control of Λ-BT groups and its cohomology

Recall G := Gα,δ,ξ = Jord
∞ [p∞] which is a Λ-BT group in the sense of [H14]. Here the set S is

supposed to be finite. We study the control of the Tate–Shafarevich group of G.

Theorem 11.1. Let K be a number field. Suppose |S| <∞, (F) and (A) for $. Then the sequence

0→W(KS/K, Âord
r [p∞])→W(KS/K, G) $−→W(KS/K, G) is exact up to finite error.

Proof. From the exact sequence 0→ Âord
r [p∞]→ G $−→ G → 0 of Corollary 6.4, we get a commutative

diagram with exact bottom two rows and exact columns:

(11.1)

Ker(ιW ,∗) −−−−→ W(KS/K, Âord
r [p∞])

ιW ,∗−−−−→ W(KS/K, G) $W ,∗−−−−→ W(KS/K, G)

∩
y ∩

y ∩
y ∩

y

E∞
BT (K)

↪→−−−−→ H1(Âord
r [p∞])

ι∗−−−−→ H1(G) $∗−−−−→ H1(G)
y

y
y

y
∏
v∈S E

∞
BT (Kv)

↪→−−−−→ H1
S(Âord

r [p∞])
ιS,∗−−−−→ H1

S(G) $S,∗−−−−→ H1
S(G),

where E∞
BT (k) = ESel(k) = Coker($ : G(k)→ G(k)).

By Lemma 10.1, E∞
BT (K) and E∞

BT (Kv) are finite. Thus as long as S is finite,
∏
v∈S E

∞
BT (Kv) is

finite. Then the above diagram proves the desired exactness. �

Corollary 11.2. Let the notation and the assumption be as in the theorem. Assume that T is an

integral domain and that W(KS/K, Âord
P0

[p∞]) is finite for a principal arithmetic prime P0 ∈ ΩT.

Then W(KS/K, GT)∨ is a torsion T-module of finite type. In particular, Zg(Qp) is finite for the

support Zg ⊂ Spec(T) of W(KS/K, GT)∨, and for all principal arithmetic points P ∈ Spec(T)−Zg,
W(KS/K, Âord

P [p∞]) is finite.

12. The second error term CMW .

Put EMW (k) := Coker($(Jord
∞,T)(k) ↪→ Jord

∞,T(k)), and recall CMW (k) = Coker(Jord
∞,T(k)

ρ∞−−→
B̂ord(k)⊗Zp Qp). If P ∈ Spec(T)(Qp) is an arithmetic point generated by $ ∈ T, we write EPMW (k)

(resp. CPMW (k)) for EMW (k) (resp. CMW (k)).

Proposition 12.1. Let k be a finite extension of Q or Ql. Then CPMW (k)
∼−→ EPMW (k)⊗Zp Qp/Zp

canonically. In particular, if EPMW (k) is compact (e.g., dimT/P⊗Zp Qp
B̂ord
P (k) ⊗Zp Qp = 1 and

CPMW (k) 6= 0), CPMW (k) is isogenous to Âord
P (k) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp. If T is an integral domain, then

the error term CPMW (k) ∼= EPMW (k)⊗Zp Qp/Zp vanishes for almost all P ∈ ΩT, and more precisely,

CPMW (k) ∼= EPMW (k) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp = 0 if and only if P ∈ ΩT is outside the support of the maximal
T-torsion submodule of J .

Proof. Since CPMW (k) is p-divisible torsion, we haveCPMW (k)⊗ZpQp/Zp = 0 and Tor
Zp

1 (CPMW (k),Qp/Zp) =

CPMW (k) (with Tor
Zp

1 (B̂ord
P (k)⊗Zp Qp,Qp/Zp) = 0). To see EPMW (k)⊗Zp Qp/Zp ∼= CPMW (k), we look
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into the exact sequence EPMW (k) ↪→ B̂ord
P (k) ⊗Zp Qp � CPMW (k). Tensoring Qp/Zp with the se-

quence, we get the following exact sequence:

0→ CPMW (k) = Tor
Zp

1 (CPMW (k),Qp/Zp)→ EPMW (k) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp → 0.

This shows the first assertion. If EPMW (k) is compact, by EPMW (k) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp ∼= CPMW (k), we

have rankZp E
P
MW (k) = corankCPMW (k) = dimQp B̂

ord
P (k) ⊗Zp Qp; so, CPMW (k) is isogenous to

B̂ord
P (k) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp (and hence to B̂ord

P (k)⊗Zp Qp/Zp).
We now assume that EPMW (k) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp ∼= CPMW (k) 6= 0. Then we have the following short

exact sequence:

0→ $(Jord
∞,T)(k)→ Jord

∞,T(k)
ρ∞,T−−−→ Im(ρ∞,T)(∼= EPMW (k))→ 0

with Zp-free Im(ρ∞,T). Then by [BCM, I.2.5], we still have a short exact sequence:

0→ $(Jord
∞,T)(k) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp → Jord

∞,T(k) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp
ρ∞,T−−−→ Im(ρ∞,T) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp → 0.

Note that (Im(ρ∞,T) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ is a P -torsion T-module of finite type. Thus P belongs to

the support Zk ⊂ Spec(T) of the maximal T-torsion submodule of (Jord
∞,T(k) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨. Since

(Jord
∞,T(k) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ is a T-module of finite type, Zk(Qp) is a finite set. From our proof, we

conclude EPMW (k)⊗Zp Qp/Zp 6= 0⇔ P ∈ Zk(Qp). �

We state a proposition showing that the limit Mordel–Weil group is of co-finite type over Λ:

Proposition 12.2. Assume (F). Let P = ($) ∈ ΩT. Let p > 2 and k be either a number field or
an l-adic field. The following sequence

(12.1) 0→ Âord
P (k)⊗ Qp/Zp

ι−→ Jord
∞,T(k)⊗ Qp/Zp

$−→ Jord
∞,T(k) ⊗Qp/Zp

π−→ CPMW (k)→ 0

is exact up to finite error except for Ker($)/ Im(ι) which is a image of E∞
P (k) with finite kernel

(so, it is at worst a Λ-torsion module of finite type). In particular, if T is an integral domain, the
Pontryagin dual J := (Jord

∞,T(k)⊗ Qp/Zp)∨ is a T-module of finite type.

Proof. Since $(Jord
∞,T(k)) = Jord

∞,T(k)/Âord
P (k), we have the following three exact sequences:

0→$(Jord
∞,T(k))→ $(Jord

∞,T)(k)→ E∞
P (k)→ 0,

0→Âord
P (k)→ Jord

∞,T(k)→ $(Jord
∞,T(k))→ 0,

0→$(Jord
∞,T)(k)→ Jord

∞,T(k)→ EPMW (k)→ 0.

(12.2)

Tensoring with Qp/Zp over Zp, by Tor
Zp

1 (X,Qp/Zp) = X[p∞], we get the following exact sequences

$(Jord
∞,T)[p∞](k)→ E∞

P (k)→ $(Jord
∞,T(k))⊗ Qp/Zp

$−→ $(Jord
∞,T)(k)⊗ Qp/Zp → 0,

$(Jord
∞,T(k))[p∞]

a−→ Âord
P (k)⊗Qp/Zp → Jord

∞,T(k)⊗Qp/Zp
$−→ $(Jord

∞,T(k))⊗ Qp/Zp → 0,

0→ $(Jord
∞,T)(k)⊗ Qp/Zp → Jord

∞,T(k)⊗ Qp/Zp → CPMW (k)→ 0,

(12.3)

where we replaced EPMW (k) ⊗ Qp/Zp by CPMW (k) at the end of the last sequence (using Propo-
sition 12.1). The last sequence is exact since, by Corollary 6.3, EPMW (k) is a flat Zp-module

[BCM, I.2.5]. The image Im(($(Jord
∞,T(k)))[p∞]

a−→ Âord
P (k) ⊗ Qp/Zp) is killed by $. Since ($)

is arithmetic, by Lemma 10.1, this image is finite (i.e., factoring through the k-rational quotient of
GT(k) = ($(Jord

∞,T(k)))[p∞] killed by $). Thus the sequence:

0→ Âord
P (k)⊗ Qp/Zp

ι−→ Jord
∞,T(k)⊗ Qp/Zp

$−→ Jord
∞,T(k)⊗ Qp/Zp

π−→ CPMW (k)→ 0

ι has finite kernel, Ker($)/ Im(ι) is the image of E∞
P (k) with finite kernel (by the first sequence

combined with the second of (12.3)) and the last three right terms are exact.
Suppose that T is an integral domain. By Lemma 9.1, E∞

P (k) has p-torsion with finite corank over

Zp. Therefore Ker(Jord
∞,T(k)

$−→ Jord
∞,T(k))∨ is a T-torsion module of finite type. Then by Nakayama’s

lemma, the Pontryagin dual (Jord
∞,T(k) ⊗Qp/Zp)∨ is a T-module of finite type. �
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The exceptional finite subset in P ∈ ΩT for the control of the limit Mordell–Weil group Jord
∞,T(k)⊗

Qp/Zp is contained in the union of the following three type of proper closed subschemes of Spec(T)

whose Qp-points are finite:

(a) the support Zk ⊂ Spec(T) of the maximal T-torsion submodule of Jord
∞,T(k)∨ whose Qp-points

are finite by Proposition 12.1 (this set depends on the field k);
(b) the support Zg ⊂ Spec(T) of the maximal T-torsion submodule of W(kS/k, GT)∨ whose

Qp-points are finite by Theorem 11.1 (this applies to a number field k);
(c) Zp ⊂ Spec(T) made of P ∈ ΩT not satisfying (e2) (this applies to the case where k is either

a number field or a p-adic field).

Corollary 12.3. Suppose that T is an integral domain with infinite ΩT. Let P ∈ ωT −Zp(Qp). Let

K be a number field. Suppose either that WK(Âord
P ) is finite or that the sequence

0→ Âord
P (K) ⊗Qp/Zp

ι−→ Jord
∞,T(K) ⊗ Qp/Zp

$−→ Jord
∞,T(K) ⊗Qp/Zp

is exact up to finite error. Then E∞
P (K) is finite.

Proof. First suppose |WK(Âord
P )| <∞. We look into the diagram (8.14) for P = ($). Since P 6∈ Zp,

by Proposition 9.2 and Theorem 17.2, E∞
S (K) is finite. Since the left column and the first three

term of the first row are exact in (8.14), from finiteness of WK(Âord
P ), we conclude E∞

P (K) is finite.
If the sequence in the corollary is exact up to finite error, since E∞

P (K) is isogenous to Ker($)/ Im(ι)
by Proposition 12.2, it is finite. �

13. Control of limit Tate–Shafarevich groups and Mordell–Weil groups

We first study a relation of the Tate–Shafarevich group WK(Âord
P ) and W(KS/K, Âord

P [p∞]).

Proposition 13.1. Suppose that T is an integral domain flat over Λ. Let K be a number field and
pick an arithmetic point P ∈ Spec(T). Assume |S| <∞ and that P is principal with P = ($). Let

KerMW
P be the kernel of the natural diagonal map: Âord

P (K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp →
∏
v|p Â

ord
P (Kv)⊗Zp Qp/Zp.

Then we have the following exact sequence

0→ KerMW
P →W(KS/K, Âord

P [p∞])
ΠP−−→WK(Âord

P ).

Moreover ΠP is onto if K = Q and dimHP AP (Q) ≥ 1. Thus assuming K = Q and dimHP AP (Q) ≥
1 and |W(QS/Q, Âord

P [p∞])| <∞, we have WQ(Âord
P ) is finite and dimHP AP (Q) = 1. For general

K, if W(KS/K, Âord
P [p∞]) vanishes (resp. is finite), the error term KerMW

P vanishes (resp. is

finite). Similarly if |WK(Âord
P )| < ∞ and dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q = 1, the two modules KerMW

P and

W(KS/K, Âord
P [p∞]) are finite.

Proof. For K′ = KS and Kv, Âr(K
′) (and hence Âord

r (K′)) is p-divisible Zp-modules; so, the Zp-

module Âord
r (K′)/Âord

r [p∞](K′) is a Qp-vector space (i.e., it is isomorphic to Âord
r (K′)⊗Zp Qp). From

the short exact sequence Âord
r [p∞](K′) ↪→ Âord

r (K′) � Âord
r (K′) ⊗Zp Qp (K′ = KS , Kv) of Galois

modules, we get the following commutative diagram with the bottom two exact rows:

(13.1)

KerMW
P

↪→−−−−→ W(KS/K, Âord
r [p∞])

ιW ,∗−−−−→ WK(Âord
r )

y ∩
y ∩

y

Âord
r (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp

↪→−−−−→
I

H1(Âord
r [p∞])

ι∗−−−−→ H1(Âord
r ) −−−−→ 0

δ

y Res[p∞]

y Res

y
∏
v|p(Â

ord
r (Kv)⊗Zp Qp/Zp)

↪→−−−−→
IS

H1
S(Âord

r [p∞])
ιS,∗−−−−→ H1

S(Âord
r ) −−−−→ 0.

The injectivity of IS and exactness of the bottom row prove the exact sequence in the proposition
by [BCM, I.1.4.2 (1)].
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Assume that K = Q. By Lemma 5.5, Âord
r (Qp) ⊗Zp Qp

∼= T/P ⊗Zp Qp as T/P -modules, and

hence Âord
r (Qp) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp ∼= T/P ⊗Zp Qp/Zp up to finite error. If dimHP Ar(Q) ⊗Z Q = m ≥ 1,

by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we find that Âord
r (Q) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp ∼= (T/P ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)m. Since the source

and the target of the map δ are p-divisible, and from the finiteness of W(QS/Q, Âord
r [p∞]), δ is not

a zero map, which implies surjectivity of δ as the corank of the target is equal to or less than m.
Therefore by snake lemma, if K = Q and dimHP Ar(Q)⊗Z Q = m ≥ 1, we have an exact sequence:

0→ KerMW
P →W(QS/Q, Âord

P [p∞])
ΠP−−→WQ(Âord

P )→ 0.

Thus we conclude m = 1 and WQ(Âord
P ) is finite if W(QS/Q, Âord

P [p∞]) is finite.

If dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q = 1, then AP (K) ⊗Z Q
i−→ ∏

v|pAP (Kv) ⊗Zp Qp has non-trivial image

which is an HP -vector space. This it has dimension 1 over HP , and hence i is an injection. Thus

δ0 : Âord
r (K)→∏

v|p Â
ord
r (Kv) is a morphism of Zp-module of finite type with finite kernel. Then it

is clear after tensoring Qp/Zp over Zp, δ has finite kernel; i.e., KerMW
P is finite, and hence finiteness

of WK(Âord
P ) implies that of W(KS/K, Âord

P [p∞]). �

Recall the troublesome exceptional subsets of Spec(T):

(a) the support Zk ⊂ Spec(T) of the maximal T-torsion submodule of Jord
∞,T(k)∨ whose Qp-points

are finite by Proposition 12.1 (this set depends on the field k);
(b) the support Zg ⊂ Spec(T) of the maximal T-torsion submodule of W(kS/k, GT)∨ whose

Qp-points are finite by Theorem 11.1 (for a number field k);

(c) Zp ⊂ Spec(T) made of P ∈ ΩT not satisfying (e2) (so, r(P ) ≤ 1 if P ∈ Zp(Qp) ∩ΩT).

We now consider the following conditions:

(P0) There exists P0 ∈ ΩT−(Zg ∪Zp)(Qp) (so we have finite E∞
S (K) :=

∏
v|pE

∞
P0

(Kv)) such that

dimHP0
AP0 (K)⊗Z Q = 1 and WK(Âord

P0
) is finite,

(P1) There exists P0 ∈ ΩT − (Zg ∪ Zp)(Qp) such that dimHP0
AP0 (K) ⊗Z Q ≤ 1 and WK(Âord

P0
)

is finite.

We have the following implication (P0) ⇒ P0 ∈ ΩT− (Zp ∪Zp)(Qp) by Proposition 13.1. Note that
finiteness of E∞

S (K) follows if A+ P0 does not have split multiplicative reduction over Zp[µp∞ ] (so,
in particular, AP0 has potential good reduction at p; see Theorem 17.2).

Lemma 13.2. Let K be a number field and T be a normal integral domain with infinite ΩT. Suppose
(P1). Then

(1) rankT(Jord
∞ (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ ≤ 1,

(2) If dimHP0
AP0(K) ⊗Z Q = 0, then rankT(Jord

∞ (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ = 0,

(3) If rankT(Jord
∞ (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ = dimHP0

AP0 (K) ⊗Z Q = 1, then P0 is outside ZK(Qp).

Write J := Jord
∞,T as a sheaf and put J = J (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp.

Proof. Suppose dimHP0
AP0 (K)⊗ZQ = 0 as in (2). Then the assertion (2) follows from Corollary 10.5

(3) as |SelK(Âord
P0

)| <∞ under (P1).

By the finiteness of WK(Âord
P0

) and E∞
S (K), E∞

P (K) is finite by Lemma 8.2. Then by Proposi-
tion 12.2, for a generator $0 of P0,

J∨ $0−−→ J∨ → (Âord
P0

(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)
∨ → 0

is exact up to finite error. Localizing at P0, we have the following exact sequence:

J∨
P0

$−→ J∨
P0
→ (Âord

P (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)
∨ ⊗Zp Qp → 0

Since dimT/P⊗Qp
Âord
P (K)⊗Zp Qp ≤ 1 by Lemma 5.4, by Nakayama’s lemma,

rankT J
∨ = rankTP0

J∨
P0
≤ 1

proving (1).
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We now prove the last assertion; so, we assume K = Q. Since WK(Aord
P0

) is finite, E∞
P0

(K) is finite.

Thus J [$0] is isogenous to Âord
P0

(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp by Proposition 12.2. Pick a pseudo isomorphism
J∨ ∼= T ⊕ X for a torsion T-module X of finite type. Then for a generator $0 of P0, we have an
exact sequence up to finite error:

0→ X[P0]→ J∨ $0−−→ J∨ → T/P0 ⊕X/P0X → 0.

Since J∨/$0J
∨ = J [$0]

∨ ∼= (Âord
P0

(K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp)
∨ ∼= T/P0 up to finite error by Lemma 5.4, X/P0X

has to be finite. Thus P0 6∈ Supp(X)(Qp) = ZK(Qp). �

We now assume (P1) (as we know definitely that the finiteness of WK(Âord
P ) for almost all P ∈ ωT

if dimHP0
AP0 (K)⊗Z Q = 0 by Corollary 10.5. Under (P1), we have two possibilities by Lemma 13.2;

i.e.,

Case 0: rankT(Jord
∞ (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)

∨ = 0 and

Case 1: rankT(Jord
∞ (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ = 1.

Lemma 13.3. Let J := Jord
∞,T, and write ωT = ΩT/Gal(Qp/Qp) ⊂ Spec(T) (the Galois conjugacy

classes of ΩT). Suppose that T is a unique factorization domain. Then we have

J (K) ⊗Zp Qp =
⊕

P∈ωT

Âord
P (K) ⊗Zp Qp

as T-modules.

Proof. Then J (K) ⊗Zp Qp = lim−→s
Js(K) ⊗Zp Qp for Js := Ĵord

s,T . Since for P ∈ ΩT, Âord
P only

depends on Gal(Qp/Qp)-orbit of P , we have Js(K)⊗Zp Qp =
⊕

P∈ωT∩Spec(Ts) Â
ord
P (K)⊗Zp Qp, since

Jord
s,T (K) ⊂∑

P∈Spec(Ts)∩ωT
AP . Passing to the limit, we obtain the desired assertion. �

Theorem 13.4. Let K be a number field, and put ZT,K := (Zp ∪Zg ∪ZK)(Qp). Suppose (P1) and
that T is a unique factorization domain. Then we have

(0) rankT(Jord
∞,T(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ ≤ dimHP AP (K)⊗Z Q ≤ 1.

(1) If AP0(K) is finite (i.e., P0 6∈ ZK(Qp)), then rankT(Jord
∞,T(K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp)

∨ = 0 and WK(Âord
P )

is finite for almost all P ∈ ΩT − ZT,K ; in this case, we put CtT := ΩT − ZT,K .
(2) If AP0(K) is infinite (i.e., (P0) holds) and rankT(Jord

∞,T(K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ = 0, we have P0 ∈
ZT,K , and assuming existence of a point P1 ∈ ΩT − ZT,K with finite WK(Âord

P1
), WK(Âord

P )
is finite for almost all P ∈ ΩT − ZT,K ; again, in this case, we put CtT := ΩT − ZT,K .

(3) If AP0(K) is infinite (i.e., (P0) holds) and rankT(Jord
∞,T(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp)∨ = 1, then there

exists an infinite subset CtT ⊂ ΩT − ZT,K including P0 and dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q = 1 for all

P ∈ CtT and WK(Âord
P ) is finite for almost all P ∈ CtT.

Moreover if P = ($) ∈ CtT, we have the following two exact sequences up to finite error:

0→Âord
P (K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp → Jord

∞ (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp
$MW−−−−→ Jord

∞ (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp → 0

0→WK(Âord
P )→WK(Jord

∞ )
$W−−→WK(Jord

∞ ).
(13.2)

In particular, for P ∈ CtT, E∞
P (K) is finite.

The definition of CtT in the assertion (3) will be given in the proof. The first inequality of the
generic rank follows from Lemma 13.2; so, we prove the rest.

Proof. Write J := J (K)⊗Zp Qp/Zp, Js := Jord
s,T with J = J∞ and $(Js) := $(Jord

s,T ) as before. By

Lemma 13.2 (1), we get the assertion (0): rankT J
∨ ≤ 1, and by Lemma 13.2 (2), if AP0 (K) is finite,

rankT J
∨ = 0, proving the first part of (1). Therefore we may assume rankT J

∨ ≤ 1.
We prove the two assertions (2–3) and the rest of (1). Tensoring J (K) and Js(K) with the exact

sequence 0 → Zp → Qp → Qp/Zp → 0, we get the tensored exact sequence with Gs,T(K) finite if
s <∞ (Lemma 13.3):

0→ Tor1Zp
(Js(K),Qp/Zp) = Gs,T(K)→ Js(K)

js−→ Js(K)⊗Zp Qp → Js(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp → 0,
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where Ker(js) is finite by Lemma 10.1. Passing to the limit, the following sequence is exact:

(13.3) 0→ GT(K)→ J (K)
j∞−−→ J (K) ⊗Zp Qp → J → 0.

Suppose that rankT J
∨ = 0 to prove (2). Then J∨ is supported by finite set ZK(Qp) =

Supp(J∨)(Qp) ⊂ Spec(T). For P ∈ Spec(T)(Qp), the following three conditions are equivalent:

(Z1) J∨[P ] = (J/PJ)∨ is infinite,

(Z2) P ∈ SuppT(J∨)(Qp),
(Z3) J∨/PJ∨ = J [P ]∨ is infinite.

By Lemma 8.2 combined with Proposition 12.2, this shows that P0 6∈ ZT,K under the assmption of (1)

and P0 ∈ ZT,K (Qp) under the assumption of the assertion (2). Then the assertions (1) follows from
Corollary 10.5 (3) applied to P0, since the corresponding Selmer group is finite by the assumption.

Now we deal with the assertion (2) and the exactness of (13.2) in the cases of the assertions (1)
and (2). If J/PJ is infinite, (J (K)⊗Zp Qp)⊗T T/P 6= 0 which implies P ∈ ΩT by Lemma 13.3. Thus

ZK(Qp) ⊂ ΩT. Thus by Lemma 13.3, independently of the choice of P , there exists some finite s0 > 0
such that if s ≥ s0, we have Js(K)⊗Zp Qp = Js0(K)⊗Zp Qp and hence J (K)⊗Zp Qp = Js0(K)⊗Zp Qp.
Thus we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows:

Js0(K)/Gs0,T(K)
j−−−−→
↪→

Js0(K) ⊗Zp Qp −−−−→
�

Js0(K)⊗ Qp/Zp

i

y ‖
y a

y

J (K)/GT(K)
j∞−−−−→
↪→

J (K)⊗Zp Qp −−−−→
�

J.

The map a is surjective, and Ker(a) is finite as Supp(Js0(K)/Gs0,T(K)) = Supp(J (K)/GT(K)).
Similarly, $(Js0 )(K) and $(J )(K) is isogenous. Since Es0P (K) is finite, $(Js0 (K)) is isogenous to
$(Js0 )(K). Thus all $(Js0 )(K), $(Js0(K)), $(J )(K) and $(J (K)) are isogenous. This implies
finiteness of E∞

P (K). Thus the sequence for P = ($) ∈ ΩT − ZT,K

(13.4) 0→ Âord
P (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp → J

$MW−−−−→ J → 0

is exact up to finite error by Proposition 12.2. Thus applying this fact to the following commutative
diagram with exact rows (up to finite error) for ($) = P ∈ ΩT − ZT,K(Qp):

(13.5)

Âord
P (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp

↪→−−−−→ J
$−−−−→
�

J
y

y
y

SelK(Âord
P )

↪→−−−−→ SelK(J )
$−−−−→ SelK(J ),

we get an exact sequence up to finite error for all P ∈ ΩT − ZT,K(Qp):

(13.6) 0→WK(Âord
P )→WK(J )→WK(J ).

Note that ZK(Qp) = Supp(J∨)(Qp) by definition. If P ∈ ΩT − ZT,K (Qp) (which implies P ∈
ΩT − ZK(Qp)), we have Âord

P (K), J [P ] and J ⊗T T/P are all finite. Thus for P = ($) ∈ ΩT

outside ZT,K , localizing the sequence (13.4) at P , every localized term of (13.4) vanishes, and hence

dimT/P⊗Qp
Âord
P (K) = dimHP AP (K) = 0 as desired (see Lemma 5.4). Thus under the assumption

of the assertion (2), P1 6∈ ZT,K (Qp), we can apply the above exact sequence (13.6) to P = P1, and

hence WK(J ) is a torsion T-module because WK(Âord
P1

) is finite. Therefore, by (13.6), WK(Âord
P )

is finite for almost all P ∈ ΩT − ZT,K proving (2).
Finally we prove the assertion (3) assuming rankT J

∨ = 1 and AP0 (K) is infinite. We recall the
proof of Lemma 13.2 (3). Then J∨ is pseudo isomorphic to T⊕Y for a torsion T-module Y without

finite T-submodules. Then J [$0]
∨ is pseudo isomorphic to T/P0⊕Y/P0Y . Since WK(Âord

P0
) is finite,

E∞
P0

(K) is finite by Corollary 8.2, and the natural map

Âord
P0

(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp → J [$0]
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has finite kernel and cokernel by Proposition 12.2. Thus

rankZp Y/P0Y + rankZp T/P0 = corankZp Â
ord
P0

(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp.

Since dimHP0
AP0 (K)⊗Z Q = 1, by Lemma 5.4,

corankZp Â
ord
P0

(K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp = rankZp T/P0.

This implies rankZp Y/P0Y = 0, and hence P0 6∈ ZK(Qp), and hence by (P0),

(13.7) P0 6∈ ZT,K(Qp).

Applying the same argument to general P = ($) ∈ ΩT − ZK(Qp) in place of P0, we have the
following commutative diagram with exact rows

J∨ $−−−−→
↪→

J∨ −−−−→ (J [$])∨

y
y

y

T⊕ Y $−−−−→
↪→

T⊕ Y �−−−−→ T/P ⊕ Y/PY.

Note that Y/PY is finite as P 6∈ ZK(Qp). Therefore rankZp(J [$])∨ = rankZp T/P . Since Âord
P (K)⊗Zp

Qp/Zp → J [$] has finite kernel, if Âord
P (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp is infinite, it has Zp-corank equal to

rankZp T/P = corankZp J [$], and therefore, the map Âord
P (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp → J [$] has to have

finite cokernel. We define Ct′T to be the subset of all P ∈ ωT such that AP (K) is infinite, and put

CtT := {P σ|P ∈ Ct′T − ZT,K , σ ∈ Gal(Qp/Qp)}.
By (13.7), we know P0 ∈ CtT.

By Lemma 13.3, J (K)⊗Zp Qp =
⊕

P∈Ct′
T

Âord
P (K)⊗Zp Qp. Since corankZp J is infinity, by (13.3),

dimQp J (K)⊗Zp Qp =∞; so, Ct′T has to be an infinite set, and hence CtT is also infinite. Then for
P ∈ CtT, we conclude an exact sequence up to finite error:

0→ Âord
P (K) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp → J

$−→ J → 0.

By this exact sequence, we conclude

dimT/P⊗Qp
Âord
P (K) ⊗Zp Qp = dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q = rankT J

∨ = 1

for all P ∈ CtT. Again applying the snake lemma to the diagram (13.5), we conclude the exactness

of the sequence (13.6). Applying finiteness of WK(Âord
P0

) to (13.6) (as P0 ∈ CtT), we conclude that

WK(J ) is T-torsion, and hence for almost all P ∈ CtT, WK(Âord
P ) is finite. The last assertion for

E∞
P follows from Lemma 8.2. �

Remark 13.5. By the techniques invented in this work, we cannot prove that ΩT − CtT is a finite
set (so, we need a new idea for that). Indeed, for any Zariski dense subset Z (i.e., an infinite subset)
of Spec(Qp), we have an exact sequence

0→ T
i−→

∏

P∈Z

(T/P )⊗Zp Qp
π−→ Coker(i)→ 0.

Take the Pontryagin dual exact sequence:

0→ Coker(i)∨
π∨

−−→
⊕

P∈Z

(T/P )⊗Zp Qp
i∨−→ T∨ → 0.

This is because the Qp-vector space (T/P )⊗ZpQp is self-dual by the trace pairing. Thus J (K)/GT(K)
could be something like Coker(i)∨ for any infinite subset Z = CtT of ΩT.
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14. Parameterization of congruent abelian varieties

Let B/Q be a Q-simple abelian variety of GL(2)-type (as in the introduction). We assume that
OB = End(B/Q) ∩ HB is the integer ring of its quotient field HB. Then the compatible system
of two dimensional Galois representations ρB = {ρB,l}l realized on the Tate module of B has its
L-function L(s, B) equal to L(s, f) for a primitive form f ∈ S2(Γ1(C)) for the conductor C = CB
of ρB (see [KW09, Theorem 10.1]). Thus B is isogenous to Af over Q (by a theorem of Faltings).
The abelian variety Af is known to be Q-simple as HAf is generated by Tr(ρB(Frobl)) for primes l
outside Np. Let πf be the automorphic representation of GL2(A) associated to f .

Fix a connected component Spec(T) of Spec(hα,δ,ξ). If (α, δ, ξ) 6= (0, 1, ωd), for P ∈ ΩT, the
minimal (nearly ordinary) form f := fP (in the sense of [H09, (L1–3)] and [H10, §1.1]) in πf
may not be primitive. We use the notation introduced in [H10, §1.1] for adelic automorphic forms

without recalling its definition. Assume that P is principal (i.e. (A)) and fP is on Γ̂r. Then we
define Af = Jr[ar]

◦ as in (A). If HAf
= HAf = HB, Af is Q-simple and is isogenous to Af .

Lemma 14.1. Let the notation be as above. If the conductor of f is divisible by Np, the abelian
variety Af is isogenous to B over Q and HAf

= HAf = HB. If the conductor of f is equal to N prime
to p and f |U(p) = ϕ(p)f , Af is isogenous to B ⊗OB OB[ϕ(p)] as abelian varieties of GL(2)-type,
which is in turn Q-isogenous to B × B just as abelian varieties.

Proof. Since al := Tr(ρB(Frobl)) ∈ HAf
for all l - Np, we have HB ⊂ HAf

. Write πf = ⊗̂vπv and
πp = π(ϕ, β) or σ(ϕ, β) with p-adic unit ip(ϕ(p)). Note that the f is characterized by

(14.1) f ∈ H0(Γ̂1
1(Np

r), π) ⊂ S2(Γ̂
1
1(Np

r)), f |T (l) = alf for all l - Np, f |U(p) = ϕ(p)f

and π(( a 0
0 d ))f = ϕ(d)β(a)f for a, d ∈ Z×

p ,

writing T (l) for U(l) if l|N (see [H89, §2]). Here S2(Γ̂
1
1(Np

r)) for the open compact subgroup

Γ̂1
1(Np

r) defined in (3.2) is the space of adelic cusp form defined in [H10, §1.1] taking ψ in [H10,
§1.1] to be the identity character. Moreover for the member ρf of ρB associated to the place pA
induced by ip : Q ↪→ Qp, we have (cf. [H89, §2])

(14.2) ρf |Ip
∼=

(
νpψ ∗
0 ϕ

)
with β = | · |−1

p (i−1
p ◦ ψ) (ψ has finite order over Ip)

for the inertia subgroup Ip ⊂ Gal(Qp/Q), regarding ϕ, ψ as characters of Ip by local class field

theory. Then σ ∈ Gal(Q/HB) ⇔ ρσB
∼= ρB ⇔ (π(∞))σ ∼= π(∞), where π(∞) = ⊗̂l<∞πl. This

shows the minimal field of definition of π(∞) is HB (a result of Waldspurger), and by (14.2), HB

contains the values of ϕ|Ip. Thus HAf
= HB(ϕ) generated over HB by the values of ϕ, as the central

character ψP of π has values in HB over A(∞) (which follows from the fact that det ρB = ψP ν for
the compatible system ν of the cyclotomic characters). Let σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q). If ϕ or β is non-trivial
over Z×

p or Af is potentially multiplicative at p (i.e., the conductor of f is divisible by p), the nearly
ordinary vector f is characterized by the above properties (14.1) without f |U(p) = ϕ(p)f . Thus in
this case, fσ ∈ πσ ∼= π for σ ∈ Gal(Q/HB) implies fσ = f . In particular, HAf

= HB as desired. If f
has conductor N , f is p-stabilized (i.e., f (z) = f(z)−β(p)f(pz)), then HAf

= HB(ϕ(p)). Since ϕ(p)
satisfies X2 − apX +ψP (p)p = 0 for the T (p) eigenvalue ap of f , we have [HAf

: HB] ≤ 2, and Af is
isogenous to B ⊗OB OB[ϕ(p)] (as an abelian variety of GL(2)-type).

If the central character ψP is trivial, HB is totally real, and HB(ϕ(p)) is totally imaginary; so,
Af is isogenous to B × B if the conductor of B is prime to p. Even if the central character is not

trivial, choosing a square root ζ :=
√
ψP (p), T (p)ζ−1 is self adjoint on S2(Γ0(N), ψP ) (e.g., [MFM,

Theorem 4.5.4]), and hence apζ
−1 is totally real, but for the root ϕ(p)ζ−1 of X2 − apζ−1X + p,

Q(ϕ(p)ζ−1) is totally imaginary as with |ap| ≤ 2
√
p combined with |β(p)|p < |ϕ(p)|p = 1. This

shows that HAf
is a quadratic extension of HB, and hence Af is isogenous to B × B. �

Let A be another Q-simple abelian variety of GL(2)-type. Thus A is isogenous to Ag for a
primitive form g ∈ S2(Γ1(CA)) of conductor CA. Let πg be the automorphic representation of g,
and write g for the minimal nearly p-ordinary form in πg. Without losing generality, we may (and
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do) assume that OA = End(A/Q) ∩HA is the integer ring of HA. Note that HB
∼= Q(f) ⊂ Q and

HA
∼= Q(g). Suppose A is congruent to B modulo p with (B[pB ]⊗κ(pB ) Fp)ss ∼= (A[pA]⊗κ(pA) Fp)ss

as Gal(Q/Q)-modules. Here, for any ring R and a prime ideal p of R, κ(p) is the residue field of p.

Write OpA for the pA-adic completion of OA, and let TpAA = lim←−nA[pnA](Qp) (the pA-adic Tate

module of A). We call that A is of pA-type (α, δ, ξ) if we have an exact sequence of Ip-modules
0 → V (νε−δ, ξ−1) → TpAA → V (εα, ξ−1) → 0 with V (νε−δ, ξ−1) ∼= V (εα, ξ−1) ∼= OpA as OpA -
modules, where ε is a character of Gal(Qp[µp∞ ]/Qp) ∼= Z×

p with values in µp∞ , [u,Qp] with u ∈ Z×
p

(resp. [ζ,Qp] for ζ ∈ µ) acts on V (νε−δ, ξ−1) by u−1 · ε−δ(u) (resp. by ζ−1 · ξ−1(ζ, 1)) and on
V (εα, ξ−1) by ε(u)α (resp. by ξ−1(1, ζ)). Here [x,Qp] is the local Artin symbol. If ξ(ζ, ζ′) = ξ(ζ)
for (ζ, ζ′) ∈ µ2 and α = 0, this is just a pA-ordinarity.

Choosing g (resp. f) well in the Galois conjugacy class of g (resp. f), we may assume that pA
and pB are both induced by the fixed embedding ip : Q ↪→ Qp.

Lemma 14.2. Let the notation be as above. Suppose that CA/CB is in Z[ 1
p
]× and that B (resp. A)

is of pB-type (resp. pA-type) (α, δ, ξ). Write CB = Npr. Then there exists a connected component
Spec(T) of Spec(hα,δ,ξ(N)) such that for some primes P,Q ∈ Spec(T), f = fP and g = fQ.

Proof. Let ρ be the two dimensional Galois representation into GL2(F) realized on B[pB ] for F =
OB/pB. Write N for the prime-to-p part of CB (and hence of CA). Replacing ρ by its semi-

simplification, we may assume that ρ is semi-simple. Since (B[pB ]⊗κ(pB)Fp)
ss ∼= (A[pA]⊗κ(pA)Fp)

ss,
L(s, A) = L(s, g) and L(s, B) = L(s, f) imply f mod pB = g mod pB. Since fB := f is nearly
p-ordinary with nearly ordinary character given by [uζ,Qp] 7→ εB(u)αξ−1(1, ζ) (u ∈ Γ and ζ ∈ µ)

for a character εB : Z×
p → µp∞(Qp) and has central character z 7→ εB(z)α−δξ−1(z, z)χ(z) for

z ∈ Ẑ×, fB generates an automorphic representation whose p-component πp is given by the principal
series π(φ, ϕ) (or the Steinberg representation σ(φ, ϕ)) with ϕ(uζ) = εB(u)αξ−1(1, ζ) and φ(uζ) =
|u|pεB(u)−δξ−1(ζ, 1). Moreover, fB |U(p) = ϕ(p)fB with ordp(ϕ(p)) = 0. See [H89, §2] for these
facts (in particular, the p-component of fB is proportional to the nearly ordinary vector v in πp
fixed by the p-component of Γ̂H,r characterized by πp(( a 0

0 d ))v = φ(a)ϕ(d)v for a, d ∈ Q×
p and

U(p)(v) = ϕ(p)v).
The form fA := g associated to A has similar property whose p-component is given by π(φ′, ϕ′)

(or the Steinberg representation σ(φ′, ϕ′)) with ϕ′ mod pA = ϕ mod pB and φ′ mod pA = φ
mod pB . More precisely, we have ϕ′(uζ) = εA(u)αξ−1(1, ζ) and φ′(uζ) = |u|pεA(u)−δξ−1(ζ, 1) for

a character εA : Z×
p → µp∞(Qp). Thus g = fA (resp. f = fB) is lifted to a p-adic analytic

family (of type (α, δ, ξ)) parameterized by an irreducible component Spec(I) (resp. Spec(J)) of

Spec(hα,δ,ξ(N)). Since f mod pB = g mod pB, the algebra homomorphisms λ? : hα,δ,ξ(N) → Qp

realized as f |T (n) = λf (T (n))f and g|T (n) = λg(T (n))g satisfy λf ≡ λg mod m for a maximal ideal
m of hα,δ,ξ(N). Then, P = Ker(λf ) and Q = Ker(λg) belong to the connected component Spec(T)
given by T = hα,δ,ξ(N)m, since the local rings of hα,δ,ξ(N) corresponds one-to-one to the maximal

congruence classes modulo P (P := {x ∈ Qp : |x|p < 1}) of Hecke eigenforms of prime-to-p level

N (and of type (α, δ, ξ)) just because the set of maximal ideals Σ of hα,δ,ξ(N) is made of Ker(λ)

for λ ∈ Σ = Homalg(hα,δ,ξ(N),Fp). The maximal ideal m is given by Ker(λf mod P) = Ker(λg

mod P) for P = {x ∈ Qp : |x|p < 1}. �

The following result is just a combination of the above Lemma 14.2 and Theorem 5.6.

Corollary 14.3. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Lemma 14.2 and Theorem 5.6 (in
particular, we assume (F)). Assume that the abelian variety B has conductor N prime to p. Let
f ∈ S2(Γ0(N), χ) be the primitive form with conductor N prime to p (so, ξ = 1) whose L-function
gives L(s, B). Write χ| · |−1

A for the central character of the automorphic representation generated

by f. Write f |T (p) = apf. If p - 6DχNϕ(N) and (apmod pB) 6∈ ΩB,p := {0, 1,±
√
χ(p)}, then T is

a regular integral domain and f and g belongs to Spec(T).

Again we can replace the condition: p - 6DχNϕ(N) by p - 2DχNϕ(N) in the case where hα,δ,ξ(N)
is Λ-free (see Proposition 18.2 for such cases).
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15. A generalized version of Theorem B

Let B/Q be a Q-simple abelian variety of GL(2)-type of conductor N such that OB = End(B/Q)∩
HB is the integer ring of its quotient field HB. We suppose the following minimalist condition:

(M) WK(B) is finite and dimHB B(K) ⊗Z Q ≤ 1.

Let ρB = {ρB,l} be the two dimensional compatible system of Galois representations associated to B.
Then ρB comes from a Hecke eigenform f =

∑∞
n=1 anq

n ∈ S2(Γ0(N), χ) by [KW09, Theorem I.10.1];

so, L(s, B) = L(s, ρB ) = L(s, f). Fix an embedding OB ↪→ Q and write pB for the prime ideal

of OB induced by ip : Q ↪→ Qp. Then we realize the Hecke algebra h2(Γ0(N), χ; Z[χ]) inside
EndC(S2(Γ0(N), χ)) which is generated over Z[χ] by all Hecke operators T (n) and U(l). Then this
Hecke algebra is free of finite rank over Z, and hence its reduced part (modulo the nilradical) has a
well defined discriminant Dχ over Z.

Definition 15.1. Let S = SB be the set of prime factors of 6DχNϕ(N) for the conductor N of ρB ,
where Dχ is the discriminant of the reduced part of h2(Γ0(N), χ; Z[χ]).

We could include p = 3 defining S = SB to be the set of prime factors of 2DχNϕ(N) if hα,δ,1 is
Λ-free (see remarks after Proposition 4.1 and see also Proposition 18.2). We write pB-type of B as
(α, δ, 1). The prime p 6∈ SB is admissible for B over K if

(1) B has good reduction modulo p (so, p - N);

(2) (ap mod pB) 6∈ ΩB,p := {0, 1,±
√
χ(p)} (so, B has potential partially pB-ordinary reduction

modulo p);
(3) For the local ring T of hα,δ,1 with the arithmetic point P0 for which AP0 isogenous to B,

the generic rank rankT J
∨ = dimHB B(K) ⊗Z Q.

Primes satisfying (1) and (2) has Dirichlet density 1 (e.g., [F02, §2.3] or [H13b, Section 7]). The
condition (3) is the deep assumption of matching dimension (difficult to verify if B(K) is infinite)
which tells us P0 6∈ ZK for the mysterious finite set (ΩT ∩ZK(Qp)) ⊂ Spec(T)(Qp) (see Lemma 13.2
(3)). When B(K) is finite, almost all primes outside SB is admissible by the T-torsion of the ind
Λ-Selmer group (see Corollary 10.5 (3)). When B(K) is infinite, we do not know if most primes
outside SB for which B is of type (1, 1, 1) is admissible for B or not. Since p 6∈ SB , the local ring T
of h carrying AP0 is unique by Theorem 5.6.

Since B has conductor prime to p, ρB is unramified at p, and ξ has to be the identity character
1 of µ× µ (on the other hand, (α, δ) can be freely chosen). Here is a general version of Theorem B:

Theorem 15.2. Assume (F) for (α, δ, 1), and let K be a number field. Let p 6∈ SB be a prime
admissible for B and N be the conductor of B. Suppose the minimalist condition (M) and that
B is isogenous to AP0 for P0 ∈ ΩT. Consider the set AB,p made up of all Q-isogeny classes of
Q-simple abelian varieties A/Q of pA-type (α, δ, 1) congruent to B modulo p over Q with prime-to-p
conductor N . Then, infinite members A ∈ AB,p have finite WK(A)pA and dimHA A(K)⊗Z Q equal

to dimHB B(K)⊗Z Q. If further B̂ord ∼= Âord
P0

for P0 ∈ ΩT with SelK(B)pB = 0 and all prime factors
of p in K has residual degree 1, then SelK(A)pA is finite for all A ∈ AB,p without exception.

Proof. Suppose that p is outside SB , by Theorem 5.6, T is a regular integral domain I. Thus for
any P ∈ ΩT, we have P = ($) for $ ∈ I and ($,AP ) satisfies (A).

Since B[p∞B ] is an ordinary Barsotti–Tate group by our assumption, A[p∞A ] is potentially ordi-
nary by the congruence modulo p between A and B. Here we say A[p∞A ] “potentially ordinary”

if H0(k, A[p∞A ](Qp)) has non-trivial p-divisible rank and A[p∞A ] over Qp extends to a Barsotti–Tate
group with non-trivial étale quotient over the integer ring of a finite extension k of Qp. Choosing the

embedding OA ↪→ Q well, we may assume that pA is induced by ip : Q ↪→ Qp. Then by Lemma 14.2,
A is isogenous to a modular abelian variety AP for P ∈ ΩT of a connected component Spec(T)
of Spec(hα,δ,1(N)) for the big p-adic Hecke algebra hα,δ,1(N). Since B is of GL(2)-type, we have
B ∼ AP0 (an isogeny) for P0 ∈ ΩT with P0 = ($0). Thus we conclude, up to isogeny,

AB,p = {AQ|Q ∈ ΩT}
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by the theorem of Khare–Wintenberger [KW09, Theorem I.10.1] (combined with the proof of the
Tate conjecture for abelian varieties by Faltings).

Since OA is the integer ring of HA, we can factor OA,p = OA ⊗Z Zp into the product OA,p =

Oord
A,p ⊕ Oss

A,p so that for the idempotent e of the factor Oord
A,p, eA[p∞] is the maximal p-ordinary

Barsotti–Tate group which becomes étale and multiplicative after étale extension. Since OA,p acts

on Â, we can define Âord := e(Â). Since A is isogenous to AP , Âord is isogenous to Âord
P ; so,

WK(Âord) is isogenous to WK(Âord
P ). From Remark ??, we know P0 6∈ ZK(Qp). Then finiteness of

WK(Âord) for infinitely many members of AB,p and the assertion for the Mordell–Weil rank follows
from the assumption on the generic rank and Theorem 13.4.

Suppose SelK(B̂ord) = 0 and Kv for all v|p has residue field Fp. Then |ϕ(Frobv)−1|p = |ap−1|p =
1 as p 6∈ ΩB,p. Thus by Schneider [Sc83, Proposition 2, Lemma 3] (see also [Sc82, Proposition 2]),
we have, for all v|p,
(15.1) |H1(Kv[µp∞ ]/Kv, Â

ord
r (Kv[µp∞ ])| = |Âord

r (Fp)|2 = |Âr(Fp)|2.

Note that |Âr(Fp)|2 = 1 by our assumption. Strictly speaking, Schneider assumes in [Sc83, §7] that
Ar has ordinary good reduction, but his argument works well without change replacing (Ar(p) :=

Ar [p
∞], Ar) there by (Ar [p

∞]ord, Âord
r ). Indeed, he later takes care of the general case of formal Lie

groups in [Sc87, Theorem 1] (including the case of the ordinary part of the formal group of Ar). So,
E∞(Kv)T = ESel(Kv)T = 0 for all v|p (see Theorem 17.2 and Corollary 10.3 for more details of this
fact). Then from Corollary 10.5 (2), we conclude SelK(AP )pA is finite for all P ∈ ΩT. �

Remark 15.3. If we start with an elliptic curve E as in Theorem B, by its modularity, we find a
modular factor B ⊂ J1(Np

r) isogenous to E. Choose (α, δ, 1) = (1, 1, 1). The finiteness of WQ(E)
implies the finiteness of WQ(B); so, the above theorem implies the statements of Theorem B.

Here is a conjecture:

Conjecture 15.4. Suppose and ξ(a, a) = 1 for all a ∈ Z×
p . Fix a totally real field K. Let Spec(I)

be a primitive irreducible component of Spec(h). If α/δ = 1, we assume that the root number is
ε := ±1 for K. Then,

(1) if α/δ = 1, we have dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q = 1−ε
2

for almost all P ∈ ΩI,
(2) if α/δ 6= 1, we have dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q = 0 for almost all P ∈ ΩI.

As we remarked after stating Theorem A, if we could prove dimHP AP (K) ⊗Z Q ≡ 1−ε
2 mod 2

for almost all P ∈ ΩI, Conjecture 15.4 (1) holds once we find a good point P0 with AP0 satisfying
the assumptions of Theorem 15.2.

16. p-Local cohomology of formal Lie groups

We prove a technical lemma on Galois cohomology for proving vanishing of the error terms when
l = p in Theorem 17.2. Just for finiteness of the error term, as will be explained in the proof
of the theorem, it follows from the computation of the universal norm by P. Schneider in [Sc83,
Proposition 2 and Lemma 3, §7] and [Sc87, Theorem 1], and therefore, perhaps, for the first reading,
the reader may want to skip this section.

Let K be a finite extension of Qp inside Qp. Write Ks = K[µps ] and Xur for the maximal

unramified extension of X = K,Ks and X̂ur is the completion of Xur . Let A be an abelian variety
defined over K. Suppose that End(A/K ) contains a reduced commutative algebra OA. Assume

(A1) A/Kr
has semi-stable reduction over the integer ring Wr of Kr ;

(A2) The formal Lie group of the Néron model of A over Wr has a maximal multiplicative factor
A (see [Sc87, §1] for the maximal multiplicative factor);

(A3) Writing OA for the p-adic closure of the image of OA in End(A/Wr
), we have A ∼= Ĝm⊗Zp A

over Ŵur
r as formal OA-modules, where A is an OA-lattice in OA ⊗Zp Qp (i.e., A⊗Zp Qp

∼=
OA ⊗Zp Qp) and Ŵur

r is the p-adic completion of the integer ring Wur
r of Kur

r .
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We now study the Gal(Ks/K)-module structure and the cohomology ofA(Ws). The Barsotti-Tate

group Âord[p∞]/Qp
has a filtration A[p∞] ↪→ Âord[p∞] � Âord[p∞]pet, where Âord[p∞]pet becomes

unramified over Qp[µpr ]. On TpA[p∞], Gal(Kur
r /Kur) acts by a character νpψ with values in O×

A,
where νp is the p-adic cyclotomic character. The character ψ factors through Gal(Kur

r /Kur) ∼=
Gal(Qp[µpr ]/Qp). Identifying ψ with the corresponding character of Gal(Qp[µpr ]/Qp), we twist the
Galois action on the group functor R 7→ A(R) so that

(16.1) σ · x := ψ−1(σ|Q[µpr ]))σ(x)

for Qp[µpr ]-algebras R, where σ ∈ Aut(R/Qp
). Since ψ(σ)−1 ∈ Aut(A/Qp[µpr ]) gives a descent datum

(see [GME, §1.11.3, (DS2)]), we can twist A by this cocycle, and get another abelian variety Aµ/Qp

(see [Mi72, (a)]).
Similarly, on TpA[p∞]pet, Gal(Kur [µpr ]/Kur) ∼= Gal(Qp[µpr ]/Qp) acts by a character ϕ with

values in O×
A . Identifying ϕ with the corresponding character of Gal(Qp[µpr ]/Qp), via the new

action σ ·x := ϕ−1(σ|Q[µpr ]))σ(x), we get another abelian variety Aet/Qp
. Thus the Galois action on

Aet/Qp
[p∞]pet is unramified over Qp.

For a scheme X/S′ and finite flat morphism S′ → S, we write ResS′/SX for the Weil restriction
of scalars; so, ResS′/SX is a scheme over S such that ResS′/SX(T ) = X(S′ ×S T ) for all S-schemes
T . We describe the twisted abelian variety A? (? = µ, et) as a factor of ResKr/KA. Here is a known
facts from [NMD, §7.6]:

(Res1) If S′/S is finite flat, ResS′/SX exists [NMD, Thereom 4],
(Res2) If X is a separated scheme over S, the natural map X → ResS′/S(X ×S S′) corresponding

to the projection T ×S S′ → T is a closed immersion [NMD, page 197],
(Res3) If X ↪→ Y is a closed immersion, then ResS′/SX → ResS′/SY is a closed immersion,
(Res4) Let k′/k be a finite extension of fields. If X/k′ for a field k′ is an abelian scheme with Néron

model X̃/O′ for a discrete valuation ring O′ with quotient field k, ResO′/OX̃ is the Néron
model of Resk′/kX [NMD, Proposition 6].

Let ResKr/KA be the restriction of scalars. Since Aµ ∼= A ∼= Aet over Wr, we find ResKr/KA
∼=

ResKr/KAµ
∼= ResKr/KAet. Since ResKr/KA(R) = A(R⊗KKr) for each K-algebra R, the inclusion

R ↪→ R ⊗K Kr given by x 7→ x ⊗ 1 produces a monomorphism of covariant functors A(R) →
ResKr/KA(R); so, we have a morphism of schemes (by Yoneda’s lemma), A→ ResKr/KA. Since A
and ResKr/KA are projective, we find that A ↪→ ResKr/KA is a closed immersion. In the same way,
we have another closed immersion Aµ ↪→ ResKr/KAµ

∼= ResKr/KA.
Since Kr ⊗K Kr

∼=
∏
σ∈Gal(Kr/K)Kr by sending x ⊗ y to (xσ(y))σ , for any variety X defined

over Kr , we have ResKr/KX
∼=

∏
σX

σ , where Xσ = X ⊗Kr ,σ Kr. Thus τ ∈ Gal(Kr/K) acts on
ResKr/KX by a permutation: x = (xσ)σ 7→ τ · x := (xστ )σ , and Gal(Kr/K) ↪→ Aut(ResKr/KX).
Thus OA[Gal(Kr/K)] ⊂ End(ResKr/KAµ) by embedding Gal(Kr/K) in this way. For x = (xσ)σ ∈
ResKr/KX(Qp), we have xτ = τ |Kr · (xτσ)σ . Then the image of A in ResKr/KAµ is given by

1ψ(ResKr/KAµ), where 1ψ = [Kr : K]−1
∑

σ ψ
−1(σ)σ ∈ OA[Gal(Kr/K)]. Since τ ∈ Gal(Qp/K) acts

on x ∈ ResKr/KAµ by (xσ)σ 7→ (xτσ)στ , writing the Galois action on Aµ as x 7→ xσµ the action of σ ∈
Gal(Qp/K) on x ∈ A(Qp) is x 7→ ψ(σ|Kr )(σ)(xσµ ), where ψ(σ|Kr ) is regarded as an automorphism
of Aµ. By the same argument, writing the Galois action on Aet as x 7→ xσet , the action of σ ∈
Gal(Qp/K) on x ∈ A(Qp) is x 7→ ϕ(σ|Kr )(σ)(xσet). In particular, Aet[p

∞]ét, ord(Kur
∞ ) is unramified,

and the action of Gal(K∞/K) on Aµ
◦,ord[p∞](Kur

∞ ) is via the p-adic cyclotomic character. Here

Aµ
◦,ord is the formal Lie group whose Barsotti–Tate group is the potentially connected part of the

Barsotti–Tate group of Aµ. This formal Lie group descends to W and is isomorphic Ĝm ⊗Zp A over

Ŵur for the integer ring W of K. Thus we have an identity A ∼= Ĝm ⊗Zp A(ψ) over Ŵur
r and

A[p∞] ∼= µp∞ ⊗Zp A(ψ) over Wur
r , where A(ψ) ∼= A as OA-modules on which Gal(K∞/K) acts by

ψ. Note that the second identity is valid over Wur
r as this is the identity of Barsotti–Tate groups.

From this, we get
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Lemma 16.1. Assume p > 2. Let a ∈ OA be given by the action of Frob. Then we have, for s ≥ r,
H1(Gal(Ks/K),A[ps](Ws)) ∼= (A/(ps−1, νpψ(σ) − 1)A)[a− 1]

which is finite and bounded independent of s ≥ r.
Proof. The Frobenius element Frob acts on A[ps] via multiplication by a. Note that, for s ≥ r
A[ps](Ws) = (µps(Wur

s ) ⊗Z A(ψ))[a− 1]

= {x ∈ µps(Wur
s )⊗Z A(ψ)|(a − 1)x = 0} ∼= (A(ψ)/psA(ψ))[a − 1]

as Gal(K∞/K)-modules. Since Gal(K∞/K) acts on µp∞ by νp, we conclude

H1(Gal(Ks/K),A[ps](Ws)) ∼= (A/(ps−1, νpψ(σs)− 1)A)[a− 1]

as desired. �

17. Finiteness of the p-local error term

We assume (F) and p > 2. Here K/Qp
is a finite extension with p-adic integer ring W . Put

Ks = K[µps ] with integer ring Ws.
We studied the Λ-BT group G1,0,ωd associated to the tower {X1(Np

r)}r in [H14, §5], which is
defined over Zp[µp∞ ]. Here ωd(a, d) = ω(d). For the general tower {Xr}r determined by the fixed
data (α, δ, ξ), Jr is a factor of ResFξ/QJ1(Np

r) again over Q[µpr ] if r ≥ ε, since Fξ ⊂ Q[µpr ].
Thus taking the tower of regular model Xr/Zp [µpr ] made out of the regular model X1(Np

r)/Z(p) [µpr ]

(via the corresponding Weil restriction of scalars) and considering Jr/Zp[µpr ] := Pic0
Xr/Zp[µpr ], over

Z(p)[µp∞ ], G = Gα,δ,ξ/Z(p)[µp∞ ] := Jord
∞ [p∞]/Z(p)[µp∞ ] is a Λ-direct factor of G[Fξ :Q]

1,0,ωd
over Z(p)[µp∞ ].

Thus G/Z(p)[µp∞ ] is a Λ-BT group in the sense of [H14, §3] (replacing (CT) by (ct) in [H14, Remark 5.5]

if ξ = 1). Though it is assumed that p > 3 in [H14, §3], the result there is valid for p = 2, 3. This
is because the ordinary or nearly ordinary part is trivial if Np ≤ 3 (and the assumption p > 3
is imposed to have Np ≥ 4 for the representability of the elliptic moduli problem). We take its

connected component G◦/Zp[µp∞ ] and put G◦s/Zp[µp∞ ] = G◦[γps−ε − 1] which is a connected Barsotti–

Tate group defined over Zp[µps ]. WriteGs/Zp[µps ] for the formal Lie group associated to the connected

Barsotti–Tate group G◦s/Zp[µps ] [GME, 1.13.5].

We put G∞/Zp[µp∞ ] = lim←−sGs, where the projection Gs+1 → Gs is induced by the natural trace

map πss′ : Gs′ → Gs for s′ > s. We study Coker(Ĵord
s (K)

$−→ $(Ĵord
s )(K)). Identify B̂ord

s with B̂ord
r

by πrs and Âord
s with Âord

r by π∗
s,r. Let As ∼= Ar be the connected formal Lie group over Zp[µps]

associated to (the connected component of) the Barsotti–Tate group of Âs[p
∞]ord ∼= Âr [p

∞]ord.
We first study Coker(Gs(W )→ $(Gs)(W )). We have an exact sequence of Barsotti–Tate groups

over the integral base Zp[µps′ ] [H14, §5]:

(17.1) 0→ As[p∞]→ G◦s → G◦s /As[p∞]→ 0.

This produces to the following commutative diagram of formal Lie groups over Zp[µps′ ] with exact
rows:

As ↪→−−−−→ Gs
�−−−−→ Gs/As $(Gs)

π∗

s,s′

yo π∗

s,s′

y
y

As′ ↪→−−−−→ Gs′
�−−−−→ Gs′/As′ $(Gs′).

Since G◦s/As[p∞] is a Barsotti–Tate group over Ws by [H14, Theorem 5.4], Gs/As is a smooth formal
group over Ws (e.g., [Sc87, Lemma 1]). Thus Gs ∼= (Gs/As) ×Ws As as formal schemes (but not
necessarily as formal groups). Anyway, this shows that Gs(Ws′ )→ $(Gs)(Ws′ ) is surjective for all
s′ ≥ s. Therefore, we get an exact sequence

(17.2) 0→ As(Ws′ )→ Gs(Ws′)→ $(Gs)(Ws′)→ 0 for all s′ ≥ s ≥ r including s′ =∞.

Since Gal(K/Kur
r ) acts on As by the p-adic cyclotomic character, we find As ∼= Ĝd

m over Ŵur
r

for d = dimAr. In Corollary in the introduction of [O00] (see also [H13a, Lemma 4.2]), Ohta shows
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that TG◦ := lim←−s TpG
◦
s
∼= h (and hence TG◦T ∼= T) canonically as h-modules. Assuming (F), we

have TpG◦s ∼= hs; so, Gs ∼= Ĝm ⊗Zp hs over Ŵur
s . Define A ⊂ hs by the annihilator of Gs/As and

B := Ker(hs → End(A/Ks
). Hence we have an exact sequence of formal groups:

(17.3) 0→ Ĝm ⊗Zp A→ Gs
$−→ Gs → Ĝm ⊗Zp hs/B→ 0

since 0 → A → hs
$−→ hs → hs/B → 0 is an exact sequence of Zp-free modules. Thus we have

As ∼= Ĝm ⊗Zp A over Ŵur
r , and A is an hs-ideal and is an OAs-module. This shows that As, Bs,

$(Ĵord
s ) := Ĵord

s /Âord
s and Js all satisfy (A1–3) in Section 16.

The action of the Frobenius [p : Qp] onAs[p∞](Qp) is the multiplication by a−1
p ∈ O×

As
(where ap is

the image of U(p) in OAs). Thus As(Ŵur
s ) = A⊗Ĝm(Ŵur

s ) ∼= A⊗Zp (1+mcWur
s

) on which the natural

Galois action on Ĝm(Ŵur
s ) is twisted by a character ψ : Gal(Kr/K) ∼= Gal(K̂ur

r /K̂ur) → O×
As

induced by the nearly ordinary character ψ sending [z,Qp] (z ∈ Z×
p ) to the image in O×

As
of the

Hecke operator in hr of the class of ( 1 0
0 z ) in Γ̂0

r/Γ̂r. Write simply A for the abelian variety As. Let
OA := End(A/Q), which is an order of the Hecke algebra generated over Q by Hecke operators T (n)

in End0(A/Q) = End(A/Q) ⊗Z Q.

Recall the Galois representation ρA of Gal(Qp/K) realized on TpÂ
ord
r . Take the connected com-

ponent Spec(T) of Spec(h) such that h/$h = T/$T. Write symbolically ρA|Gal(Qp/K)
∼=

(
νpψ ∗
0 ϕ

)

and ρT =
(
νpψ ∗
0 ϕ

)
for a deformation ψ : Gal(Kur

∞ /K) → T× of ψ. Here νpψ and νpψ acts on

TpAr [p∞] and on TG◦T, respectively. Thus ϕ (resp. ϕ) gives the action on TpÂ
ord
r /TpAr (resp. on

TGpetT ). Note that TGpetT
∼= HomΛ(T,Λ) as T-modules (so, if T is Gorenstein, the above form ρT of

2× 2 matrix is literally true). We write Frob ∈ Gal(Kur
∞ /K) for the Frobenius element inducing the

generator of Gal(Fp/F) and an appropriate power of the identity id = [p,Qp] on K∞/K.

Proposition 17.1. Suppose (F). Let G◦ be the connected component of G = Gα,δ,ξ, and take a gener-
ator σ of Gal(K∞/K). Then we have H1(K∞/K, G◦s,T(W∞)) = (Ts/(νpψ(σ)−1)Ts)[ϕ(Frob)−1]. If

either |νpψ(σ)−1|p = 1 or |ϕ(Frob)−1|p = 1, then we have the vanishing H1(K∞/K, G◦T(W∞)) = 0.

Proof. As we saw, under (F), we have G◦s,T(Wur
∞ ) ∼= µp∞(Wur

∞ )⊗Zp Ts(ψ) as Gal(Kur
∞ /K)-modules,

where Gal(Kur
∞ /K) acts on Ts(ψ) ∼= Ts by ψ. We apply Lemma 16.1 to the formal Lie group A

with A[p∞] = G◦s,T. Note that a in the Lemma is the image of ϕ(Frob) in OA by [H14, (6-1)]. From

this, the cohomology of Gs vanishes if either |νpψ(σ) − 1|p = 1 or |ϕ(Frob)− 1|p = 1. We have then
H1(K∞/K, G◦(W∞)) = lim−→s

H1(K∞/K, G◦s(W∞)) = 0. �

Theorem 17.2. Let the notation be as in Theorem 10.4. Let K be a finite extension of Qp for
p > 2, and put Ks = K[µps ] (s = 1, 2, . . . ,∞). If Ar does not have split multiplicative reduction
over Wr, then the error term E∞(K)T is finite. If further Ar has good reduction over W1 = W [µp]
with |ϕ(Frob)− 1|p = 1, then E∞(K)T vanishes.

Proof. Let us first sketch the proof. As before, we write symbolically $(Js) for the abelian variety

quotient Js/As, since Ĵs/As
ord

= Ĵord
s /Âord

s = $(Ĵord
s ) by definition. Thus As(F ) ↪→ Js(F )

$−→
$(Js)(F ) is exact for any algebraic extension F/K , and hence Âord

s (F ) ↪→ Jord
s,T (F )

$−→ $(Jord
s,T )(F ) is

exact. We first assume that Jord
s,T is contained in an abelian subvariety of Js having good reduction

over W∞ (so, we may assume that the subabelian variety has good reduction over Ws). Then the
sequence

(17.4) 0→ As[p
∞]ord → Gs → $(Gs)→ 0

is exact as Barsotti–Tate groups over Ws (see [H14, §5] and a remark after Corollary 6.4). Since
the complex of Néron models As/Ws

→ Js/Ws
→ $(Js/Ws

) is exact up to p-finite errors [NMD,

Proposition 7.5.3], the exactness of (17.4) shows the sequence Âord
s/Ws

↪→ Ĵord
s/Ws

� $(Jord
s/Ws

) is exact
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as fppf sheaves over Ws. Since 0 → Âord
s/Ws

(F) → Ĵord
s/Ws

(F) → $(Jord
s/Ws

)(F) → H1(F, Âord) = 0 is

exact, (17.2) shows that Ĵord
s (K∞) � $(Ĵord

s )(K∞) is onto.
By (15.1), we have

|H1(K∞/Kr, Â
ord
r (K∞))| = |Ar[p∞]ord(F)|2.

Since we have an exact sequence Âord
r (K∞) ↪→ Ĵord

s,T (K∞) � $(Ĵord
s,T (K∞)), by cohomology sequence

of this short exact sequence, we have the claimed finiteness.
Let us now sketch the proof in the non-split multiplicative case (over W ). We have a similar exact

sequence of the formal Lie groups, and applying the formal version [Sc87, Theorem 1] (particularly in
the non-split multiplicative case), we get the finiteness for the connected part. The surjectivity (up
to finite error) for the special fiber (of Néron models) will be shown below. Thus if Ar has either good

or non-split multiplicative reduction over Wr, we still have finiteness of H1(K∞/Kr, Â
ord
r (K∞)) as

above. Then by the inflation-restriction exact sequence:

H1(Kr/K, Â
ord
r (Kr))→ H1(K∞/K, Â

ord
r (K∞))

→ H0(Kr/K,H
1(K∞/Kr, Â

ord
r (K∞))→ H2(Kr/K, Â

ord
r (Kr)),

finiteness of Hj(Kr/K, Â
ord
r (Kr)) (j = 1, 2) and H1(K∞/Kr, Â

ord
r (K∞)) tells us finiteness of the

cohomology H1(K∞/K, Âord
r (K∞)), from which we conclude the finiteness of E∞(K)T. If r = 1,

p - [K1 : K] and

Hq(K1/K, Â
ord
r (K1)) = 0 for q > 0.

Then, still assuming r = 1, we conclude

(17.5) H1(K∞/K, Â
ord
r (K∞)) ∼= H0(Kr/K,H

1(K∞/Kr, Â
ord
r (K∞)))

If in addition |ϕ(Frob)−1|p = 1 andAr has good reduction overWr , from |H1(K∞/Kr , Â
ord
r (K∞))| =

|Ar[p∞](F)|2 = 0, the groups in (17.5) vanish so, E∞(K)T = 0. In any case, H1(K∞/K, Âord
r (K∞))

is finite. Similarly, by the formal group version [Sc87, Theorem 1], we conclude the finiteness of
H1(K∞/K,Ar(W∞)).

We now give details of the proof in the general case. We first look into the identity connected
components over W∞. By (17.2),

0→ Ar(W∞)→ G∞(W∞)→ $(G∞)(W∞)→ 0

is exact. Taking its Galois cohomology sequence, we get another exact sequence

0→ Ar(W )→ G∞(W )
$∞−−→ $(G∞)(W )→ H1(K∞/K,Ar(W∞)).

Since the cohomology group H1(K∞/K,Ar(W∞)) is finite (cf. [Sc87, Theorem 1]), we find that

Coker(G∞(W∞)Gal(K∞/K) b$∞−−→ $(G∞)(W∞)Gal(K∞/K))

is finite.
As for the special fiber (of the Néron models), we have the exact sequence:

0→ Âord
r (F) → Ĵord

s (F)→ $(Ĵord
s )(F) → H1(F, Âord

r ).

If ϕ(Frob) 6= ±1, Ar has good reduction (not just semi-stable one) over Wr; so, by Lang’s the-

orem [L56], H1(F, Âord
r ) ⊂ H1(F, Ar) = 0. Even if ϕ(Frob) = ±1, from the exact sequence

0 → A0
r(Fp) → Ar(Fp) → π0(Ar/Fp

) → 0 for the connected component A0 of A/Fp
, we find

H1(F, Ar) ∼= H1(F, π0(Ar)) as Gal(Fp/F) has cohomological dimension 1. Thus H1(F, Âord
r ) is

finite. After passing to the limit, we find

|Coker(Jord
∞ (F)

e$∞−−→ $(Jord
∞ )(F))| ≤ |π0(Ar/Fp

)| <∞.
We have the following exact sequence:

0→ G◦(W∞)T → G(K∞)T
red−−→ J∞(F)[p∞]ord

T → 0.
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Indeed, the maximal étale quotient G ét of G/W∞
is a Λ-BT group by [H14, Proposition 6.3]; so,

its closed points lifts to a W∞-point as W∞ is henselian. (Note that G ét
/W∞

may not be an étale

Barsotti–Tate group for finite s.) Taking the fixed point of Gal(Kur
∞ /K), we have

0→ G◦(Wur
∞ )

Gal(Kur
∞
/K)

T → G(K)T
red−−→ J∞(F)[p∞]ord

T → H1(Kur
∞ /K, G◦(W∞)T).

Then by Proposition 17.1, Coker(G(K)T
red−−→ J∞(F)[p∞]ord

T ) = 0 (assuming either |ϕ(Frob)−1|p = 1

or |ψνp(σ)− 1|p = 1), and in particular, Coker(Jord
∞ (K)T

red−−→ J∞(F)[p∞]ord
T ) = 0.

We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:

(17.6)

G∞(W∞)
Gal(K∞/K)
T

↪→−−−−→ Jord
∞ (K)T

redJ−−−−→ J∞(F)[p∞]ord
T

b$∞

y $∞

y
y e$∞

$(G∞)(W∞)
Gal(K∞/K)
T

↪→−−−−→ $(Jord
∞ )(K)T −−−−→ $(J∞)(F)[p∞]ord

Ty
y

y

Coker($̂∞) −−−−→ Coker($∞) −−−−→ Coker($̃∞).

For the Frobenius endomorphism φ (= ϕ(Frob)), we have

J∞(F)[p∞]ord
T = J∞(Fp)[p

∞]ord
T [φ− 1].

Since φ ≡ ϕ(Frob) mod mT, if ϕ(Frob) 6≡ 1 mod mW (⇔ |ϕ(Frob) − 1|p = 1), J∞(F)[p∞]ord
T = 0,

and Coker($̂∞)→ Coker($∞)→ 0 is exact; so, Coker($∞) is finite.
We need to argue more if |ϕ(Frob) − 1|p < 1. We apply X 7→ X∨ := Hom(X,Qp/Zp) to the

above diagram. Since Qp/Zp is Zp-injective, X 7→ X∨ is an exact contravariant functor, all arrows
of (17.6) are reversed, but exactness is kept. Since Coker($∞) ↪→ H1(K,Ar)p, its Pontryagin dual
module Coker($∞)∨ is a Zp-module of finite type. Since this module killed by arithmetic prime
($), we need to show the vanishing of the ($)-localization Coker($∞)∨($) = 0. Note that we have

a surjective morphism of Λ-module: Coker(red) � Coker(redJ) and that Coker(red) is killed by
(νpψ(σ)−1)|(γt−1) by Proposition 17.1. Since ($) is prime to γt−1, we have the vanishing of the
localization Coker(redJ)∨($) = 0. From the diagram obtained by applying X 7→ X∨, the localized

sequence 0 = Coker($̃∞)∨($) → Coker($∞)∨($) → Coker($̂∞)∨($) is exact. Since Coker($̂∞)∨ is

finite under ψ(σ) 6= 1 and ϕ(Frob) 6= 1, we conclude Coker($̂∞)∨($) = 0; so, Coker($∞)∨($) = 0

by the finiteness of Coker($̂∞). Since Coker($∞)∨($) = 0 is finite Zp-module, dualizing back, this

shows finiteness of Coker($∞) as desired. �

18. Twisted family

We briefly describe, in down-to-earth terms, how to create the p-adic analytic family of modular
forms associated to an irreducible component of hα,δ,ξ from a p-ordinary family coming from an
irreducible component of Spec(h0,1,φord). We show that as a Λ-algebra hord := h0,1,φord is isomorphic
to hα,δ,ξ (for a specific choice ξ depending on φ) by T (l) 7→ ϕ(ll)T (l) regarding l as an idele ll in

(A(p∞))× supported on Q×
l . Here ϕ is a suitably chosen character of (A(∞))×/Q× with values in

Λ×. For simplicity, we assume p > 2 and that φord = 1 which implies ξ = 1 (leaving the general

case to attentive readers). Recall open compact subgroups Γ̂0(Np
r) in (3.2).

Let U(N) := Ẑ× ∩ (1 + N Ẑ) for Ẑ =
∏
l Zl = lim←−N Z/NZ, where l runs over all primes and the

projective limit is with respect to the divisibility order. By the isomorphism A×/Q×U(N)R×
+
∼=

(Z/NZ)× sending primes l ∈ Q×
l ↪→ A× outside N to the class of (l mod N), we regard a Dirichlet

character φ : (Z/NZ)× → Q
×

as an idele character. We use the symbol φA to denote the idele

character lifted from φ. Let S(Γ̂0(Np
s), ε, ε) = S2(Γ̂0(Np

s), ε, ε) for a character ε, ε : Z×
p → µps−1 ×

µp−1 be the space of cusp forms f : GL2(Q)\GL2(A)→ C satisfying the following four properties:

(S1) f(g
(
a b
c d

)
) = εA(ap)εA(dp)f(x) for all

(
a b
c d

)
∈ Γ0(Np

s);
(S2) f (gz) = εAεA(z)f(g) for z ∈ A× (regarded as a scalar matrix in GL2(A);
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(S3) f (gr) = f (g)j(r, i)−2 with i =
√
−1 for r ∈ SO2(R), where τ ∈ H (the upper half complex

plane) and j(
(
a b
c d

)
, τ ) = |ad− bc|−1/2(cτ + d) for

(
a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(R);

(S4) the function H 3 τ = g∞(i) 7→ f (g(∞)g∞)j(g∞, i)2 ∈ C induced on the upper half plane for
a fixed finite part g(∞) is a holomorphic function fg(∞) : H→ C for each choice of g(∞).

Under the above three conditions (S1–3), fixing the finite part g(∞), (S4) means that the value
f (g(∞)g∞)j(g∞, i)2 only depends on τ = g∞(i) (as easily verified; see for example [MFG, §3.1.5]),

and we get a function fg(∞)(τ ) := f (g(∞)g∞)j(g∞, i)2, which is required to be holomorphic in τ .

The space of cusp forms associated to hα,δ,1 of level Nps is given by S(Γ̂0(Np
s), ε, ε) with (ε, ε)

satisfying εδεα = 1. As in (S1–4), εp and εp has values in µps−1 . Then (S1) implies that f is right

Γ̂s-invariant. In other words, putting S(Γ̂s) :=
⊕

ε,ε S(Γ̂0(Np
s), ε, ε), S(Γ̂s) is made of cusp forms

satisfying the following condition:

(s1) f(g
(
a b
c d

)
) = f(x) for all

(
a b
c d

)
∈ Γ̂s,

in addition to (S3) and (S4). Since Xs − {cusps} ∼= GL2(Q)\GL2(A)/Γ̂sSO2(R), by sending f →
f1(τ )dτ ∈ H0(Xs,ΩXs/C), we get an isomorphism

S(Γ̂s) ∼= H0(Xs,ΩXs/C).

As explained in Section 3, Xs is canonically defined over Z(p) = Q∩Zp as a moduli space classifying
ellptic curves with level structure described there, for any Z(p)-algebra A, we have well defined

H0(Xs,ΩXs/A). Pulling back this integral structure to S(Γ̂s), we get the corresponding A-integral

space S(Γ̂s, A).
Let κ : Z×

p = (1 + pZp)× µp−1 → Zp[[T ]]× be the Λ-valued character sending (1 + p)z ∈ 1 + pZp
to tz := (1 + T )z =

∑
n≥0

(
z
n

)
Tn and the entire µp−1 to the identity 1. Then we have

{(ε, ε) : Z×
p × Z×

p → µps−1 |εδεα = 1} = {(κα, κ−δ) mod (t − ζ) : ζ ∈ µps−1}.
Writing κζ := κ mod (t − ζ) and taking (ε, ε) = (καζ , κ

−δ
ζ ), (S1-2) is summarized into

f (zxu) = κα−δζ,A (z)κζ,A(aαpd
−δ
p )f (x)

for u =
(
a b
c d

)
∈ Γ̂0(Np

r) and z in the center Z(A) of GL2(A).
Consider the space Sk(Γ0(Np

s), φ) of classical holomorphic cusp firms with Neben character φ

for φ : (Z/prZ)× → Q
×

. A modular form f ∈ Sk(Γ0(Np
s), φ) satisfies

f(
az + b

cz + d
) = φ(a mod pr)f(x)(cz + d)k

for all
(
a b
c d

)
∈ Γ0(Np

s). Since ad ≡ 1 mod ps, κζ,A(aαp d
−δ
p ) = κζ(a

α+δ) = κζ(d
−α−δ), and hence

f 7→ f1 induces an isomorphism of vector spaces

S(Γ̂0(Np
s), καζ , κ

−δ
ζ ) ∼= S2(Γ0(Np

s), κα+δ
ζ ),

but unless (α, δ, 1) = (0, 1, 1), the Hecke operator action on the left-hand-side is a twisted one of the
right-hand-side depending on the data (α, δ, 1).

Here is a description of the twist. For a character ϕ : Z×
p → µps−1 and f ∈ S(Γ̂0(Np

s), 1, φ),

define f ⊗ ϕ ∈ S(Γ̂0(Np
s), ϕA, φϕA) by f ⊗ ϕ(g) = ϕA(det(g))f (g). Thus we get an isomorphism

⊗ϕ : S(Γ̂0(Np
s), 1, φ) ∼= S(Γ̂0(Np

s), ϕA, ϕAφ). By definition, we get the following fact.

Lemma 18.1. If f as above satisfies f |T (n) = λ(T (n))f (a Hecke eigenform) with T (l) = U(l) if
l|Np, we have (f ⊗ϕ)|T (l) = ϕA(ll)λ(T (l))(f ⊗ϕ) for all primes l prime to p, and for U(p), we have
(f ⊗ ϕ)|U(p) = λ(U(p))(f ⊗ ϕ). Thus this operation f 7→ f ⊗ ϕ preserves “ordinarity”.

Here ll is an idele whose l-component is l but is trivial outside l; so, ϕA(ll) = ϕ(l) as long as l 6= p.
The formula (f ⊗ ϕ)|U(p) = λ(U(p))(f ⊗ ϕ) is consistent with (f ⊗ ϕ)|T (l) = ϕA(ll)λ(T (l))(f ⊗ ϕ)
because ϕ factors through the p-adic cyclotomic character whose value at p is equal to 1 (i.e.,
ϕA(pp) = 1).
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By the lemma, out of the abelian subvariety Af attached to f , we get an abelian variety Af⊗ϕ of
Js (for a suitable choice of (α, δ)) which is the ϕ-twist of Af (see (16.1)); i.e., we have an identity of
l-adic Tate modules TlAf⊗ϕ ∼= (TlAf ) ⊗ ϕ as Galois modules regarding ϕ as a Galois character via
Z×
p = Gal(Q(µp∞)/Q).
If f is a Hecke eigenform, the modular form f : GL2(Q)\GL2(A) → C and its right translations

R(g)(f )(x) = f (xg) = f (xg) for g ∈ GL2(A) generate an irreducible automorphic representation
π = πf of GL2(A). Similarly, the modular form f ⊗ ϕ : GL2(Q)\GL2(A) → C and its right
translation R(g)(f ⊗ϕ)(x) = (f ⊗ϕ)(xg) = f (xg)ϕA(det(xg)) for g ∈ GL2(A) generate an irreducible
automorphic representation πf⊗ϕ. Plainly, we have πf⊗ϕ ∼= π ⊗ ϕA. Inside πf⊗ϕ, we find a unique
new vector (f ⊗ ϕ)◦ which corresponds to a classical primitive Hecke eigenform (f ⊗ ϕ)◦1 =: fϕ ∈
S2(Γ0(C(π ⊗ ϕ)), φϕ2) for the conductor C(π⊗ ϕA) of π ⊗ ϕA. The form fϕ is usually not equal to
the classical form (f ⊗ ϕ)1 corresponding to the adelic form f ⊗ ϕ even if f is new (as their Neben
types are plainly different). As explained in [H09, §3.1], f ⊗ ϕ often has level smaller than the
level of the primitive form fϕ. Unless the p-component πp is super-cuspidal, πp ⊗ ϕ has a non-zero
U(p)-eigenvector with non-zero eigenvalue. Indeed, if πp = π(α, β), there is a non-zero eigenspace
in π ⊗ ϕA on which U(p) acts by αϕA(pp) (resp. βϕA(pp)) (if α(p) 6= β(p), the eigenspaces of each
of the above value is one-dimensional). If πp is special, we have one dimensional eigenspace with
non-zero eigenvalue. Even if ϕ is highly ramified at p, the eigenvalues of U(p) for f ⊗ ϕ and f are
equal.

Take a family for the standard tower (i.e., (α, δ) = (0, 1))

FI := {fP ∈ S2(Γ0(Np
r(P)), εP )}P∈Spec(I)(Qp)

∼= {fP ∈ S(Γ̂0(Np
r(P)), 1, εP )}P∈Spec(I)(Qp)

which is an ordinary p-adic analytic family, and εP : Z×
p /µ→ µpr(P)−1 (Q). If P ∩Λ = (t− ζP ) with

εP (1 + p) = ζP ∈ µpr(P)−1 , we can rewrite

{fP ∈ S(Γ̂0(Np
r(P)), 1, εP )}P∈Spec(I)(Qp) = {fP ∈ S(Γ̂0(Np

r(P)), 1, κ−1
ζP

)}P∈Spec(I)(Qp)

as the family of (α, δ) = (0, 1). Pick a positive integer b prime to p. Then we consider the

twisted family FI(b) = {fP ⊗ κ
1/b
ζP
}. Since fP ∈ S(Γ̂0(Np

r(P)), 1, κ−1
ζP

), we have fP ⊗ κ
1/b
ζP
∈

S(Γ̂0(Np
r(P)), κ

1/b
ζP
, κ

1/b−1
ζP

). Though

S(Γ̂0(Np
r(P)), κ

1/b
ζP
, κ

1/b−1
ζP

) ∼= S2(Γ0(Np
r(P), κζP ) by f 7→ f1

as vector spaces, the Hecke operator action comes from the left-hand-side, which is the twist by κ
1/b
ζP

of the standart action on the right-hand-side. Thus in this case, the family is for the exotic tower of
(α, δ) = (1, b− 1) = b(1

b
, 1− 1

b
) as elements in P1(Zp). If one starts with fP0 ∈ S2(Γ0(Np)) whose

L-function has root number ±1, the L-function fP ⊗ ε−1/2
P has the same root number. Therefore,

the most interesting case is when b = 2 and (α, δ) = (1, 1). This process can be reversed by

tensoring back κ
−1/b
ζP

. Though we have assumed that ξ = 1, introducing the twist by a character ϕ :

(Z/pZ)× → µp−1 in addition to the twist by κ1/b, we get one-to-one onto correspondence of families
of modular forms of h0,1,ξord with ξord(a, d) = φ(d) and h1,b−1,ξϕ, where ξϕ(a, d) = φ(d)ϕ(a)ϕ(d).
We leave the details of the argument for the non-trivial ϕ to attentive readers. This shows, writing
Λ = Zp[[T ]] with t = 1 + T ,

Proposition 18.2. Let the notation as above, and suppose p > 2. Then the algebra h1,b−1,ξϕ is

isomorphic to h0,1,ξord (ξord(a, d) = φ(d)) as Zp-algebras by T (ln) 7→ t−1/b logp(ln)/ logp(γ)ϕA(lnl )T (ln)
for primes l, where γ = 1 + pε and logp is the p-adic logarithm and we have written T (ln) = U(ln)
for l|Np. The Λ-algebra structure of h1,b−1,ξϕ is obtained by transferring the Λ-algebra structure of
h0,1,ξord by this isomorphism. In particular, the algebra h1,b−1,ξϕ is free of finite rank over Λ for all
primes p > 2.
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